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Algebra and Naive Geometry. 
An Investigation of Some Basic Aspects 
of Old Babylonian Mathematical Thought I 

Til SaT({ og Janne 

Ab8tract 

Through a broad structural analysis and a close reading of Old Babylonian ma
thematical "procedure texts" dealing mainly with problems of the second degree 
it is shown that Old Babylonian "algehra" was neither a "rhetorical algebra" 
dealing with numbers and arithmetical relations between numbers nor built on 
a set of fixed algorithmic procedures. Instead, the texts must be read as "naive" 
prescriptions for geometric analysis-naive in the sense that the results are seen 
by immediate intuition to be correct, but the question of correctness never 
raised-dealing with measured or measurable but unknown line segments, and 
making use of a set of operations and techniques diff8rent in structure from that 
of arithmetical algebra. 

The investigation involves a thorough discussion and re-interpretation of the 
technical terminology of Old Babylonian mathematics, elucidates many terms 
and procedures which have up to now been enigmatic, and makes many features 
stand out which had not been noticed before. 

The second-last chapter discusses the metamathematical problem. whether 
and to which extent we are then entitled to speak of an Old Babylonian algebra; 
it also takes up the over-all implications of the investigation for the understand
ing of Old Babylonian patterns of thought. It is argued that these are not mytho
poeic in the sense of H. and H. A. Frankfort, nor savage or cold in a Levi-Straus
sian sense, nor however as abstract and modern as current interpretations of 
the mathematical texts would have them to be. 

The last chapter investigates briefly the further development of Babylonian 
"algebra" through the Seleucid era. demonstrating a clear arithmetization of 
the patterns of mathematical thought. the possible role of Babylonian geometri
cal analysis as inspiration for early Greek geometry, and the legacy of Babylo
nian "algebraic" thought to }Iedieval Islamic algebra. 

Introduction 

The following contains an account of a broad investigation of the terminology, 
methods, and patterns of thought of Old Babyloman so-called algebra. I have 

• been engaged in this investigation for some years, and circulated a preliminary 
and fairly unreadable account in 1984. of which the item (Hoyrup 1985) in the 
bibliography of the present article is a slightly corrected reprint. I have also 
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presented the progress of the project in the four Workshops on Concept Develop
ment in Babylonian Mathematics held at the Seminar fiir Vorderasiatische 
Altertumskunde der Freien Universitat Berlin in 1983,1984,1985 and 1988, and 
included summaries of some of my results-without the detailed arguments-in 
various contexts where they were relevant. 

This article is then meant to cover my results coherently and to give the de
tails of the argument, without renouncing completely on readability. Admittedly, 
the article contains many discussions of philological details which will hardly 
be understandable to historians of mathematics without special assyriological 
training, but which were necessary if philological specialists should be able to 
evaluate my results; I hope the non-specialist will not be too disturbed by these 
stumbling-stones. On the other hand many points which are trivial to the as
syriologist are included in order to make it clear to the non-specialist why current 
interpretations and translations are only reliable up to a certain point, and why 
the complex discussions of terminological structure and philological details are 
at all necessary. I apologize to whoever will find them boring and superfluous. 

It is a most pleasant duty to express my gratitude to all those who have as
sisted me over the years,-especially Dr. Bendt Alster, Dr. Aage Westenholz and 
Dr. )Iogens Trolle Larsen of Copenhagen University, and to Professor, Dr. Hans 
Nissen, Professor, Dr. Johannes Renger, Dr. Robert Englund, and Dr. Kilian 
Butz of Freie Universitat Berlin, together with all participants in the Berlin 
'Workshops, not least the indefatigable Professor Joran Friberg of Goteborg 
University, Professor )Iarvin Powell of Northern Illinois University and Pro
fessor, Dr. Wolfgang Lefevre. Special thanks are due to Professor, Dr. von 
Soden for giving always in the briefest possible delay kind but yet precise 
criticism of every preliminary and unreadable paper I sent him, and for adding 
always his gentle advice and encouragement. 

Everybody who followed the Berlin Workshop will know that Dr. Peter Dame
row of the Max-Planck-Institut fUr Bildungsforschung, Berlin, deserves the 
greatest gratitude of all, to which I can add my personal experience as made 
over the last six years. 

The intelligent reader will easily guess who remains responsible for all errors. 

I dedicate the work to my daughters Sara and Janne, for reasons which have 
nothing to do with mathematics, Babylonia or Assyriology, but much with 
our common history over the years. 

Abbreviations 

Detailed bibliographic information will be found in the bibliography. 

ABZ 
AHw 
BiOI' 
CAD 
GAG 
GEL 
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Assyrisch-babylonisehe Zeichenliste ( =BOI'ger 1978) 
Akkadisches Handworterbuch ( ="on Soden 1965) 
Bibliotheca Orientalis 
Chicago Assyrian Dictionary 
Grundriss del' akkadischen Grammatik (=\7on Soden 1952) 
A Greek-English Lexicon (=Liddell- Scott 1968) 
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HAHw 
JCS 
JNES 
l\iCT 
MEA 
MKT 
RA 
SL 
SLa 
TMB 
TMS 
WO 
ZA 
ZDlVIG 

Hebriiisches und Aramiiisches Handworterbuch ( = Gesenius 1915) 
Journal of Cuneiform Studies 
Journal of Near Eastern Studies 
Mathematical Cuneiform Texts (=Neugebauer - Sachs 1945) 
Manuel d'epigraphie akkadienne (=Labat 1963) 
Mathematische Keilschrift-Texte, I-Ill (=Neugebauer 1935) 
Revue d'Assyriologie et d'Archeologie Orientale 
Sumerisches Lexikon, I-UI ( =Deimel 1925) 
The Sumerian Language (=Thomsen 1984) 
Textes mathematiques Babyloniens (=Thureau-Dangin 1938) 
Textes mathematiques de Suse (=Bruins - Rutten 1961) 
Die Welt des Orients 
Zeitschrift fUr Assyriologie und vorderasiatische Archiiologie 
Zeitschrift del' Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft 
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I. The starting point: N urnbers or lines-in method and in conceptualization 

For almost 60 years it has been known that the Babylonians of the Old Baby
Ionian period l (and later) knew and solved equations of the second degree2-like 
this3 

Obv. II, 1. Length and width added is 14 and 48 the 
surface. 

2. The magnitudes are not known. 14 times 
14 (is) 3'16°.'. 48 times 4 (is) 3'12°. 

3. 3'12° from 3'16° you substract, and 4 
remain. What times what 

4. shall I take in order to (get) 4? 2 times 
2 (is) 4. 2 from 14 you subtract, and 12 
remain. 

5. 12 times 30' (is) 6. 6 is the width. To 2 you 
shall add 6, 8 is it. 8 is the length. 

X+Y= 14 
X· y=48 
14· 14= 196 
48·4=192 
196-192=4 

~2=4_~ = 2 
14-2=12 

12· 1!2=6=y 
2+6=8=x 

1 The Old Babylonian period spans the time from c. 2000 B.C. to 1600 B.C. (middle 
chronology). The mathematical texts dealt with in this paper belong (with the excep
tion of the Seleucid text presenteu first) to the time from c. 1800 B.C. to c. 1600 B.O. 

2 Anachronisms are lurking everywhere when one speaks of Babylonian mathematics 
in modern terms. The Babylonians did not cla~sify their problems according to degree. 
They have related classifications, but the delimitations deviate somewhat from ours, 
and they have another basis. "Equations", on the other hand, is a fully adequate de
scription even of the Old Babylonian pattern of thought, if only we remember that 
what is equated is not pure number bnt the entity and its measuring number: Combina
tions of unknown quantities equal given numbers or, in certain cases, other combi
nations of unknown quantities. 

3 BM 34568 No 9 (BM 34568 refers to the museum signature, No. 9 to the number of the 
problem inside the tablet as numbered in the edition of the text). The text was pub
lished, transliterated, translated and discussed by O. Neugebauer in MKT III 15ff. 
The numbers in the margin refer to the position of the text on the tablet: Obserse/ 
reverse, column No, line No. The text is Seleucid, i.e. from around the 3rd century 
B.O. The translation is a literal retranslation of O. Neugebauer's German translation 
as given in MKT Ill. So, it renders the way in which Babylonian algebra is known to 
broader circles of historians of mathematics.-All translations given below will be my 
own direct translations from the original language. 

4 For the transcription of the sexagesimal place value numbers found in the text I fol
low F. Thureau-Dangin's system, which in my opinion is better suited than O. Neuge
bauer's for the purpose of the present investigation: 3° is the same as 3, 3' the same as 
3 . 60- 1, 3" means 3· 60- 2, etc. 3' means 3· 60 1, 3" equals 3· 602, etc. The notation 
is an extension of our current degree-minute-second-notation, which anyhow descends 
directly from the Babylonian place value system.-I use the notation as a compromise 
between two requirements: For the convenience of the reader, the translations must 
indicate absolute place; this is not done in the original cuneiform, but so few errors are 
made during additive operations that the Babylonians must have possessed some means 
to keep track of orders of magnitude. On the other hand, the zeroes necessary in the 
conventional transcription introduced by O. Neugebauer (1932) (3,0;5 instead of 
F. Thureau-Dangin's 315' and the Babylonian 3 5) are best avoided in an investigation 
of Babylonian patterns of thought, whtlre such zeroes had no existence. Admittedly, 
the situation is quite different in an investigation of mathematical techniques, espe
cially the techniques of mathematical astronomy, with special regard to which O. N euge
bauer introduced his notation. 
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This short text will serve to locate the celltral question of the present paper. A part 
from the statements of the problem and of the result, the text contains nothing 
but the description of a series of numerical computations - it can be characterized 
as an exemplification of an algorithm. Even problems 18 and 19 of the same 
tablet (MKT III,16f.), which describe a procedure abstractly, do so on the 
purely algorithmic level: "Take length, width and diagonal times length, width and 
diagonal. Take the surface times 2. Subtract the product from the (square on 
length, width and) diagonal. Take the remainder times one half ... ". There 
are no explanations of the way the solution is found, no justification of the 
steps which are made and, so it seems, no indication whatever of the pattern of 
thought behind the method. 

Now it is an old observation that traditional algebraic problems can be solved 
by basically different (though often homomorphic) methods. So, if we look at a 
problem of the type x + y = a, x . y = b, we would of course solve it by manipulation 
of symbols. }fost Latin and Arabic algebras of the .Middle Ages, Hom al-Khwa
rizmi onwards, would formulate it that "I have divided 10 into two parts, and 
multiplying one of these by the other, the result was 21"5; in order to obtain 
the solution, they would call one of the numbers "a thing" and the other" 1 0 mi
nus a thing", and by verbal argument ("rhetorical algebra") they would trans
form it into the standard problem "10 things are equal to 10 dirhems and a 
square", the solution of which was known from a standard algorithm. Diophantos 
would speak more abstractly of "finding two numbers so that their sum and 
product make given numbers"G; he would exemplify the method in a concrete 
case, "their sum makes 20 units, while their product makes 96 units", and he 
would proceed until the complete solution by purely rhetorical methods, formu
lated however by means of a set of standardized abbreviations ("syncopated 
algebra" 7). 

In the so-called "geometric algebra" of the Greeks, geometrical problems of 
the same structure are solved.s So, in Euclid's Data, prop. 85 it is demonstrated 
by stringent geometrical construction that "if two lines contain a given surface 
in a given angle, and their sum is also given, then they must both be given".9 

Quite different geometry is used by al-Khwarizmi to justify the standard 
algorithms by means of which he solves the basic mixed second-degree equa
tions. To avoid any confusion with the much-discussed "geometrical algebra" 
I will propose the term "naive geometry". 10 Since this concept will be fundamen
tal for the following, I shall present it more fully. 

5 AI-Khwarizmi, Algebra, tr. Rosen 1831: 4l. 
6 Arithmetica I, xxvii. 
i The term is due to Nesselmann (1842: 302ff.), who also introduced the more current 

"rhetorical algebra". 
8 Irrespective of the question whether "geometric algebra" waS or was intended to be an 

"algebra". 
9 Cf. also Element8 Il 5. An analogue of the corresponding algebraic problem in one un

known is found in Data, prop. 58, and in Element8 VI 28. 
10 In a preliminary discussion paper (Hoyrup 1985) I spoke of "geometrica.1 heuristics". 

I have also pondered "visual" or "intuitive geometry". After much reflectIOn, howe;er, 
I have come to prefer "naive geometry" as relatively unloadeu With psychologICal 
and philosophical connotations. 

3' 
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In order to justify his solution to the equation "square and roots equal to 
number", al-Khwarizmi explains the case "a Square and ten Roots are equal 
to thirty-nine Dirhems" .11 The number 39 is represented by a composite figure: 
A square_of side e~ual to the unknown "Root" and two rectangles of length 5 
(= 10 -;- ;)) and WIdth equal to the Root, positioned as shown in Fig. 1 (tull
drawn line). The gnomonic figure is completed by addition of a square equal to 
5

2
= 25 (dotted line), the whole being then a square of area 39 + 25 = 64. Its side 

being ]164=8, the unknown Root will be 8-5=3. 

x 5 

r 
x 5x 8-5 

~ 
8 

r I 
25 

I 
5 

5 

I 
t , 

Fig. 1 

. We may feel comfortably sure that the argument behind our Babylonian algo
nthm was not of the Euclidean brand-Babylonian geometric texts show no 
trac~ at all of Euclidean. argumentation. We can also safely exclude the hypo
thesIs that the Babylomans made use of symbolic algebra.12 Finally, we can 

11 See his Algebra, tr. Rosen 1831: 13-16. 

12 ~he imr:lediate argument for this is that' symbolic algebra requires a level of abstrac
tIOn whICh appears to be totally alien to Babylonian thought. If this seems too much 
of an argument ex silentio, it can be added that symbolic algebra is gro8SO modo akin in 
structu~'e to arithmetico-thetorical a.lgebra. So, even if we upkeep the possibility of 
symb?IIC al~ebra as a silent hypothesIs, the arguments which will be given later against 
an anthmetlCo-rhetorical interpretation will also exclude symbolic translations of the 
latter.-On the same account, an "abacus" representation of Babylonian algebra with 
counters representing the coefficients of the products and powers of the unknowns can 
~e discarde~. In itsel.f, the "abacus interpretation" might have a certain plausibility, 
SIllC~ materIal .calculI had been used for common reckoning and/or computation in 
~arlIer epoc?s III ~Iesopo.tamia. Nothing, however, but the writing material, pebbles 
m.stead of mk, dlstmgmshes such a representation from the syncopated algebra of 
?IOpha~tos or t~e further development and schematization of the same principle found 
1';1 MedIeval In:l1an algebra .. Arguments against an arithmetico-rhetorical interpreta
tion of Babyloman algebra wIll hence also be arguments against an arithmetical "abacus 
algebra".-I shall return below to the possibility of a geometric "abacus algebra" 
related to the Greek "figurate numbers". 
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also be confident that some kind of argument lays behind the text. Random 
play with numbers might of course lead to the discovery of a correct algorithm 
for a single type of equation, and such an algorithm could then be transmitted 
mechanically. Still, the equation-types of Babylonian mathematics are so numer
ous, and the methods used to solve them so freely varied that random discovery 
cannot explain them. Some mental (and perhaps also physical) representation 
must have been at hand which could give a meaning to the many intermediate 
numbers of our algorithm (196, 4, 192, 4, 2, 12, 1/ ) and to the operations to 
which they are submitted. 

We cannot, however, read out of the text whether this representation was of 
rhetorico-arithmetical character or should be described as naive geometry. Truly, 
the "length", "width" and "surface" might seem to suggest the latter possibil
ity. But even Diophantos used a geometrical vocabulary ("square", "appli
cation") which was only meant to suggest the arithmetical relations involved. 
Similarly, the Arabic and Latin algebras of the :Middle Ages would speak indif
ferently of a second power as "square" or "property" and of a first power as 
"thing" or "root", intending nothing but suggestive words which might fill the 
adequate places in the sentences. So, no conclusion is possible on that level. 

The procedure leaves us in no better situation. It is easy to devise a rhetorical 
method which yields the numbers of the text as intermediate results, viz. a ver
bal translation of this: 

x+y= 14; xy=48. 
(x+ y)~= 196; 4xy= 192 
(X_y)2= (x+y)~-4xy= 196 -192 =4 

x - Y = Y4 = 2 (the length is normally supposed to exceed the 
width; hence, no double solution will arise) 

2y= (x+ y)- (x-y) = 14-2= 12 
y=I/2• 12=6 
X= (x- y) +y=2+6=8 

It is, however, just as easy to devise a geometrical figure on which the correct
ness of the solution and of the single steps can be argued naively (see Fig. 2). 
Here, a geometrical counterpart of every single number occurring in the calcu
lation can be found. So, the algorithm leaves us in a dead end: It fits equally 
well to a rhetorical argument by arithmetical relations and to an argument by 
naive geometry. 

Concerning another aspect of the question arithmetic/naive geometry we 
are no better off than in the case of the method, namely regarding the concept
ualization of the problem itself: \Vas it seen as a problem of unknown numbers, 
represented perhaps by the dimensions of a geometric figure, or shall it be taken 
at its words, as a problem really concerned with unknown dimensions of such a 
figure? 

That this latter question must be separated from that of the character of the 
method can be seen from comparison with other algebraic traditions. It is clear 
that .Modern mathematics thinks of a set of equations like x + y = 14; x . Y = 48 
as concerned with numbers, and that we understand the operations used to 
solve it as purely arithmetical operations. So, the basis of ::Ylodern algebra is 
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arithmetical in conceptualization as well as method.D It is equally clear that we 
meet with lots of concrete problems, e.g. concerned with spatial extensions, 
which we translate into algebra and then solve by algebraic methods. In such 
cases, our conceptuaIization is concrete, e.g. geometrical, but our method is 
arithmetical-concrete entities are represented by abstract numbers. 

On the whole, the same description would fit the .Medieval algebraic tradition, 
with one important exception: The al-Khwarizmian justification of the solution 
to the mixed second-degree equations (cL above). There, the conceptualization 
of the problems is as arithmetical as everywhere else in al-Khwarizmi's algebra, 
but the method is naive geometry, where lines and surfaces represent the ab
stract numbers. Basic conceptualization and method need not coincide. 

To anybody reading Babylonian "algebraic" sources it will be obvious that 
the conceptualizations of the problems are as varied as those of }lodern algebra. 
Some are quite concrete geometrical problems: Partitions of triangular or quad
rangular fields, calculations of the volumes of siege ramps, etc.; some are formu
lated as pure number problems, concerned e.g. with a pair of numbers belong
ing together in a table of reciprocals. The main body of texts, finally, deal with 
"lengths", "widths" and "surfaces" which cannot a priori be interpreted at 
face value, nor however as arithmetical dummies .. \nyhow, there can be no rea
sonable doubt that these latter problems represent the basic conceptualization 
of Babylonian algebra, and that their "lengths" etc. are the entities which re
present real lengths as well as numbers when such magnitudes occur in other 
problems. 

1~ By "}[oltern" I mean "post.Henai8sanee", in the ease of algebra specifie~"ly "post
Vieta". I disregard what mathelllatieians wonld call "modern" (abstnwt, "post-Noe
ther") algebra as irrelpvant to the prpsent disc'lIssion: It is, at least in classical senses 
of these words, neither arithmetical nor geoIlwtric, be it in basic conceptualization or 
in method, although it is, primarily, an abstract extrapolation from arithmetical ..:on
eeptualization and method. 
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There are, then, two main aspects of the problem investigated below: Firstly, 
whether the method used in Old Babylonian algebra was arith
metical (rhetorical or related) or naive-geometrical. Secondly, 
whether its basic conceptualization was arithmetical or geome
tricalY' Around these basic questions a web of other related and derived dis
cussions will be spun. in order to give an allround picture of the discipline. 

11. The obstacles 

Neither the terminology nor the procedure of the problem translated above, 
would permit us to decide this question. or just to approach it. In this respect 
it is similar to a great many other Babylonian texts. For half a century, in has 
therefore been the prevailing opinion among historians of mathematics that 
at least the surviving and published texts will not permit us to solve the dilem
ma arithmetic/geometry. At the same time, most historians have implicitly or 
explicitly tended to favour the fully arithmetical hypothesist:j-with the partial 
exception of K. Vogel, A. A. Vajman and B. L. van der Waerden.i6 

Until the Summer 1982, I shared these common opinions and prejudices, as 
I would now call them. At that time, however, I was inspired, by an interpreta
tion of a puzzling text17 and by a critical question from P. Damerow for my 
reasons, to look for traces of geometrical thought in other texts. Since then my 
knowledge of the language has improved so much that I have come to regard 
my original textual inspiration as totally wrong. is But like another Columbus 
I had the good luck to hit land on a course which I had chosen for bad reasons. 
A close reading of the texts, and the use of methods closer to those of contempo
rary human sciences (linguistics and structural semantics as well as literary ana
lysis) than to those traditionally used in the history of Ancient mathematics, 
revealed that the arithmetical hypothesis cannot be upheld. As it is always more 

H It should be emphasized that the investigation deals only with the algebraic texts. 
There is no reason to doubt the purely nUIllerical character of many of the table texts; 
but the numerical charadeI' of texts like I'lilllpton 322 (}[CT 38) does not permit us 
to conclude that ulgE'braic prohlems, too, we'rE' understood and solved arithmetically. 
Similarlv it cannot be cloubtE'd that a nUlllher of texts deal with real geollletric; prob
lems,-b~~ even there generalization,; are not automatically justified. 

to Among the most explicit, Thureau-Dangin (1940: 302) states that the problems deal
ing with geometrical figures do so because "a plane figure will easily give rise to a se
cond-degree equation", but that the pmblellls are still "purely numerical", ju.st like 
the indeterminate equations of Diophantos' Arithmet'ica Y1, for which right triangles 
function merely as a pretext. 

16 So, van del' vVaerden (1961: 71L) suggests hypothetically that certain basic algebraic 
identities may have been proved geometrieally ({a -b} {It .,...b} =a 1 -b 2, etc.). The con
jecture is accepted by Vajman (1961: 168L). At the same time, however, B. L. van del' 
Waerden distinguishes the method of proof from the conceptualization, stating that 
the "thought processes of the Babylonians were chiefly algebraic (i.e. arithmetico
algebraic-J. H.). It is true that they illustrated unknown numbers by means of lines and 
areas, but they always remained numbers". 

1; IlVI 52301, the inscription on the edge as interpreted by Bruins (1953: 242 L, 252). 
18 Cf. the revised transliteration and the new discussion of EH 52301 in Gundlach - \'on 

Soden 1963: 253, 259 f. 
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difficult to verify than to falsify, I cannot claim that the investigation has prov
ed a specific geometrical interpretation to be correct. Still, the geometrical read
ing gets very strong support, and I think it can be taken for sure that the Old 
Babylonian algebra must at least have been structurally isomorphic to a repre
sentation by naive geometry, while the arithmetical representation is only a 
homomorphism. 

It will be clear from the following that my results could not have been found 
without methodological innovations. So, we should not wonder that the evi
dence against arithmetical thought has gone largely unnoticed for 50 years, 
and that the interpretation which O. Neugebauer characterized as a "first approx
imation" in 1932 19 has stood unchallenged since then. 

This may sound cryptic to readers who are not familiar with the cuneiform 
script and texts, and may require an explanation. The Babylonian texts were 
written in a Semitic language (Akkadian) which has been dead as a literary lan
guage for two millennia (and as a spoken language even longer), with strong, at 
times all-dominating admixtures of loanwords from another language (Sumerian), 
which was probably already dead around c. 1800 B.e. except as a literary 
language used by the restricted circle of scribes, and of which no relative is 
known. Even the interpretation of the Akkadian language is far from complet
ed, and the situation for Sumerian is still worse. 20 To add to the confusion, the 
script used consists of signs which may stand for one or, normally, several pho
netic values, not necessarily close to one another, and for one or often several 
semantic ("ideographic") values, i.e. values as word signs ("logograms")21 
for Sumerian words and semantically related Akkadian words. The connection 
between the different values is rooted in semantic affinity, in phonetic affinity 
in either of the two languages, or simply in the conflation of originally separate 
signs. 22 To all this may come trite problems of legibility, due to careless writing 
or to bad preservation of the tablets. 

19 Neugebauer 1932a: 6. 
20 So, no real Sumerian dictionary exists to this day. 
21 The prevailing tendency has been to leave the ("onception of ideograllls and to claim 

that the cuneiform signs when not used phonetically would stand for, and be read as, 
specific Akkadian words. The diffcrelll'p between an ideogram and a logogram is as the 
difference between" +-" and "viz.": The .first sign will of course always be read by 
words, depending on the situation as "pins", "added to", "and", or something similar; 
only in the specific additive meaning, however, ean it replace the spoken word "and"; 
it is no logogram, it eorresponds to an operational concept which is not identical with 
any verbal description. "Viz.", on the other hand, is a reallogogralll for "namely".-No 
doubt, the logographie interpretation deseribes the normal non·phonetic use of cunei
form signs adequately. At least in mathematical texts, however, certain signs must be 
understood as ideograms, not as logograms, as I shall exemplify below (d. notes 57I. 
and note d to T:.vIS XVI A; cf. also SLa t5£., on similar phenomena in non-mathemati
cal contexts). 

22 The sign :=i may be taken as an example. The conventional sign name is KAiS, the 
name given to it in ancient sign lists. It may stand for Sumerian kas, "beer" (Sumerian 
words are usually transliterated in spaced types), and for the possessive suffix _ bi; the 
latter reading is used in Sumprian as an approximate syllabic writing for the c0mpound 
b+e>be, "says it" (or rather "it is said"). These three uses have given rise, respec
tively, to logographic use in Akkadian texts for the corresponding words sikarum, 
-su/·sa and q(lbum, together with the derived su/iJuatu. "this", a fundion in which Su-
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Happily, the system was also ambiguous for the.Bab~lo~i~n scribes t~emselves, 
and they developed certain aids for avoiding the ambIgUItIes (p?O~etlC comple
ments to logograms; semantic determinatives). Furt~ermore, mSlde ~exts ?e
longing to a specific type and pe.ri~d, the range of possIble valu~s of a gI~en SIgn 
is strongly restricted. The restnctIOns, however, have to be dlsc~vered, hence, 
extensive knowledge of a whole text-type is required before the smgle text can 
be safely transliterated into syllabic Latin writing. . 

On this background, the immensity of the task solve~ III the 1930es b.y O. N eu
gebauer and F. Thureau-Dangin will be seen: To d~Clpher th: phrasmg of the 
mathematical texts, and to discover the mathematIcal meanmg of the ~erms. 
First when this is done in a way which can be relied upon can the questIOn of 
conceptualization be raised in earnest. 

Raised ... but hardly solved by direct methods. Just because the langu~ge 
of the single text-type is specific, we must regard the terminology as techlllcal 
or semi-technical. We know from modern languages that the semantic contents 
of a technical term are not necessarily unravelled by etymological stud~es. The 
etymology of "perpendicular" would lead us to the pending ph,lmb-line and 
thus to the vertical direction. A posteriori we can understand the way from here 
to the right angle-but we cannot predict a priori that "vertical" will change 
into "right angle" nor can we even be sure that a modern geometer thinks of 

, d . di I "3 verticality when he uses the standard-phrase an . raIses ~ perpe~ . cu ar.- . 
The situation is not very different in Akkadian, or III SemItIC lang~ages m 

general. An example from the Hebrew on which I shall draw below WIll s~ow 
this 'bq has. as a verb the meaning "to flyaway". Hence we have nommal 
deri~ations "(light) dus~" and "pollen" (HAH w, 7 a); from "light dust" prob
ably the tablet covered with light dust or sand, the "dust abacus", and from 
her~ apparently the "abacus" in generaP\ Who WOUld. imagi~,e that ~he he~vy 
table on which stone calculi are moved was, etymologlCally, somethmg flymg 
away"? " .. 

Truly, the character of Semitic languages IS such that the baSIC semantIc I~
plications of the root from which a word derives are rarply or never l~st qUIte 
of sight-they are conserved at least as connotations. Suc~ conservatI?nS are 
forced upon the users of the language by its very structure. 2,) But a reqUIrement 

merian bi ean also be used. ]n the Old Babylonian period it will also be found with the 
phonetic values bi, bC, pi, and pe (accents and subscript numbers are used to rhstmgUlsh 
different writings of the same syllable). In later penods, It can also be ,used phonetiC
ally as gas, kas and kas,-To this eomes the role in a number of eomposIte SIgn ~roups 
used logographically: different specified sorts, o~ ~eer; innkeeper; song(?); ete. Fmally, 
the sign may represent twice the surface UnIt ese, wntten ~(. (After MEA and ABZ 
No 214, and a commentary from B. Alster). 

~3 To know whether he thinks concretely through the standard-term we would have to 
investigate whether he avoids using it when c.onstructing the orthogonal to a no~
horizontal line; i.e., we would have to investIgate the structure of h,s total termI-
nology and its use in various situations. . '. . 

2\ See Pauly-vVissowa I(i), 5. HAHw quotes the bel11ltlC root l!l Hel,,'ew, ArabIC and 
Aramaic. It appears to be absent in Akkadian.. , , 

2j The Semitic languages combine-with special e1anty and nehness ~n the system ?f 
verb s and their derivations-fixed, mainly eonsonantal roots carrymg the semantIC 
basis, with a huge variety of prefixes, infixes (among \\"hich the \'o\\,els, wInch are sub-
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that ~here sho~ld be a semantic umbilical chord between the general and the 
techmcal meam~g of a term can at most be used as a control with hindsight, 
when the techmcal meaning has already been interpreted tentatively. It can 
tell nothing in advance. 

In principle, technical terms should therefore be interpreted from technical 
texts. Here, more than anywhere else. the Wittgensteinian dictum should be 
remembered: "Don't ask for the meaning-ask for the use". Then however we 
are led into a vicious circle: Our sole access to the use of the technical terr~s is 
the body of texts, which only tell us about the use if we understand their terms. 
As long as two co.nflicting interpretations of the terminology both permit co
~erent u~ders~anding of use and meaning, neither can be rejected. And indeed, 
If we behev.e m a~ ar~thmetical interpretation of Babylonian algebra, we are 
l~d to an arIthmetIcal mterpretation of the unknown terms denoting its opera
tIOns: an~ thus to ~ c~nfirmation of our initial beliefs; initial belief in a geo
metrIcal mterpretatIOn IS, however, equally selfconfirming. 

Let us take an example, the phrase 
10 itti 10 sutakil-ma: 1'40°. 26 

itti can be translated "together with", and the enclitic particle -ma by "and 
then" or "and thus", or it can simply be represented (as I shall do in the follow
ing) by ":". So, the phrase can be partially translated as 

1 0 sutakil together with 10: 1'40°, 
and so we know that 8utakil represents an operation which from 10 and 10 cre
ates 1'4?0 (= 100), either an arithmetical mUltiplication of pure numbers, or a 
?,eometncal operation creating a rectangle with sides 10 and 10 and a correspond
mg su~face of 10? The form can also be recognized as the imperative of a reci
procatlve causatIve stem derived from akalum, "to eat", or from hdlum "to 
hold" (in which case the transcription ought to be 8utakil).27 Hence we have the 
interpretation 

"Make 10 and 10 eat/hold each other: 100," 
or, if we do not see what "eating" or "holding" has to do with the matter, and if 

1l1itterl to ('h~nge! and suffixes determining not only grammatical rategory but also 
many semantlc ,l!spla:'ements which in lndo-European languagps are not subje(;t to 
1l10rphologleal regulanty. The actual functioning of such a system requires that its 
speakers. apprplwnd subconsciously all tlw dprivations of a root as belonging to one 
s,:henw, 1n the way an Enghsh four-year old child apprehends "whistlC'd" as a temporal 
d1splacPlllent of the semantic basis "whistlp" according to a gpneral sclwll1e. as re
vealed by her constru(·tion of forms like "gof>d" instead of "went". 

"6 VAT 8390 rev. :l1 (:\[KT I 3:3'7). 

"; The former interpretation is suggested by the usp of the Sumerian kil. "to eat", as a 
logogram for t~e term (c;f. b_elow spction 1v-.2). For this reason it is normally accepted 
today, cf. von ::-;oden 1904: aO, and AHw, k111111(m) and akiiI11(m).-The latter interpre
tatlOn. was propo,sed by F. Thureau-Dangin (e.g. T}[B :l19), who exphtined the logo
graphlc_ use of ku as a pun-Ilke transfer, inspired by coincident ilt-forms for k11llum 
and akalurn (cf. TMB 232f.). Such transfers are in fact not uncommon in cuneiform 
wrrt1~g (cf. above, note 22), and hen('e a deri,'ation frol11 "holding" ('annot be outruled. 
-As 1t :V111 appear below, a relation to another term (takiltum) appears to rule out the 
denvatlO': from_ "eatmg", while a connection to "holding" makes perfect sense (cf. be
l~w, sectlOn Iv.3). On the other hand. A. vVestenholz expects that kullurn would 
gIve nse to the form 81ttk.il and not to sutakil-whieh I eannot make agree, however, 
w1th a number of de1'lVatlOns from IJia'lum. Most safely, thp question is left open. 
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we want to keep the question explicitly open, ,ve may represent the semantic 
basis through a dummy XX: 

"Make 10 and 10 XX each other: 100." 
In both ways, we get something like idiomatic English as translation of the 

phrase. Still, concerning the question arithmetical versus geometrical inter
pretation we are no more wise. 

Truly, most standard terms of Babylonian algebra look less opaque than "mu
tual eating/holding". "To append" x to y, "to pile up" x and y; "to tear out" 
or "to cut off" x from y or to see "how much y goes beyond x"; "to break x to 
two"; all of these can, as descriptions of additive and substractive procedures 
and of halving, respectively, be interpreted concretely, and all seem to suggest 
an imagination oriented toward something manifest, e.g. the procedures of 
naive geometry, rather than an abstract arithmetical understanding. But so do 
the Latin etymologies of "addition" and "subtraction"; like these, several of 
the Akkadian terms were established as standard expressions, and some may 
have been fixed translations of age-old terms. There may have been as little 
concrete substance left in them as there remains of lead in a right angle. 

On the level of single terms and their applications the texts are thus not fit 
to elucidate the conceptual aspects of Babylonian algebra and mathematics. 

Ill. The structural and discursive levels 

Originally, I started my search for traces of naive-geometrical thought pre
cisely at the level of single-term applications and literal meanings, and I was soon 
able to draw the negative conclusions just presented. At the same time, however, 
the close reading of the texts had led me to some real clues. One of these was the 
structure of the total mathematical terminology used in the Babylonian alge
braic texts. 2S The other has to do with what could be called the "discursive 
aspect" of the texts (as opposed to technical and terminological aspects): The 
way things are spoken of and explained. the organization of explanations and 
directives, and metaphorical and other non-technical use of seemingly technical 
terms.:'!) 

1~ A sill1p10 instaIH'~ of such structural analy~is \vus suggested in note .23 as a 111eanS to 
investigate' \vhethcI' cL Il1odeI'll llHer of geoluetl'it'81 tf'l'rninology 1::ls:-;o(,lutes the "raising" 
of a perp('lltlicular with the literal meaning of this term. 

"U This paradoxical phraop should perhaps be clarified. An important characteristic of 
a teehnical term is fixed semantic c-ontents and relati\,c absencE' of connotations and 
analogic llleanings. Techni"al terms when applied as such are not open-ended. Even 
in modern mathernaties, however, technical terms are also used metaphorically and in 
other ways departing £r'01ll their techni('al semantics. This happens during theoretical 
innovation, when the technical terminology has to adapt to new conceptual structures. 
It also occurs in informal discussion and didaetieal explanation when truth is not 
to be stated but to be ,lisco\'ered or conveyed. These are processes which always re
quire compromise with pr<?-existent understanding, and therefore such non-te(;hnical 
ciisplacelllents of meaning reveal something about this understanding. (Cf. for certain 
aspects of this discussion Beek 1978 and Marcus 1980). 

The Ba bylonian ,mathematical texts abound in examples of such derived meanings 
and applieations of terms to an extpnt which suggests that we are not confronted with 
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The clues implied by the discursive aspect of the texts can only be demonstrat
ed on specific examples, and I shall postpone their presentation. Part of the evi
dence provided by the structural analysis can, on the other hand, be explained 
in abstract form. Instead of retelling my Odyssey through the texts completely 
and from the beginning,10 I shall therefore present some basic results abstractly 
before going on to a selection of texts in order to penetrate further. Exemplifi
cations and supplementary arguments will be given on the basis of these texts. 

In current English, the expressions "a times b" and "a multiplied by b" de
s:ribe. th~ same process-they are synonyms. Which one to choose in a given 
sItuatIOn IS a matter of style-as will be demonstrated by the fact that person A 
may choose the one in a situation where person B would choose the other, or that 
the choice depends on audience (school children versus mathematicians) or 
~edium (oral. or written, popular or scholarly). vVe have two different expres
SIOns at our dIsposal, but we have only one mathematical concept. 

The Babylonians had many multiplicative expressions: .sutiikulum (whence 
.sutiikil); naMim: il; nim; e$epum; tab; a-ra; UL.UL; URUR The matter 
has, to my knowledge, never been discussed explicitly, but it has been taken for 
granted and selfevident that alP l described the same concept.:32 

As long as an arithmetical conceptualization was itself taken for granted, 
and taken :or ?ranted to such an extent that the mere possibility of alternative 
conceptualizatIOns was not recognized, this automatic conflation of all multi
?licative concepts was unavoidable: In an arithmetical conceptualization there 
IS only one operation to be described, there can be only one concept. 33 

~till, selfevide~t as it has appeared to be, the conflation is not true to Baby-
1011la~ math;matlCal thought. The terms are not synonyms, the choice among 
them IS restrIcted by other criteria than those of stvle, taste and dialect. 

Truly, some sets of terms are synonyms. il is" the Sumerian equivalent of 
na.su1n, "to raise", and it is used logographically in exactly the same functions 
(which makes it debatable whether we are entitled to speak of a different term
~.sum and i~ are ra~her full and shorthand writings of the same Akkadian term). 
mm, Sumenan eqUIvalent of elum, "to be high" and used even for its factivitive 
stem "to elevate", is used instead in a few texts (here, then, another term for 

a, real tec·h'.'ical terlllinology after all, that few terms posoess i1 basic. reallv fixed teeh. 
meal, meanmg. Instead" Illost terllls "hOllld prolmbly be regarded as op,:n-ended ex
pressIOns whICh m certam standardized situations are used in a standardized way. This 
will be amply exemplified below, " 

30 This is, gro88~ murio, the way I go through the subjed in lily preliminary presentation 
3[ (I:I,oyrup 198u). of the problem and of my results. The outcollle is rather opaque. 

\\ [th .the partl~1 exceptIOn of e~epWI1 and its logographie equivalent ta b, the original 
~;,eamng of whlCh IS "to duplicat.e", and which in phrases "duplicate x to n" means 

3~ m:dtJply x by (the positive integer) n" if intf'rpreted arithmetically. 
It shou,ld, ~owe.v:r, be emphaSIzed that both O. Neugebauer and F. Thureau-Dangin 
show gleat I11tmtlve senSItIvity to the shades of the vocabulary in :\IKT and TMB. I 
remember no single restitution of a broken text in either of th~ two collections which 

0" d~es not fit the results of my structural investigation. 
"" Dlsregardl11g t~e possibility to distinguish between multiplications im-olving only in

tegers, multIplIcatIOns where one factor at least is an integer, and multiplications of 
wlde~' classes of,~umber~. In fa;:t, all Babylonian terms except e~e.pum (and tab) can be 
applIed for the multIplIcatIOn' of any number by any other number. 
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the same concept is in play-the equivalence is semantic but no longer logo
graphic). Similarly, sutiikulum (with the logographic writing ku) is replaced by 
UL.UL in certain texts and by URUR in others. But while the choice of a term 
inside a group is free, the choice of the group from which a term shall be taken 
is subject to clear rules-rules which in a geometrical interpretation of the proce
dures are easily stated. 

IV. Basic vocabulary and translational principles 

Most other classes of arithmetical operations are also subdivided in Old Baby
Ionian mathematical thought, if we are to judge from the Old Babylonian vocab
ulary.34 As a preparation for the presentation of the texts, I shall summarize 
in schematic form the basic vocabulary and its subdivisions, indicating in rough 
outline the use of each subclass. I shall also give the "standard translations" of 
the terms which I am going to use in my translations of texts in the following 
chapters, together with the translations of the terms given in AHw.35 

IV. 1. Additive operations 

Two different "additions" are distinguished. The first is described by the term 
walJiibum (AHw "hinzufiigen"), and it is used when something is added to an 
entity the identity of which is conserved through the process (the nominal deriva
tive $ibtum designates inter alia the interest, which does not change the iden
tity of the capital to which it is added). The Sumerian da!} is used as a logogram. 
In order to avoid associations to the modern abstract concept 9f addition, I use 
the standard translation "to append" for both terms. 

The other addition is designated by kamiirum (AHw "schichten, haufen"). It 
is used when several entities are accumulated into one "heap" (cf. the etymology 
of "accumulation" from "cumulus")' which is identical with neither of them. 
gar-gar and UL.GAR are both used ideographically in the same function 36, 
apparently as pure logograms. For standard translations of all three terms I use 
"to accumulate". 

vVhile no separate name for the sum of an "identity-conserving" addition is 
found (for good reasons, of course), the "accumulation" can be designated by 
various derivations of kamiirum: kimriitum, a feminine pluraP7 (whence my 

34 The vocabulary of the later (Seleucid) mathematical texts is very different, and can 
indeed be taken as an indication that the mathematical conceptualizations had changed 
through and through during the centuries which separate the two periods. Cf. below, 
section X.2. 

05 In order to emphasize the purely Old Babylonian character of the summary I write 
all Akkadian verbs and nouns with "mimation", i.e. with the final -m whICh was lost 
in later centuries. 

36 Literally, the Sumerian gar-gar means something like "to lay down (gar) repeatedly"; 
possibly, the UL of UL.GAR is due to a sound shift from UR =ur, inter alia "to col
lect" (SL II No 575.9), which would lead to an interpretation of UL.GAR as a compos
ite verb "to lay down collectedly" (maybe an artificial "pseudo-Sumerogram"). 

37 Cf. section VIII.2, the notes to AO 8862, for reasons why the single sum has to be un
derstood as a plural. 
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standard-translation "things accumulated"), nakmartum (standard translation 
"accumulated") and kumurrum ("accumulation"). gar-gar and UL.GAR can 
both serve logographically in the same functions. 

IV. 2. Subtractive operations 

Subtractions too may and may not conserve identity. The "non-conserving" 
subtraction compares two different entities, by means of the expression mala x 
eli y itter, "as much as x over y goes beyond" (from watarum, "iibergroB, iiber
schiissig sein/werden", "ith the logograms SI and dirig). The most common 
term for the "identity-conserving" subtraction is na8a~um, "ausreiBen", with 
logographic equivalent zi. I shall use the standard translation "tear out". An
other term with the same function (but apparently a slightly different shade) 
is ~ara~um, "abschneiden" (etc.), st. trans1. "cut off". In specific situations, a 
variety of other terms may occur. 

IV. 3. Multiplicative operations 

The standard expression of the multiplication tables is "x a-ra y" where x and 
y are pure numbers. It is also found in a few of the problem texts (normally in 
double constructions, cf. below). The semantic base is ra, "to go" (cf. Danish 
gange, "times", from ga, "to go", and the analogous Swedish terms). After hav
ing used initially the modernizing standard translation "x times y" for "x a-ra y" 
I have opted for "x steps of y", mainly because even Seleucid texts remember 
this sense of the term, as revealed by their use of a genitive for the second factor 
(cf. below, section X.2, KVI 34568 No 9; cf. also note 38). 

The term e$€pum (AHw "verdoppeln") and its equivalent ta b "to duplicate", 
i.e. "to take once more", whence even the extension "to repeat several times", 
was already mentioned. It is used for multiplications of any concrete entity by a 
positive and not too large integer, and apparently meant as a concrete repeti
tion of that entity. When used to "make multiple", it occurs in phrases like 
"X ana neljepwn", "to repeat x until n", or "x a-ra ntab", "to repeat xn steps" 
(the deviating use of a-ra will be noticed38). In all cases, I use the standard trans
lation "to repeat". 

The third group is made up of nasum ("(hoch)heben, tragen"), its Sumerian 
equivalent il (the normal logogram for nasum), and the Sumerian nim, appar
ently also used logographically in certain texts. As mentioned above, the latter 
term means originally "be high", equivalent of ~J\kkadian elUm. In mathemati
cal contexts it is in all probability used as a pseudo-Sumerogram for the (facti
tive) D-stem ullum of this word. 39 These terms are used for the normal calcula-

38 A similar use of Akkadian allikum, "to go", as a substitute for e~epum is found in several 
Susa texts (among which T.iYIS IX, translated below in section VIII.3). In one of them 
(viz. TMS VII) the "step" which is gone repeatedly appears to be designated a-I'll,. 

J9 Originally, Thureau-Dangin suggested the conjecture that nim might be used for the 
factitive or causative S-stem 8u{um (TMB 239). However, the headline of the Susa list 
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tion of concrete quantities by multiplication: When multiplying by the tabulat
ed constant (igi-gub) factors; when multiplying by a reciprocal as a substitute 
for division (cL below); in all situations involving a factor of proportionality; 
and when the areas of trapeziums, triangles and trapezoids are found. 4o As stand
ard translations I use "to raise" for nasum and il (the alternative "to carry" 
cannot be brought into semantic harmony with nim). For nim I use "to lift". 

The connection between "raising" and multiplication is not obvious to the modern mind. 
Several clues exist in the texts, however, which connect the usage to Babylonian techni. 
cal practice. 

Fig. 3 

1)X 

A 

c 

.1") 

x 

o 

One clue derives from the way volumes are calculated. If the base is quadratic, rec
tangular or circular, it is normally "spanned" .by ~ength and widt~ (or found as 1/12 of the 
area spanned bv the circular circumference With Itself). The multiplicatIOn With the ver
tical dimension: however, is a "raising" or "lifting". In its:lf, this already. speaks to the 
imagination-raising is vertical movement. Furthermore, ullum (and hence n I m, cf. above) 
is precisely the term used when a wall is elevated n brick layers (AHv: 208b ll - 14)., . 

Another clue is provided by the use of the expression "iltum ?~ 1 cubit (hel.ght)" (11 With 
phonetic complement -tum, indicating a deri;,ation fr~m na~urr:, With endmg -tum, e.g. 
naSitum, a substantivized participle meanmg that whICh raises ) as a measure for the 

of constant (igi-gub-) factors claims to contain "igi-gub, that o.f .making anyt~ing 
h·gh" (TMS IH 1) using the infinitive ullum of the constantly factitive D-stem. Smce 
t~e S-stem is furthermore used (in AO 17264, MKT I 126f., and in Haddad 104,III,7, 
al-Rawi-Roaf 1984) in the sense of making a square-root "come up" asaresult, nlm 
~ullum is probably to replace F. Thureau-Dani?in's conjecture. 

40 As we shall see below, the area of a rectangle IS presumably also found by "raising", 
although the operation is normally not made explicit. 
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inverse gradient of a slope, i, e., the length one has to progress horizontally in order to 
attain an elevation of 1 cubit. H 

Fig. 3A shows the situation, demonstrating the role of the iltum ('1) both as a factor of 
proportl~nahty and as "that which raises the slope 1 cubit". Fig. 3B shows the same in a 
less sophIstIcated manner (for which reason it is used occasionally in modern elementarv 
teachlllg), .closer to. the Babylonian term than the Greek.type Figure 3A. • 
. Companso';, of FIg. 3B an~ Fig: 3C shows that the "raising of a slope" and the "rais
lllg of a wall can easl~y be Imagllled as the same process. Figure 3D, finally, dem on
s~rates how the c.onceptJon of a rectangular area as consisting of unit strips which is testi. 
fIed by the termmology (cf. below, section VII.2) can make one assimilate even area cal
culation to the same scheme. 

Sargonic and earlier mathematical texts contain many area computations but never 
any term for multiplication. Brickwork and slope calculations seem to have arisen later
the. oldest .m~thematical brick text known is from 1)1' III.4!a 'Ve may imagine that ex
plICIt" multlphcat.ary terminology was introduced together with these "new multiplica
tIOns , and that It was then also used metaphorically for other similar calculations, be it 
area computatIOns or arguments of proportionality. In this connection one should re
member that not only the use of igi-.gub-factors but also the computation of alb by 
means of a table of reclprocals (cf. sectIOn IV.6) bUIlds on proportionality. 

The last group of multiplicatory operations is made up by sutiikulum, "to 
~a~e .eat/hold each other", and its various semantic cognates: i-ku-ku and 
l-ku (Its logograms), UL.UL and UR.UR. Some further cognates turn up below 
under the he.ading :'squaring". In the algebra-texts, these terms are only used 
wh~n ~n en~It:y w~~ch may .be consider~d ~ "length" is. multiplied by another 
which. I~ a WIdth, or by Itself. That IS, m a geometrIc interpretation of the 
texts It IS used when a rectangle or a square is considered, in fact, as we shall see 
be!ow, wh~n ~t is.produced. To a modern mind it might be tempting to interpret 
thIS as an mdicatIOn that the term is used for the calculation of an area since this 
involves th~ multiplication of two quantities of dimension length. Th~ falseness 
of such an mterpretation is, however, obvious from the way the areas of trian
gles, tra:r:ez.iums and trapezoids are found: As soon as calculated average lengths 
are multIplIed, the term used is nasum, il or nim. 

The .interpretation of sutiikulum understood as "mutual eating" is less than 
sel~-evldent. Truly, an idea which was advanced by S. Gandz'.2 in order to ex
plam the use of ukullum, "ration of food", as a term for the inverse gradient of 
a slope, could be extended as a last resort: In Hebrew, a field covered bv vines 
i,s s~id to be "eaten" by the ;;ines.43 Similarly, a "mutual eating" inhe~ent in 
sutakulum could be read as mutual covering". To "make length and width 
c~ver each other" should then mean "to make them define/confine" a surface
VIZ. a rectangular surface, since it is fully described by length and width. The 
case where "length and length" are made eat/hold/cover each other,44 on the 
other hand, turns out to describe the construction of an irregular quadrangle. 

41 BM 85196 rev. II 11 (MKT II 46). 
4!a N.C. 304, see Vajman 1961: 246f., cf. for the dating Friberg (forthcoming) § 4.5. 
42 Gandz 1939: 417£. 
43 The same idea of covering a piece of land is indeed seen in the Old Babylonian measure

ment of a slope by the "ukullum eaten in 1 cubit", i.e. covered per cubit height (VAT 
6598 rev. I 18, in MKT I 279, cf. TMB 129). 

44 YBC 4675 obv. 1 (MCT 44) has the expression summa a. sa us us i-ku", "when a 
length and a length eat/hold a surface", referring to a surface stretched by two (dif-
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It would, however, seem much more obvious to conceptualize the situation as 
a length and a width (or a length and another length) "holding" together the 
rectangle (or trapezoid) in question. In either case the geometrical contents of 
the metaphor is the same, the two lines confining together a surface. As standard 
translation I shall use the phrase "make A and B span" (which should be neu
tral with regard to the two possible derivations though slanted towards "hold
ing"). Two texts (VAT 8390 and AO 8862, cf. below) make explicit that sur
face construction is meant, telling that "length and width I have made span: 
A surface I have built". 

The ideogram i-ku-kli seems to derive simply from the reciprocity of the 
St-stem (the form i -kli being a mere abbreviation: it is mainly used in the utterly 
compact "series texts"). UR.UR and "GL.UL have the same repetitive structure; 
their semantics is probably best explained in connection with the concepts for 
squaring, to which we shall turn next. 

As it will be seen below, the term takiltum (read as sakiltum in :NIKT I), which 
turns up in specific connections during the solution of second-degree-equations, 
must be related to sutakulum; I shall use the term untranslated. Detailed discus
sions of its meaning and use must await its occurrence in the texts. At present 
it should only be observed that according to all available evidence it cannot 
derive from akiilum, which forms no D-stem. Its close connection to sutakulum 
implies that the derivation same must hold for the latter term (in which case, 
by the way, the correct transcription will be sutakiil(l)um) , cf. note 27). 

IV. 4. Squaring and square-root 

The two fundamental verbs belonging to this area are si 8, "to be equal", and 
maIJiirum, "gegenubertreten (as an adversary, as an equivalent)" etc. From the 
mid-third millennium onwards, si 8 is used to denote a square as (a quadrangular 
figure with) equal sides. At approximately the same early epoch, it is also seen 
to denote the equality of the lengths alone or the widths alone in quadrangles. 45 

In the Old Babylonian texts, it is found with a prefix as ib -si. 4G , literally a ver
bal form, probably meaning "it makes equal". It is used when square-roots are 
extracted, at times inside constructions where it stands clearly as a verb, at 
times seemingly as a noun identifying the square-root itself. In YBC 6504 (MKT 
III 22f.) and in the "series texts" it is used for (geometrical or arithmetical) 
squaring (cf. note 63), and in one text"; it denotes an indubitable geometric 
square. 

ferent) lengths, i.e. to an irregular quadrangular surface. Later in the same text (rev. 
15) the term sutakulum itself stands as a complete parallel to the use (in rev. 6) of 
epesum, "to make", "to produce" (viz. a quadrangular surface). In neither case is any 
multiplication to be found. 

45 On the denotation of squares, see Deimel 1923 No 82 (cf. MKT I 91, and PoweJl 1976: 
430) and Edzard 1969. On the equality of lengths alone or widths alone, see AIlotte de 
la Fuye 1915: 137ff. 

46 Occasionally b a - si 8' This term is, however, more common in connection with cube 
roots. 

47 BM 15285, passim (MKT I 137f.). The geometrical character of the squares is certain 

4. Altorient. ForBch. 17 (1990) 1 
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To a modernizing mathematical interpretation this looks like primitive con
fusion: The Babylonians use the same term for a square (number) and its square 
root. Such a reading is, however, anachronistic, due to a pattern of thought 
which would have looked confused to a Babylonian: We conflate the geometrical 
figure characterized by equal and mutually orthogonal sides with one of its 
attributes, viz. the area which can be ascribed to it (the square "is" 25 m2, while 
it "has" a side of 5 m). The Babylonians conflate the figure with another attrib
ute, viz. with its side (the square figure "is" 10 nindan, while it "has" an area 
of 1 iku = 100 nindan 2

). Following a proposal by J. Friberg48, I shall use the 
standard translation "equilateral" in cases where the term is used as a noun. 
This should avoid the wrong connotations following from the use of words bound 
up with our own conceptual distinctions and conflations. When the term is used 
as a verb, I shall use "to make equilateral" -the reasons for this will be given 
below on the basis of the texts. 

mal.JIirum itself is mostly used in mathematical texts in the sense of "correspond 
to(confront (as equal)" ("confront" will be my standard translation). The deriva
tion mitljartum (a nominal derivation, "thing characterized by correspondence( 
counterposition") is used to denote a square, i.e., as we shall see in the follow
ing chapter, a geometrical square-once again identified with its side and pos
sessing an area. 49 I shall use the standard translation "confrontation", in agree
ment with a conception of the square as a "situation" determined by confront
ing equals. The verbal St-stem 8utamljurum ("to make correspond to/make con
front each other") is used for the process of squaring with only one number or 
length as the object. I shall use the standard translation "make confront itself", 
viz. so that a square is formed. 

A final important derivative is meljrum (for which ga ba( -ri) appears to be 
used logographically), "that which corresponds to/confronts its equal". Its func
tion is best explained in connection with occurrences in the texts, so I shall post
pone it. As standard translation I use "counterpart". 

A number of other terms and signs belong to the same semantic field. LAGAB (writ
ten KIL m MKT and TMS) is used in one text 50 to indicate equality between shares in a 
field partition; in the "Tell J;Iarmal compendium"5! and in one of the Susa texts52 it de
notes the usual square figure ("being" a length and "possessing" an area. Basing my
~elf on the Tell J;Iarmal compendium I shall treat it as a logogram for mit{}artum, giving 
It the same standard translation. 53 NIGIN (written KIL.KIL in MKT) is used in one 

bo~h because they are spoken of as positioned and because they are drawn on the tablet. 
Shifts .between the. two terms show that ib ·sis is intended here as a logogram for the 
Akkadlan word m.t(}artum (cf. immediately below). In the "algebraic" problem text 
Str. 363 (MKT I 2441, where the scribe has done his best to find (and, one may suspect, 
to construct) Sumerlan logograms to express his Akkadian thought, the same equiv
alence ib-sis~mit{}artum is used. 

4S Private communication. 

49 See e.g. BM 13901 passim (several problems are translated below). 
50 AO 17264 obv. 2f. (MKT I 126). 
51 Goetze 1951. 

52 Texte V, TMS 35ff. All three occurrences are late Old Babylonian, AO 17264 possibly 
even early Kassite. 

53 The sign is indeed a "confrontation" of equal lines: .cl. It is thus probable that its 
ideographic equivalence with mi{fJartum, rather than being connected to its use as a 
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Susa texPI, exactly as LAGAB, for the square figure. In the larger part of the Susa cor
pus it could be replaced by 8utam{}urum, as also in some genuine Babylonian texts.55 Finally 
it is found in a couple of Susa texts with two factors 56, corresponding to the use of 8uta
kulum. This practical equivalence with several semantically related yet glossarially dis
tinct terms makes it impossible to consider it a real logogram for any of its equivalences; 
hence, NIGIN is an example of a non-logographic ideogram. 57 Since the sign can replace 
lawum, "umgeben", sa(}arum, "sich wenden", "herumgehen" and its derivative si{}irtum, 
"Umkreis", I shall propose the standard translation "make surround", viz. surround a 
square or rectangular figure, and square or rectangular "surrounding", depending on the 
word class required by context. 

UR.UR is found in certain texts in constructions similar to those with 8utakulum. 58 

UR itself is found in another late Old Babylonian or early Kassite text39 in the sense of 
"squaring", and in general non-mathematical language it can be used logographically 
(with various complements) for iSteni.s, "like one", "together" «i.stenum "one"), for 
mit(}ari.s "correspondingly" (i.e. "equally" or "simultanously", <ma{}arum, cf. above), 

logogramm for lawum, "to surround" (in which case its Sumerian reading is nigin), 
is to be considered directly iconic.-In any case, the use of the sign in AO 17264 (cf. note 
50) must be considered secondary, derived from the habitual association of the quad
ratic figure with equality. In this connection it is perhaps worthwhile remembering that 
the sign for sis was also originally (and still in Old Babylonian inscriptions on stone) 
a square standing on a corner (<0 and ~, respectively). Even this sign would thus have 
directly iconic connotations.-It should be observed that the evidence for logographic 
equivalence from the Tell J;Iarmal compendium is evidence for the way it was read 
aloud but not necessarily for complete identity (nowadays, " +" may be read aloud as 
"and", but the context will show that addition is meant). Precisely this text, indeed, 
contains syllabic writings of terms which in other texts are invariably written with 
Sumerograms (.siddum for us, niirum for id). 

54 Texte VI, TMS 49ff. 
55 BM 85194 (MKT I 143ff.) and BM 85196 (MKT II 43ff.). 
56 Texte IX 5 and 12, and Texte XXI '4 (TMS 63 and 108). The edition transcribes as 

.sutam{}urum and translates as 8utakulum! 
57 Cf. above, note 21. The ideographic role of the sign in connection with squaring and 

"rectangularization" should of course be distinguished from its logographic role inside 
other semantic fields. 

The sign is ):tT, a repeated .cl LAGAB. As in the logogram i-kli-kli, the repetition 
looks like an intentional graphic repetition of the reciprocity of the St·stems .s.ttakulum 
and .sutam{}urum or perhaps a representation of the use of two lines to stretch the square 
or rectangle. Cf. also note 58 on UL.UL and UR.UR. 

5S YBC 4662 and 4663 passim (MCT 69, 71f.). In YBC 4662, the term occurs in the con
struction x a-ra x DR.UR.a; however, in several other constructions (appending, 
i.e. an additive operation; raising) the tablet writes a-ra instead of ana, due perhaps 
to a dictation or writing error; so, I guess that the original intention was x ana x .... 
In YBC 4663, the term when used for squaring gives the factor only once (3°15' DR. 
tJR.ta), but for once 8utakulum is used in the same way in that tablet (rev. 20). On 
the other hand, while the tablet has us sag DR.tJR.ta (ta ~ ina, "from"J"by means 
of"), it writes us u sag 8utakil (u ~ "and"); DR.UR can therefore not be a pure 
logogram for .sutakulum, instead the whole phrase is written as an ideographic syncope. 

A. Goetze (MCT 148) counts the two tablets among the early Southern ones. Both, 
however, state results with the word tammar, "you see", as do the texts belonging to 
his group VI and other Northern texts (cf. below, note 84). 

As in the case of i-kli-kli as a logogram for 8utakulum, the repetitive structure of 
UR. UR is probably to be read as a (pseudo-) Sumerian rendition of the reciprocity of the 
St-form .sutamhurum -or rather as a way to render in Sumerian grammar a geomet. 
rical idea which is rendel:ed in Akkadian by the St-stem, and rendered badly so, as the 
verb has only one object. 

59 AO 17264 obv., 13f. (MKT I 126, cf. T1'IB 74). 
4* 
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and for nakruln "enelllY", probably derived from the association of this concept with 
nw&,arum (cf. above).oll Bec'ause of the ideographic but probably not 10gogI'aphic equiv
alence with ma&arum I propose the standard translation "oppose". 

'CL.'CL is fOlln(1 in 7 tahletsG1 , in all of which it is used for squarings, in a way which 
could make it a logogram for sutam&nrum. But in one of themG2 it is also used in the same 
role as sutakulum, and in another63 it is also used as a substitute for ib-si s in a situation 
where this term could be translated "as a square" or "squared", and where it is kept 
apart from 81tUikulum and its J·elatives. 80, we have to do with yet another ideogram to 
which no well-defined logographic value can be ascribed. 

Once more, the term appears to point to the idea of confrontation of equal forces. Orig
inally the sign represents a lowered bull's head, corresponding to the reading rU5 (used 
logographically for nakapum, "to butt"). 'CL.UL should then be reud rU5-ruS, viz. as 
a logogram for itkv.pum 'to butt each other", "to join battle"{)I" and figuratively thus "to 
confront". Since this latter term is already used, I shall proposP a distinct bat semunti
cally analogous standard translation, "to make encounter". 

IV. 5. Halving 

As it is later seen in ~Iedieval elementary arithmetic, halving is a separate opera
tion in Old Babylonian mathematics, or, rather, it occurs as a specific opera
tion in certain specific connections. Chief among these are the bisection of a 
side or of a sum of opposing sides when areas of triangles or quadrangles are 
calculated, and the halving of the" coefficient of the first-degree term" in the 
treatment of second-degree equations. The term used is the verb ~eptlm, "zer
brechen", in connections like "break into two" or "half of x break" (where I 
have used the standard translation "break"). Certain texts use the Sumerogram 
gaz. . 

The half resulting from a "breaking" operation is designated bamtum (occa
sionally abbreviated or Sumerianized BA.A), a term which I shall translate 
"moiety". It is distinguished from the normal half, mi§lum (~su-ri-a), which 
designates the number 1/2 = 30' as well as that half of an entity which is obtained 
through multiplication by 30'.65 

60 All three values appear to belong originally to FR", but all are also testified for DB-cf. 
the terms in question in AHw, and MEA,No 401 (UR5) and No 575 (GR). 
It may be worth noticing that the original sign for URs still used on stone in the Old 
Babylonian period was a square standing on a corner: ~. 

61 Str. 363 passim (}IKT I 244£,); Str.368 rev. 5, 8 (MKT I 311); VAT 7532 obv. 19 
(}IKT I 295); VAT 7535 rev. 17 (MKT I 305); VAT 7620 passim (WIKT I 315); YBC 
6504 passim (MKT III 22£,). 

62 Str. 363 rev. 15£.: ... 20 u 1 UL.UL-ma 20 I 40 u 5 UL.UL·ma 3'20° .... Furthermore, 
in obv. 9 of the same tablet a relative clause refers back to UL.UL by a syllabic suta
kulum. 

63 YBC 6504. In the first two problems of the tablet, ib-si s is used in the statement, 
while sutakulum is used for squarings in the prescription of the procedure, and ib-si g 
turns up when towards the end a square-root is taken. In the third and fourth prob
lems, UL. UL is used both in statement and procedure for squarings, while i b· si 8 is 
still used for the square-root. 

64 See CAD nakapu. I am grateful to A. 'Vestenholz for pointing out this meaning of 
UL.UL to me, whose implications I had overlooked. 

65 One place where the distinction between "halving" and "division by 2" (i.e. multi-
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According to parallels from other Semitic languages, bamtum was originally a desig
nation for a rib-side or for the slope of a mountain ridge. Probably because such a side or 
slope can be apprehended as one of two opposing sides or slopes, the term is used in a 
variety of situations where an entity splits naturally 01' customarily into two parts, or 
where e.g. a building is composed of two wings. In mathematical texts, it is used simi
larly for the semi-sum of opposing sides in a trapezium or the semi-diameter of a circle 
-all being halves of entities falling naturally or by customary procedure into two "wings". 

Below, we shall also see it in an important role in the treatment of second-degree equa
tions (section V.2. on BM 13901 No 1, and passim). 

IV. 6. Division 

As it is well known, Babylonian mathematics possessed no genuine operation of 
division. Division was a problem, no procedure. If the divisor b of a problem alb 
was regular, i.e. if it could be written in the form 2" . 3~ . 5Y , in which case its 
reciprocal would be written as a finite sexagesimal fraction, and if it was not 
too big, lib would be found in agreement witp. the standard table of reciprocals66, 
and alb would be found by "raising" lib to a. If b was irregular 67, or if it, was 
complicated to be recognized as regular, a mathematical problem text would 
simply formulate the division as a problem, "what shall I pose to b which gives 
me a?", and next state the solution-since normal mathematical problems were 
constructed backwards from known solutions, the ratio would always be ex
pressible and mostly known. 

Two concepts are important in connection with the method of reciprocals: 
That of the reciprocal itself, and that of the process through which it is found. 
The reciprocal of n is spoken of as igi n gal-bi, at times abridged to igi n 
gal or simply igi n. The literal meaning of the expression is unclear, but it is 

plication by 2- 1) is especially obvious is Str. 367 rev. 3f. (YIKT I 260). A. clear distinc
tion between bamtum and mislum is found in the tablets AO 8862 (below, section XIII.2) 
and B1I1 13901 (MKT HI 1-5). A single tablet (YBC 6504, NIKTIII22f.)lIsessu-ri-a 
where others have bamtum. 

66 The standard table of reciprocals lists the reciprocals of the regular numbers from 1 to 
1'21 ° (=81) (cf. MKT 19££.). It can be legitimately discussed whether our terll! "table 
of reciprocals" is anachronistic. Indeed, one table, which appears to antedate 1850 
B. C. (MKT I 10 No 4), seems to express the idea that not Iln but 60ln is tabulated 
(Scheil 1915: 196). As argued by Steinkeller (1979: 187), another table with phoneti
cally written numbers suggests the same idea (in }IKT I 26f.). On the other hand, such 
conceptualizations of early tables have no necessary implications for the understand
ing which Old Babylonian calculators had of the tables used in their own times, and 
two observations combined suggest that they did in fact apprehend their own tables 
as tabulations of the numbers 1/n. Firstly, they used the tables for divisions, i.e. for 
multiplications with these numbers. Secondly, there is textual evidence that they pos
sessed a specific concept for the number tin, as distinct froll1 a general "n'th part" of 
something (cf. below, note 69). 

67 A few tables containing approximate reciprocals of certain il'l'egular numbers exist: 
YBC 10529 lists reciprocals of regular as well as irregular numbers between 56 and 
1'20° (MCT 16). M 10, John F. Lewis Collection, Free Libr. Philadelphia gives reci
procals of 7, 11, 13, 14 and 17 (Sachs 1952, 152). Apparently, however, such approxi· 
mations are not used in the Old Babylonian mathematical texts, and since the irregu
lar divisors of these texts always divide the dividends, such use would indeed lead to 
errors which could not go unnoticed. 
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tes~ified as earls: as c. 2400 B.C. in the sense of "the n'th".68 Some Old Baby· 
loman mathematIcal texts use it both in this general sense as "the n'th of som e 
quantity", and in the special sense of "l(n" regarded as a number, but in a waY 
~hich distinguishes the twO.69 There is therefore no doubt that the Old Babylo
man calculators had a specific concept for the number l/n, which I shall desig
nate by the standard quasi-translation "igi of n". The general sense I shall ren
der simply by "the n'th part". 

To "find" a reciprocal is spoken of by the verb patantm "(ab )lOsen, auslOsen" 
with the logographic sumerogram dU8' In F. Thureau-Dangin's opinion 70, this 
term should be understood in analogy with the modern metaphor "to solve a 
problem". However, in two texts the term is also used subtractively71, in a 

68 VAT 4768 and VAT 4673, pul)lished by Fort5ch (1916 N0s 63 and 175), transliterated 
and translated by Bauer (1967: 308-511). The texts belong to the fourth year of Lu
gala.nda, and speak of 1<4 sekcl silver and 1/6 sekel silver, by the phrase igi n gal
Suntlar contemporary endenee (also from Lagas) is found in Lambert 1953:60, 105, 
106,108,110 (1/3,1/4 and 1/6 sekel of silver or lead) and AIIotte de la Fuye 1915: 132 
{1/4 sa~ of land).-AIl these tablets antedate the first known occurrences of sexagesi
ma~ recIprocals by some 350 years, and they antedate by c. 200 years a school text 
whiCh suggests that the ideas behind the sexagesirnal system were on their way but 
not yet mature nor formulated around 2200 B.C. (Limet 1973 No 36' cf. commen
taries in Powell 1976 :426f. and Hoyrup 1982 :28). 'Ve can therefore co~fidently infer 
that the general sense of a reciprocal is a secondary derivation. This undermines the 
only plausible yet grammatically somewhat enigmatic explanation of the term given 
to .date, one offert'd by Bruins (e.g. 1971:240): Literally, the phrase igi 6 gal-bi 
10-am could m<;an "in the front of 6 is: 10 is it", i.e. "in front of 6 is foun,] what (in 
the t~ble of reclprocals)? 10". This explanation would interchange basic and derived 
meanmg, ~nd unless unexpected evidence turns up which moves the tables of recipro
cals back mto the rl1lc!-thU'd millennium, it ('annot be uphel!!. -Truly, Bruins (1983: 
105, and earlier) points to two Old Babylonian texts which write the Akkadian term 
pani, "in front of", in order to designate the reciprocal. (So does also Haddad 
104, see al-Rawi-Roaf 1984, section 0.4.3). Certain Old Babylonian scribes hence ap
pear to have held the same hypothesis as Bruins concerning the origin of the expres
SiOn. But Old Babylonian scribes may as easily have constructed a scholarly pseudo
etymology as they can ha"e guessed corredly " conceptual development which had 
taken 'p1~ce some 800 years before their own time. In any case, current logographic 
use of Igl for panum may easily have led them astray to an erroneous "folk etymology". 

60 Str. 367 (}IKT I 259f.) speaks in obv. 3 of "the third part" of a length in a complete 
phrase igi 3 gal, while the rpciprocals of 4, 1, 3. 2, 3' 20" and 1 '12° are spoken of (pas
sun) Simply as igi n. The same distinction is made in YAT 7532 and VAT 7535 (MKT 
I 294f. and 303ff.); here, even the n'th part of the Humber 1 is spoken of in the com
plete phrase when this number 1 is taken to represent an unknown length, and the 
part hence understood as a fraction of something, not as a reciprocal (a number). In 
BM 85210 rev. 10-12 CHKT I 221£.), the "n'th part of m" is also spoken of by the 
c?mplete expression and the reciprocals simply by igi n; but furthermore, while the 
fllldlllg of the latter is spoken of by the usual term d u s ( ~ patarum, "to detach", cf. 
below), the process producing the former is designated by zi (~na8a{Jum, "to tear 
~t!t");, BM ~;5194 (rev. I 28, re,·. III 2f., and passim; MKT I 143ff.) speaks of both 
part and re.cIproca.I" .by means of the abbre\~iated expression, but distinguishes by 

_ means of the dIfferentiatiOn between z i and d u s. 
,0 Thureau-Dangin 1936: 56. 
,I In Str. 367 (MKT I 259f.) a triangle of area 21'36° is "detached "from a trapezium of 

area 36', leaving a rectangle of area 14'25°. The other subtractive oceurrence is Str. 
362 obv. 15 (MKT I 240). 
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way which is only explained by the literal sense "detach". To "find the reci
proca of n" is thus to be understood as "to detach the n'th part (from 1 )"7~, a 
phrase that shall be my standard translation. 

The division by an irregular number calls for few terminological commen
taries. The term "pose" (my standard translation for sakanum ~ g a r, see below) 
is no term for multiplication; at times, the multiplication to be performed is 
implicitly understood in the expression, but more often it is stated explicitly. 73 

In the latter cases, the term used belongs invariably to the "raising" -class (na.
sum, n, nim). 

The same was the case when a dividend was multiplied by the reciprocal of a 
divisor, even when one side of a rectangle is found from the area and the other 
side.7r. Apart from the (purely arithmetic) distinction between regular and ir
regular divisors, division is one thing, and it is the inverse of raising. Nothing 
corresponding to the distinction between four different "multiplications" is 
found. This could be interpreted as evidence that the Babylo'nians understood 
their division as a common, purely arithmetic inversion of all four multiplica
tions, the isomorphism between which they have of course recognized. Still, 
since such an understanding would rather lead to use of the purely arithmetical 
term a - ra, it seems to be a better explanation that the real multiplicative ope
ration was "raising", while the other three classes were in reality something else 
which could not be reversed (as we shall see below, there are good reasons to 
apprehend "repetition" as real repetition of the concrete entity, and "spanning" 
as a constructive procedure; neither of these procedures is of course reversible). 

IV. 7. Variables, derived variables, and units 

Besides the above-mentioned terms for arithmetical operations, a number of 
basic concepts and appurtenant terms can profitably be presented in advance 
and briefly discussed. A first group contains the standard names for unknown 
quantities ("variables"), the way to label new variables, and the units. 

By speaking of standard names for unknown quantities I want to emphasize 
once more that the Babylonians formulated algebraic problems dealing with 

7:! Cf. also the subtractive conceptualization of the process "to find the n'th part of m" 
in B}I 85210 and BM 85194 (see note (9).-Further eV'idence against F. Thureau·Dan
gin's assumption comes from the way the finding of a square-root is spoken of: You 
are requested to "make the equilateral come up" (sulum<elum); you "take" it (laqum); 
or the question is asked, "what the equilateral" (minum 1b-si g). Had patlirum meant 
simply "to soh'e" an arithmeticllI problem, nothing would have prevented the Baby-
lonians from using it also for the solution of the problem x . x =A. . 

,J VAT 8389 obv. Il 6-9 (below, section VI!.l); VAT 8391 rev. I 28-30 (below, sectiOn 
VII.2); VAT 8512 rev. 1-5 (MKT I 341); VAT 8520 obv. 24£., rev. 25f. (MKT I 346f.); 
Str. 363 passim (MKT I 244£,). 

,4 Str. 367 rev. 11 (MKT I 2(0); YAT 8512 obv.10-12 (MKT I 341). A possible ex
ception is AO 6770, N° 1, lines 5-7. Still, since no really satisfactory interpretation of 
this text has been given, it can hardly serve as evidence for anything. Improved trans
literation and bibliography of earlier treatments of this text will be found in Brentjes
Muller 1982 (cf. Hoyrup 1984 for reasons why even this latest interpretation is prob
lematic). 
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many types of quantities: Numbers, prices, weights of stones, etc. One set of 
such unknown quantities, however, belongs with the "basic conceptualization" 
of Old Babylonian algebra, as unknown abstract numbers represented by let
ters belong with our own basic conceptualization (cf. chapter I). 

These basic variables are of course the length and the width. They form a 
fixed pair. "Length" translates us (very rarely written phonetically with the 
Akkadian term siddum, "Seite, Rand; Vorhang"). "Width" translates sag, 
literally "head, front" (the rare corresponding Akkadian term is putum).73 Both 
terms appear in surveying texts from Early Dynastic Lagas 76 ; surveying is 
thus the distant point of origin of the Old Babylonian second-degree algebra 
which should not necessarily be confused with its Old Babylonian cpnceptua
lization. 

Problems in only one variable are basically formulated as concerned with a 
square identified with its side: mitbartum, LAGAB, or NIGIN (see above, sec
tion III.4, "squaring and square-root"). In two Susa texts, the side of the 
square is occasionally spoken of explicitly as us, "length", of the "square fig
ure".77 

In problems in one as well as two variables, the "second-degree-term" is spo
ken of by the same expression, a -sa, "field". Like "length" and "width", it is 
almost invariably written by the sumerogram, but in a number of places it oc
curs with a phonetic complement indicating a purely logographic use for the 
Akkadian eqlum. 78 , 79 I shall use the standard translation "surface" as I want 

75 Strictly speaking, the Akkadian terms are not just rare. Excepting the Tell l;Iarmal 
compendium (which has us ~ Siddum, but on which see note 53) they are never used 
as names for the standard variables but only in a couple of texts dealing with real rec
tangles: Db2-146, obv. 3 (in Baqir 1962: PI. 3; siddum alone) and 1Nl 53965, passim 
(in Baqir 1951; both terms). On the use of patum (plural of putum) to designate the sides 
of a real square in BNl 13901, No 23, cf. below, section V.4. Three final occurrences deal 
with canying distances for bricks and the width of a canal. 

76 See the texts from c. 2400 B.C. published and discussed by Allotte de la Fuye (1915). 
A difference between the Early Dynastic surveying texts and the Old Babylonian 
standard algebra problems should be noted: \Vhile the latter tell us that they deal 
with a rectangle simply by speaking of us and sag without any epithet, implying there
by that there is only one length and Qne width, the former will normally present 
all four sides of a quadrangle, and if a pair of opposing sides are equal they will with 
one exception which seems most hastily written tell explicitly that this is us si 8, 

"lengths being equal", or sag si 8 • "widths being equal". 
77 Even though the length is spoken of explicitly, the same lines of the text will identify 

the "confrontation" (LAGAB) itself with a number, viz. with the same number as the 
"length". Here as everywhere, square figure and side are conceptually conflated. So 
T::vrS V, obv. II.1: "The CONFRONTATION and 1/11 of my length accumulated: 
1", i.e. confrontation =Iength =55'. 

78 On the other hand, the terms us and sag are on the same and other sorts of evidence 
not real logograms for siddum and pulum (cf. above). 

79 Like us and sag, a-sa is used already in Early Dynastic texts (cf. note 72). It seems 
plausible that this rooting in an old tradition should be linked causally with the all
dominating Sumerographic writing (in fact, full phonetic writing of eqlum is as absent 
as phonetic Akkadian writing of us and sag). In contrast, the unknown "confronta
tion" in problems of one unknown is not written by the traditional Sumerogram si 8 

(cf. note 45). This appears to indicate that theoretical algebraic problems among which 
the problems of One unknown are impol'tant did not arise until the Old Babylonian age, 
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to avoid the connotations associated with the word "area": A number which de
scribes or measures a surface. Such distinction between entity and measuring 
number is apparently not true to Babylonian thought. 

A number of texts use terms like "length", "width" or "surface" for a suc
cession of different numbers (in cases where we would use successively x and x, 
etc.). In such cases the two different "lengths" can be d~stinguished by.an ~pithet 
appended to one of them: I ul corresponding to Akkadian sarrum, whICh IS used 
in TMS XI and XXIV; standard translation "false") or kinum (~gi-na; stand
ard translation "true"). The use of these terms is best elucidated in connection 
with their occurrence in specific texts. 

Another term with a related function is k u r, a Sumerogram used logographi
cally for nakiirum, "anders, fremd, feindlich sein, werd~~", an~, for ,~ts v~r.iou,~ 
derivatives. It turns up in certain series texts when a second or modIfIed 
width occurs besides the width first considered. I shall prop?se the standard 
translation "alternate". 

In contrast to Modern algebra, the seemingly pure numbers reveal them
selves in certain texts as numbers counting a multiple of the basic unit of length, 
the nindan8u (1 nindan equals c. 6 m). In problems concerned with volumes, 
however, the vertical dimension is measured in "cubits" (ammatum ~kus = 
1/12 nindan), even when .the p~oblem is. nothing ~ut "di~guised alg~bra". Areas 
are measured correspondingly m the umt sar = lllndan-, volume~ m (volume:) 
sar=nindan~· kUS81 , i.e., a surface of 1 sar covered to the heIght of 1 kus. 

IV. S. Recording 

A large number of terms are used when given quantities and intermediate a~d 
final results are announced and taken note of. Some of them are mutually dis
tinct, some are used inside the mathematical texts as "practical synonyms" 
(although they are not synonymous in their general use). . " 

Most important is sakiinum, "hinstellen, (ein)setzen, anlegen; versehen mlt , 
and its Sumerogram gar. It may well have a precise technical meanin~ i~ the 
mathematical texts but since this sense can only be approached by mdIrect 
means I shall use a'semanticallv rather neutral standard translation, "to pose". 

The'term is often used after the statement of a problem, when the given num
bers are "posed" before calculations begin-they appear to be take~ note of in 
some manner as a preparation for operations. Similarly, intermedIate results 
are occasionally "posed" (but then mostly "posed to" or "posed by" a length etc., 

or at least that they arose among Akkadian speakers- in whic~ c~nnection it may be of 
interest that a specific Akkadian record·keeping system, drstmct frOIll the conter.n
porary Sumerian system, was in use during the Sargonic era (see Fo~ter 1982: 22-2;)) ... 
A similar conclusion could be drawn from the greater part of the basIC algebraiC vocab
ulary, which is written alternatingly in phonetic and ideographic writing, but where 
the latter writing is reconstructed and not traditIOnal Sumenan. . . 

80 Written GAR in MKT and NINDA in T:\IB. Cf. Powell 1972: 198f. on the translitera-
tion nindan. . 

81 More complete information on the Old Babylonian metrological system will be found 111 

TMB (pp. xiii-xvii) and MeT (pp_ 4-6) . 
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cf. below),. I~ one. case, even final results are recorded by "posing".82 Finally, 
t~e term IS mvanably used in divisions by an irregular divisor, cf. above, sec
tIOn IU.6. 

Th;, r.ecor~ng ~f intermediate results can also be spoken of by the verb lapa
tum, emgreIfen m, anfassen, schreiben" (rarelv, it can also be used for the re
cording of a given number).83 I shall use the st~ndard translation "to inscribe". 

The verb. nadum, "werfen, hin- niederlegen", is used in two apparently dif
ferent fu_nctIons, one of which might look as a "practical synonym" for sakanum 
and lapatum. In some texts, when the "equilateral" (Le. square-root), of a num
ber has been found, it is "laid down" in two copies, to one of which is added, and 
f~om the other of which is subtracted.sr, Two texts use "posing" in the same func
tIOn, and four employ lap(it~tm in a related wav.s" On the other hand however 
nadum is never used in the other functions of these terms. ' , 
. Th~ other use of ~adum is in the tablet BM 152858G , where the drawing of 
mdubItably ge?metncal squ~res, circles and triangles is referred to by the term. 

Even outsIde the domam of mathematical texts, similar uses of the term 
a:e known: ."B~uten usw. anlegen": "(Fang)netz auslegen"; "(auf Tafel usw.) 
emtragen, emzeIChnen"; "GrundriB aufzeichnen".s7 I shall use the standard 
tr~n~lation "to !ay ,~ow.n", which shall therefore be read as "to lay down (in 
wn~I~g or .dra:vmg) . Smce the former use is restricted to the laying down of, 
entI~Ie~ whICh m the geometrical interpretation of the texts are the sides of squa
res, It IS my guess that the real meaning in all mathematical texts is simply "to 
draw". 

. ~ ~?ecific phrase for recording an (invariably intermediate) result is reska 
l1hl may ~?ur head re,~ain (it)" (from resum. "Kopf, Haupt; Anfang, ... ", 
~nd kullu,m (fest)halten). Apparently, the term is reserved for the storing of 
mtermediate results of linear transformations (cf. below, section VU.2.). 

The appearance of a result can be announced in various ways. It can be said 
~,hat a number "comes up for you" (standard translation of illiakkum, from elum 

auf-: emporsteigen", Stative "hoch sein"), or that a, calculation "gives" a 
certam result (my standard translation of nadanum "geben": and of the Sumero
gram sum). Finally, the result can be announced by the term tammar "vou see" 
(from amarum "sehen"). The choice appears to depend exclusively on "the geo-

82 ;:"BC 6504, passim OUKT III 22f.). In the same text, intermediate results too are 
posed". 

83IM 52301 o~v. 19f. (below, section X.l); the text is rather late and contains several 
o~her deViatIOns from normal usage); HI 54478 obv. 7 (Baqir 1951: 30). In the newly 
dlscov~red text from Tell Ha~dad (Haddad 104 rv 9, 17, 29; in al-Rawi-Roaf 1984) 
the fO[111 lupput (D-stem, statlve) IS used of nUllllwrs which "stand written down" in 
a table of constant factors. 

84 VAT 8520 obv. 21, rev. 20 (~[KT 1 346f.); YBC 6967 obv. 11. Cf. below sections V 1 
and VIII. 4. A slightly different p.hrasing is found in IJH 52301 rev. 5 and 10 (cf. note 79) 

8- ~,nd '~' ~:)~ -146, 4 and 13 (Baqn' 1962: PI. 3), and another possibly in TMS XVII 12. 
J Posmg stands preCisely as nadum in TMS X11 r, 10 (cL correction to the line in von 

Soden 1964:49) and in HI 53965 rev. 7 (Baqir 1951 :39). In AO 8862 II 21f. (MKT I 
110), BM 13901 obv. Il 8 (MKT III 2), YBC 4662 obv. 21 and 33 (MCT 71), and in YBC 
4663 rev. 23 (MCT 69), finally, the "equ:!ateral" is "inseribed until twice". 

:~ Most recent edition with addition of a large fragment in Saggs 1960. 
" AHw, article nadu(m) IH, §§ 20, 22, 24. 
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graphical and chronological origin of the text (and in certain texts perhaps on 
personal taste).88 The mathematical functions of all three coincide. 

Very often, a result appears simply as a number, announced by no special 
word or at most by the enclitic particle -ma appended to the foregoing phrase. A 
single text uses the Sumerogram for "posing", gar (cf. above, note 82). 

IV. 9. Structuration 

The terms discussed till here were all concerned with the "arithmetical" level 
of the texts, that of single calculations. Another group of terms belongs to the 
meta-level which makes the texts "algebraic", and which structures the texts. 

All those texts which describe a problem together with its solution start by 
stating the problem, after which the procedure is described. Tj'le former is writ
ten in the first person (viz. the teacher), past tense (only the excess of length 
over width will invariably be stated in the present tense). The procedure is for
mulated in the second person (the student), present tense, or the imperative, by 
a person (the instructor) who refers to the teacher in the third person. The state- . 
ment has no special name, but the procedure is designated epesum with Sume
rographic equivalent ki. The term is the infinitive of a verb ("machen, tun; 
bauen") used as a noun; when the description is finished, the derived term ne
pe8um is used. For epesum I shall use the standard translation "the making", 
for nepesum "the having-been-made". 

Inside the description of the procedure, the statement of the problem may 
be quoted in justification of certain steps being made. This is done by the phrase 
"he has said", using the verb qabum, sagen, "befehlen", which functions simply 
as a quotation mark. 

Three terms are traditionally interpreted as indications that we pass from 

88 sum and nadiInum are fonnd in the texts to which A. Goetze ascribes for linguistic 
reasons an early, southern origin (groups I-IV, see }fCT 146-151). tall"""" is found 
in his group VI ("northern modernizations of southern (Larsa) originals"), in the Susa 
texts of T}IS and in a number of the late (an,j northern) Tell I;Iarrnal texts (in Baqir 
1950a and 1951); the early Tell I;Ial'll1al text BI 55357 (Baqir 1950:41-43) uses igi
dh, a logogram for tammar, mistaken by homophony for igi-dus, which is used in 
the same function in YBC 4669 (rev. I 5-7; MKT UI 27) and YBC 4673 (re,'. III pas
sim; MKT III 31); these too are probalJly northern, d. MKT I 387f. and 123f. illiak
kum and related ,Ierivations from elUm are found in Goetze's group ,- ("northern char
actel'isties", maybe somewhat older than the group VI texts); in the remaining late 
Tell I;Iarmal texts (Bllqir 1951); and finally in the early northern texts Db~-146 (BIl
qir 1962: PI. 3) and Haddad 104 (al-Rawi - Roaf 1984). - Only very few exceptions to 
these clear-cut rules are found. The group I text YBC 7997 (}ICT 98) aligns nadiinum 
and elum, the former being used for final l'esnlts alone; another group I text (YBC 
4675, with the plll'll.llel fragment YBC 9852-iUCT 44f.) uses elUm pxclusi,-ely. tammqr 
is used alongside with nadiinum in YBC 4662. which A. Goetze locates in his group II 
(Larsa ?), and it is used alone in NILC 1950 (}ICT 48), which shares a specific Sumerian 
standard phrase with a number of texts belonging to group III but is otherwise un' 
located. Finally, tammar and elum are found together in one late Tell I;Iarmal text (liU 
54559; Baqir 1951 :41), while igi alone is found in VAT 672 (MKT I 267), a fragment 
with other stylistic peculiarities and containing too little Akkadian to allow for linguis
tic analysis. 
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one section of the statement or the procedure to the next· sahar (" . h d h h" . '. um SIC wen-
e~, erumge en etc.), tdrum ("sich umwenden, umkehr~n zuriickkehren' 

(wlede.r) we~d.en zu"), and nigin( -na) (the sign LAGAB). which on other text~ 
type~ IS teshfle~ as a logo?ram ~or both. However, as first pointed out to me by 
A. \\ estenholz In co.nnectIOn wIth the use of sal]arwn in AO 8862 (see section 
VIIl.2), t~e denotatIOn of this term and mostly also of tdrum appear to be much 
more precIse and concrete, ~iz. real movement around a field. This also fits 
some .of ~he .occurr:nces of lllg in but not all of them; it seems that the same 
tec~Il1CalIzatIOn whICh has led to logographic writing and, apparently, to con
flatIOn o~ the two terms as synonyms covered by the same logogram has also 
reduced It to a textual delimiter. In order to make these distinction~ visible I 
shall use the standard translations "go around" for sahcirum and "turn b k" 
for both tdrum and nigin. - ac 

The hypothetical-deductive structure of the complex problem+procedure 
~~~ be expressed by terms like summa ("wenn, falls", standard translation 
,~f -also the re~,urrent term of the hypothetico-deductive omen texts), inuma 

( als, wenn usw. ; standard translation "as") and assum ("wegen we'l ". 
standard translation "since")}Iost often, it is leftimplicit-thestate~en~a;~:~r~ 
a.s a fact, ~nd aft~r a phrase You, by your making" comes an equally descri _ 
tlve (occaslO~ally Jusslve) procedure-part. p 
. The equalIty necessary to e~tablish an equation is normally implied the par

tICle -ma followed by a numerIcal value (the "right-hand side" of the equation) 
(cf. above, chapter Il). As stated there, I shall render -ma bv the sign"'" If t 
unknow~ q~~ntities are equated, the term kima ("wie; als, ;'enn, daB", 'st'anda:~ 
translatIOn as much as") can be found. 

h A term. for equ~lit!, which may function as sort of bracket is mala ("entspre
c. en~ (wle), gemaB; standard translation "so much as"), used in the expres
SIOn so muc~ as x over y goes beyond", meaning (x-y). 

Th: nu~enc~l val~e of a qua~~ity can be asked for in two ways, either bv the 
questIOn x m~num (minum, was"· standard translaUon "what'" S • h' . I ' , umero-
grap IC eqUIva ent en-nam) or by a question like "ki masi x" (k- . I 
daB", A "t . ~, "Wle, as, 

: ma$um, e~ sp;,echen, geniigen, ausreichen"; standard translation of the 
~ombIned"expressIOn c~rresponding to. what"). In a few texts, the student is 
sked to make the eqUIlateral (square-root) of x come up" (x basa-su suli). 

IV. 10. The "conformal translation" 

Obviously, the shades and distinctions J'ust described in IV 1 to In 9 t 
be re d d' t I' . . v • can no 
tic I n ere In a rans atIOn, I~ particular not in a translation into a non-Semi-
f ~nguage. One cannot achIeve at the same time a one-to-one correspondence 
?r smgle terms ~nd an acceptable English sentence, not to speak of the rendi
:~on .of grammatical categories. It is thus for good reasons that O. Neugebauer 
r ~ncted the role of the translation to that of a general guide "selbstverstand
;~i ge?au genug, u~ den !nhalt korrekt erfassen zu konnen, ~icht aber, urn die 

nhelten der Termlllologle und Grammatik daran ablesen zu konnen".89 
8U MKT I viii. MKT III - . "c . . , Db ~ "contInues l\o er termmologlegeschichtliche Studien an Hand 

eIner el'setzung machen will, dem ist doch nicht zu helfen". 
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Therefore, an investigation of Babylonian mathematics which tries to go 
beyond mathematical contents and penetrate patterns of thought and concep
tualizations must necessarily rely on texts in the original language. On the other 
hand, the presentation of the results at least to the non-assyriologist must by 
the same necessity approach the question through a modern language. 

Since the results of my investigation can only be documented and partly or.ly 
explained with reference to original texts, translations are necessary. Since, on 
the other hand, the translations cannot be allowed to loose those shades and 
distinctions which cannot be translated into idiomatic English, I have chosen 
a compromise somewhere between a code and a real translation: All words ex
cept a few key terms are rendered by English words; a given expression is in 
principle always rendered by the same English expression, and different expres
sions are rendered differently with the only exception that well-established logo
graphic equivalence is rendered by coinciding translation but ,distinct typogra
phy, while possibly mere ideographic equivalence is rendered by translational 
differentiation. Terms of different word class derived from the same root are 
rendered (when the result is not too awkward) by derivations from the same 
root.ao These translations are the "standard translations" presented above. 
Furthermore, syntactical structure and grammatical forms are rendered as far 
as possible by corresponding structure and grammatical forms; the simple style 
of the mathematical texts makes this feasible. Expressed in mathematicians' 
argot, this sort of pseudo-translation could be called a "conformal translation". 

Each line of the translation is followed by a transliteration of the original 
text. Here, as in current usage, phonetic Akkadian is written in italics. Sumerian 
words and Sumerograms (i.e., Sumerian words used logographically or ideo
graphically for Akkadian speech) are given in spaced writing; and signs which 
can neither be interpreted one way or the other either because they should not 
be, or because our knowledge is insufficient are written in small capitals. In order 
to follow the principle of conformity as far as possible, and in order to facili
tate the comparison of translation and transliteration, the same typographical 
distinctions are used in the translation. So, kanuirwn is translated "to accumu
late"; gar-gar will be found as "to accumulate" (or another adequate form
often Sumerograms etc. are found with no phonetic or grammatical comple
ments indicating which grammatical form to choose); and UL.GAR is rendered 
"to ACCUMULATE". Ideograms written with an Akkadian phonetic comple
ment are transla~ed in mixed writing. So, a-salam is translated as "surface". 
The result violates all ideals of typographic beauty, but it should make it rela
tively easy for the reader who wants to do so to acquire quickly a rudimentary 
feeling of the original formulation. 

According to analogous considerations, each number is rendered in the trans
lation the way it stands in the original text: Standard sexagesimal numbers are, 
written in the extended degree-minute-second-notation described in note 4. In 
the transliteration, the same numbers are given more faithfully, with no indi
cation of absolute place. Number words, including words for ordinal numbers 
and fractions, are rendered by words. Special signs for fractions are written as 

90 So, epesum and the logogram ki when used as verbs are rendered "to make", the in-
finitives used as nouns by "the making", and nepesum by "the having· been·made". 
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modern fractional symbols, 1/2, 1/3 etc. Ordinals and fractions written on the 
tablet as a number followed by a phonetic or grammatical complement are writ
ten 1st, 2nd, etc. 

Of course, considerations of intelligibility put some constraints on the prin
ciple of conformity. Prepositions cannot always be rendered in the same way, 
nor can a number of particles which structure the Akkadian sentences (relative 
pronouns etc.). Certain details of the syntactical structure (e.g. the postpositive 
adjective) have to be given up. Furthermore, definite and indefinite articles and 
other English grammatical elements have to be inserted into the translation. 
Such insertions stand as normal writing, without spacing, emphasis and capitals.91 
In the case of ideograms without complements even markings of grammatical 
person etc. are written that way. Other, genuine explanatory insertions are given 
as normal writing in parenthesis. 

In the transliterations, all restitutions of damaged passages are of course in
dicated by square brackets. In order not to make the typographical appearance 
of the translations too disorganized, I have omitted there all indications of such 
restitutions, when they are taken over from the original publications of the texts, 
and when I find them firmly established. Since the restitutions of MKT, TMB 
and MeT were made with great care, mainly from parallel passages of the same 
tablets, this holds for most restitutions. Restitutions for which I am responsible 
myself and restitutions which I consider more or less uncertain are indicated clearly 
even in the translations. 

The English terms used as standard translations of Akkadian terms are nor
mally chosen in a way which respects the use of the latter in non-mathematical 
texts, and which at the same time shows the possible metaphorical use of the 
term in a mathematical context. A possible alternative would have been a trans
lation by modern technical terms (e.g. "plus" for kamiirum "added to" for 
w~iibum "multiplYl", "multiplY2", ... , "multiply," for the variety of multi
plicative operations and terms). The point of my choice is not that the Akka
dian terms were necessarily used as metaphors and not technically. It is that 
the technical function of a Babylonian term must be learnt from its own con
text, not by imposition from the outside of inadequate, modernizing categori
zations. Indeed, one need not work for very long with a term like "to append" 
before one forgets most of the concrete connotations and apprehends its single 
occurrences technically. 

The basic vocabulary for arithmetical operations, for the announcement and 
recording of given numbers and results and for the structuration of the texts 
was presented above together with the standard translations of the single terms. 
For the sake of clearness, it is listed again in short form in Table 1, where the 
ordering corresponds to the above discussion. Table 2 lists all terms for which a 
standard translation is used in the translations of sections V-X, ordered alpha
betically according to the standard translations. Table 3 contains the same mate
rial but ordered alphabetically according to the transliterated original language. 

91 So, in a genitive construction like ib-sig 15', the preposition "of" is given in normal 
writing, "the equilateral of 15"'. misil us will be translated "half of the length", 
because the construct state misil indicates a genitive construction, although no geni
tive marker is joined to us. 
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Table 1. Basic vocabulary 

Akkadian Sumerian etc. 

1. additive operations 

wa$iibum 
kamiirum 

kimriitum 

nakmartum 
kumurrum 

dab 
gar·gar 

/UL.GAR 

gar·gar 
/UL.GAR 

2. sub tractive operations 

eZ,i . .. 
watiirum 

nasii~um 
!}arii$um 

ugu ... 
dirig/SI 

Zl 

3. multiplicative operations 

nasum 

sutiikulum 

takiltum 

a-ra. 
tab 

il 
ninl 
i-ku(-ku) 

4. squaring and square-root 

(ma!}iirum) 
sutam~urum 

mithartum 
melirum 

ib-si s 

LAGAB(?) 
gaba( -ri) 
NIGIN 

UR.UR 
UL.UL 

63 

Standard use 
translation 

to append 
to accumulate 

things accumu
lated 
accumulated 
accumulatiou 

over ... go 
beyond 

to tear out 
to cut off 

steps of 
to repeat 

to raise 
to lift 
to make span 

takiltum 

"identity-conserving addition" 
"identity-cancelling addition" 

sum by kamiirum etc. 

"subtraction" by comparison 

"subtraction" by removal 

number times number 
multiplication by positive 

integer (concrete repetition) 
calculation by multiplication 

"multiplication" of a "length': 
by a "width" ("rectangular!
zation") 

cf. below, sections V. 1-2 

equilateral/ square-root; geometrical square 
to make identified with the length 
equilateral of the side 

to confront equality of value, shares (etc.) 
to make confront formation of a square 

itself 
confrontation 
counterpart 
to make sur-

round/sur
rounding 

to oppose 
to make en

counter 

square identified with the side 
"second side of a square" 
like sutam~urum, mit~artum and 

(rarely) sutiikulum 

like 8utamhurum (and sutiikulum) 
like sutam&urum, ib-sis (and 

sutiikulum) 
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Akkadian 

5. halving 

liepum 
blimtum 

6. division 

(igilm) 

pa!lirum 

SUlnerian etc. 

gaz 
ba/BA.A 

igi n (gal 
(-bi)) 

dus 

7. variables, derived variables, units 

(siddum) 
(putum) 
mit!J.artum 

(eqlum) 

kinum 

(nukkurum) 

ammatum 

8. recording etc. 

saklinum 
laplitum 
nadum 
riiSka likil 

illi( -akkum) 

nadlinum 
tammar 
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us 
sag( -ki) 
LAGAB 

NI GIN 
a-sa 

lul 

gi-na 

kur 

nindan 
kM 

sal' 

gal' 

sum 
igi-dus/du 

standard 
transi<1tion 

to break 
moiety 

igi of n 
!n'th part 

to detach 

length 
width 
confrontation 

surrounding 
surface 

false 

true 

alternate 

nindan 
cubit 

sal' 

to pose 
to inscribe 
to lay down 
may your head 

retain 
comes up (for 

you) 
to give 
you see 

Jens H0Yrup 

use 

bisection 
"natural half"; result of bisec

tion 

The fraction l/n considered as 
a number / 1/n of something 

To find the reciprocal (to take 
out l!n from 1) 

one of the two basic "variables" 
the other basic "variable" 
the "variable" in second-degree 

problems of 1 unknown 

product, square, and any quantity 
which in a geometric interpre
tation is a surface 

(optional) epithet to a length, 
width etc. different from the 
one first considered 

(optional) epithet which designa
tes a return to the original use 
of a terln' 

a second "variable" within a 
category already in use 

unit of horizontal length, c. 6 m 
1/12 nindan, unit of height and 

depth, c. 50 cm 
nindan 2 / nindan 2·kus 

} 
presumably material notation 
and/or drawing, cf. above 

memorization of intermediate re-
sults in linear transformations 

) "ono=","eo" of a ",n1, 
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Akkadian 

9. structuration 

epiisum 

niipeSmn 

qabum 
sa?Jarum 

tarum 

.fu.rnlna 
inuma 
assum 
kima 
-ma 

mala 
minum 
ki ma$i 

Sumerian etc. 

ki 

nigin( -na) 

a-na 
en-nam 

standard 
translation 

to make/making 

ha ving-been
made 

to say 
to go around 

to go back 

if 
as 
since 
as much as 
:/that 

so much as 
what 
corresponding 

to what 

use 

designates the procedure to be 
used to solve a problem 

designMes the procedure when 
performed 

quotation mark 
apparently the pacing off of a field, 

by which its dimensions are found 
designates the passage to another 
part of the procedure - concretly 
or abstractly 
marks a deducti"e structure 

equality 
after verbs: consecution, conse-

quence (result, equality); after 
nouns: emphasis 
a rhetorical "bracket"; equality 
asks for a value 

a In one geometrical text C'r."'BC 8633, in MCT 53), the term "true length" designates that 
side of a triangle which is closest to being perpendicular to the "width". 

Table 2. The standard translatioas ordered alphabetically 

The table is intended to be comprehensive with regard to the texts translated below. 
Only pronouns and pronominal suffixes are left out intentionally. 

The table includes a number of terms which were not represented in the below transla
tions, but which would be useful for other texts belonging to the genre. For this open
ended enterprise, no completeness was of course aimed at. 

It should be emphasized once more that this is a table of standard translations, i.e. a 
key to the translated texts. It is not meant to be a dictionary, and no listing of meanings. 

accumulate, to 

accumulated, the 
accumulation 

add 
Akkadian 
alternate 
and 
append, to 
appended, the 
as 
as much as 
ask, to 
bandfun 
break, to 
break off, to 

-ma (after a "erb) bring, to wabalum 
kamlirwn/gar-gar/ build, to banum 

UL.GAR bur burum/b ur(gan) 
nakmartum by ina/-ta 
kumurrum/gar-gar/ change takkirtum 

UL.GAR collect (taxes, rent) maklisum 
(Seleucicl: tepU/t ab) to 
akkadum come up, to 
kur confront, to 
u confrontation 
wa§libum/d ab
wU$ubbum 
inuma 
kimalgim (nam) 
salum 
bandiun 
?Jepum/gaz 
(ta{llibum 

contribution 
corresponding to 

what 
counterpart 
cubic equilateral 
cubit 
cut away, to 

elUm 
mahlirum 
mithartum/LAGABI 
i b -~ is in series texts 
manlitum 
ki mQ$i 

me?Jrum/g a bat - ri) 
ba-sis/-si 
ammatum/kus 
kaslitum 

G Altorient. Forsch. 17 (1990) 1 
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cut down, to 
cut off, to 
detach, to 
diminish, to 
each 
equilateral 

false 
first ... second 
(1st ... 2nd) 
follow, to 

four 
fourth (part) 
from 
front 
gin 
give, to 
go, to 
go around, to 
go away, to 
go beyond, to 

nakiisurn/k u d 
harasurn 
pata~urn/d Us 
matum 
ta-am 
ib - Si8/ - si/ /basum// 

bu· si8/ - si 
8arrum/1 ul 
isten ... sanum 
l(kam) ... 2(kam) 
redurn (as "to make 

follow", ruddum) 
erburn 
rabitum 
ina/-ta 
putu", 
siqlum/gin 
nadan1//in/suDl 
alakum/ra 
sa!J.arum 
tebum 
watarum!dirig/SI 
se' urn/se grain 

great, 
gur 
half 

(to be (come» rabum/gal 

hand 
having-been-made 
head 
head retain, may 

your 
here 
if 
igfun 
igibUm 
inscribe, to 
inscription 
inside 
integrity 
itself 
know, to 
lay down, to 
leave, to 
left-over 
length 
lift, to 
lower 
make, to/making 
make confront it-

self, to 
make cubic, equi-

lateral 
make encounter 
make equilateral 
make follow (addi-

tively), to 
make span,. to 
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gur 
mislum/su -ri -a 
qiitum 
nepe8mn 
resum/sag 
reska likil 

anniki'am 
summa 
igum/igi 
igibum/igi - bi 
lapiitum 
nalpatt1,m 
lib bum 
s1,lm1,m 
ramanisu 
edum/zu 
nadum 
ezebum/tag, 
sittatum 
(siddum)/us 
nim 
sapZUm/ki (- tal 
epesum/ki 
sutamIJurum 

(-e) ba-sis/-si 
UL.UL 
(-e) ib-sig/-si 
ruddum (D-stem of 

redilm) 
sutakulum/i-ku( -ku) 

Jens Hoyrup 

make surround, to 
meadow 

~IGIN 

tawirtum/garim 
manum 
bamtum/BA.A 

Inina 
moiety 
nalne 
nindan 
no(t) (negating a 

word or part of 
proposition) 

surnum (Seleucid .MU) 
nindan (=GA.R) 

lain u 

not (negating a pro- ul(a)/n u 
position) 

now 
one 
one ... the other 
oppose, to 
out from 
over 
over-going 
part, n'th 
pose, to 
raise, to 
reed 
remain, to 
remainder 
repeat 
retain, to 
sal' 
say, to 
saying 
second/2nd 
see, to 
seventh 
sila 
slnce 
so 
so nluch as 
span 
steps of 
surface 
surrounding 
take 
takiltum 
tear out, to 
that 
that of 

inanna 
istenuJIl 
;sten ... isten 
rRTR 
iitu 
eli/u-gu 
elenu 
igi n (gal(-bi» 
sakanum/gar 
nasum/il 
qanum/gi 
(Seleucid: riiiIJu) 
sapiltum/ib-tag4 
e§epum/tab 
kullum 
sal' 
qabum/dug4 
dug4/TUK 
sanum/2(kam) 
amarltm, ef. "you see" 
sebitum 
qa/siIa 
assum 
kiam 
mala/a-na 
see "make span" 
a~r a 
eqlum/a-sa 
NIGI~ 

laqum 
takiltum 
nasii!J.um/zi 
-ma (after a noun) 
sa ("emphatic geni-
tive") 

things accumulated kimriitum 
third (part) salSum 
three salaSum 
threescore 
to (prep.) 
together with 
trapezium 
true 
turn back, to 
twice 
two 

SU88um 
ana/ora 
itti 
sag-ki-g u 4 

kinum/gi-na 
tarum/nigin( -na) 
sinisu 
sina 
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two-third 
until 
upper 
various (things) 
wa~ltum 

sinipatum 
adi 
eZUrn /an( -ta/-na) 
bi-a/ba 
wa§itum 

\V8.$llll1 

what 
which 
width 
you see 

Wa$Uin 
rnin/u,-;n/e n -11 i11TI 

sa 
(putum)!sag( - ki) 
tammar'igi -d ll/-d Us 
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Table 3. 81lmerian and Akkadian terms with equivalences and standard translations 

Cf. introductory remarks to Table 2. Only logographic equiyalences testified in rnatherna
ti<:al texts are listed. 

In the translations of the texts, each term is written in the same typography as the 
(transliteration of the) term it translates. 

adi 
A-ENGUR (~ta-

wirtum?) 
akkadum 
aliikum (~ra) 
amiirum 
amnwtum (~kus) 
an(-ta/-na) 

( ~elum) 
ana (~-ra) 
a-na (~mala) 
anniki'am 
a-ra 
a-sa (~eqlum) 

until 
meadow (?) 

Akkadian 
to go 
to see 
cubit 
upper 

to 
so much as 
here 
steps of 
surface 

assum since 
BA(_A) (~biimturn) moiety 
ba-sis/si (~basum) (cuhic) equilateral 
bamtum (~BA.A) moiety 
bandilm bandum 
banum to build 
basum (~ba-si) equilateral 
burg aIl (~burum) bur 
burum (~burgaIl) bur 
dab ( ~U'a§iibum) to append 
(ugu ... ) dirig (over ... ) go beyond 
( ~ eli ... watiirum) 
dus (~patiirum) 
d ug4 ( ~qabum, 

TUK) 
edum (~zu) 
elenu 
eli (~u-gu) 
elum (~an) 
elilm 

to detaeh 
to say/saying 

to know 
over~going 

over 
upper 
to come up (as a re-

sult) 
en-nam (~minum)what 
eperum (sabar) earth 
epiisum (~ki) to make/making 
eqlum (~a-sa) surface 
erbum four 
e~epum (~tab) to "repeat" 

5' 

ezebwl! (~tag,) to J'eave 
g a h a (I' i) (~me!;- counterpart 

rum) 
gal (~raburn) great 
GA}I ( ~8uplt,m) depth 
GAM (a - r a) (Seleucid) steps of 
gal' ( ~8akiinum) to pose 
(Tar-gal' (~kamii- to accumulate/accu-
o rurn) mulation 
garim ( ~taWi,.t1'm) meadow 
gaz (~!J.epum) to break 
gi ( ~qanum) reed 
gim (nam) ( ~kima) as much as 
gin ( ~siqZ1'm) gin 
gi-na (~kinum) true 
gis gig ( = l' nindan) 
gUl' 

ba =bi-a, q. v. 
lwrasum 
hasabum 
~epum (~gaz) 
bi -a 
i b -sis 

gur 

to cut off 
to break off 
to break 
various (things) 
(make) equilateral 

(in statements of 
series texts: 
~mit!J.artum) 

ib-tag, (~sapil-
turn) 

igi (~igum) 
igi n (gal-bi) 
igi- bi ( ~igibt'm) 
igibum (~igi- bi) 
igi-du/-dus 

( ~tammar) 
igum (~igi) 
il (~na8um) 
ina (~ -tal 
inanna 
'tnuma 
istenum 
isten ... isten 

remainder 

igum 
igi of n/n'th part 
igibUm 
igibum 
you see 

igtlm 
to raise 
from/by 
no\\", 
as 
one 
one ... the other 
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isten, ... sonitm 
istu 
itti 
-kan, 
kamarum 

( ~gar-gar, 
~UL.GAR) 

kasii.tum 
ki ( ~itti) 
El (~qaqqarum) 
ki(t a) ( ~saplUm) 
kl (~epesum) 
ki ma~i 

the first ... the second 
out from 
together with 
(ordinal suffix) 
to accumulate 

to cut away 
together with 
ground 
lower 
to make/making 
correspomling to what 

kian~ so 
kima( ~gim(nam)) as mueh as 
kimratum things accumulated 
kinum (~gi-na) true 
kil- kil to make span 

(kli in ~eries texts) 
kud ( ~naka8um) to cut down 
kullum retain 
kumurrum accumulation 

( ~gar-gar; 
~UL.GAR) 

kill' ( ~nukkurum?) alternate 
kils (~ammatum) cubit 
la (~nu) not 
LAGAB (~mitlJ.ar- confrontation 

tum) 
lapatum 
laqum 
libbum 
lul 
-ma (after a n>rb) 
-ma (after a noun) 
malJ.arum 
maka8um 
mala (~a-na) 
manatum 
manum 
matum (~lal) 
menrum 

(~gaba(-ri») 

to inscribe 
to take 
inside 
false 

that 
to confront 
to collect (taxes, rent) 
so much as 
contribution 
mina 
to diminish 
counterpart 

minum (~en-nam)what 
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mislum half 
( ~su-ri-a) 

mitnartum 
(~LAGAB: in 

series texts 
~ib- Si8) 

confrontation 

nadanum ( ~ sum) to give 
nadum to lay down 
nakasum (~kud) to cut down 
nakmartum 
nalpattum 
nasi'ilJ.um (~zi) 
nasum (~il) 

accumulated 
inscription 
to tear out 
to raise 

nepe8um 
NIGH, 

nigin, nigin 

nigin( -na) 
( ~tarum) 

nim ( ~ullum?) 
nindan 
nu (~la, ~ul(a)) 

pc4arum (~du8) 
putum (cL sag) 
qa ( ~sila) 
qabt,m (~dug4) 
qanum (~gi) 
qaqqarum ( ~KI) 
qatum 
ora (~ana) 
ra (~alakum) 
rabitum 
rab'l1m ( ~gal) 
ramanisu 
redum, see n~ddum 
reska likil 
resum (~sag in 

certain contexts) 
rialJ.u (Seleucid) 
ruddum 

sag ( ~resum) 
sag (-ki) 
sag-ki-gu" (~ab-

sammikum?) 
salJ.arum 
sal' 
:,;arrum (~lul) 
sebitum 
SI (~dirig, 

~watarum) 

sUa ( ~qa) 
sum (~nadanum) 
~elJ.erum ( ~tur) 
~elJ.rum (~tur) 

sa 
sakanum (~gar) 
salasum 
sa18um 
salum 
sanum 
sapiltum 

( ~ib-tag41 
sapZUm (~ki-ta) 
se ( ~.se'um) 
se'um (~se) 
siddum (cL us) 
sina 
sinedatum 

Jens Hoyntp 

having-been-made 
to make surround/ 

surrounding 
see su-nigin, su

nigin 
to turn back 

to lift 
nindan 
not 
to deta(;h 
front 
sila 
to say 
reed 
ground 
hand 
to 
to go 
fourth (part) 
great 
itself 

may your head retain 
head 

remain 
to make follow (ad-

ditively) 
head 
width 
trapezium 

to go around 
sar 
false 
seventh (part) 
go beyond 

sila 
to give 
to be (coUle) small(er) 
small 
which/that of 
to pose 
three 
third (part) 
to ask 
second 
remainder 

lower 
grain 
grain 
length 
two 
two-third 
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sinisu 
siqlum ( ~gin) 
sittatum 
su 
sulmum 
summa 
sumum (Seleu(;id 

~l\'ru) 

su-nigin, su-
nigin 

suplum (~GA1V[) 
su-ri-a (~mislum) 
8u88um 
8utakulum (~l-kil 

(-kil)) 
sntamlJ.urum 

-ta (~ina) 
ta-am 
to. b (Seleucicl 

~tepu) 

to. b ( ~e~epurn) 
tag" ( ~ezeburn), 

cL ib-tag" 
takiltum 

twice 
gin 
Jeft-over 
that 
integrity 
if 
nanle 

total 

depth 
half 
sixty 
to make span 

to make confront 
itself 

from/by 
each 
to add 

to "repeat" 
to leave 

takiltum 

takkirtllln (d. kill') 
ta'mrHrtr 

( ~igi-t1il!dus) 
tdr·um, ( rvnigin 

(-na)) 

change 
you see 

to turn ba"k 

taw'i,·t1tnl ( ~garim) meadow 
tebum to go away 
TUK, see dug, 
t ur ( ~~elJ.rum) small 
tepu (Seleucid ~t ab) to add 
" and 
U-gil (~eli) over 
1~I(a) (~nu) not 
UL.GAR (~kama- to aC(;U1nulate!accu-

rum) mulation 
tJL.tJL to make encounter 
tJR.rR to oppose 
us length 
wabalum to bring 
wa?abum ( ~dab) to append 
u'a~tum/wa?um wa~itum/wa:;n1m 
watarum (~dirig) go beyond 
tc~ubbum the appended 
zi ( ~nasa?!um) to tear out 
zu (~edum) to know 
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1 Altorientalische Forschungen 1 17 1 1990 I 2 1262-3541 

JENS HOYRL'P 

Algebra and Naive Geometry. An Investigation of Some 
Basic Aspects of Old Babylonian Mathematical Thought II* 

Til Sara og Janne 

V. The discourse: Basic second-degree procedures 

As stated in section Ill, the discursive level of Old Babylonian algebra can only 
be discussed on the basis of actual instances of this discourse. In the present and 
the following chapters, I shall therefore present a number of texts, translated 
according to the principle of "conformity" in order to map the original discourse 
as precisely as possible if the material is not to be presented in the original lan
guage. Direct linguistic and philological commentaries are given as notes im
mediately below the translation of the single texts. 

I do not aim at complete coverage of Old Babylonian mathematics. Most 
practical applications fall outside the scope of the article, and so do the table 
texts. The application of the specific methods of Old Babylonian algebra to 
genuine geometric problems are left aside for later treatment, as are most of 
the "complex" algebraic applications of the basic techniques. 92 Finally, with a 
single exception only procedure texts are taken into account: Texts which give 
nothing but the statement of a problem or a series of such statements give little 
information as long as our understanding of concepts and terminology remains 
at the present level. 

On the other hand, in relation to the class of simple "length-width"-procedure 
texts the coverage can be regarded as fairly representative. Truly, each text 
taken into account brings some new information; still, what is left out appears 
to me to belong to the category of details and shades, which may await sub
sequent investigation. The basic features of Old Babylonian elementary "length
width-algebra" can, I hope (and think). be presented adequately on the basis of 
the present selection of texts. 

V.1. YBC 6967 (MCT, 129) 

The problem deals with a pair of numbers belonging together in the table of 
reciprocals, the igurn and the igibum. The Sumerian forms igi and igi-bi mean 
"the igi" and "its igi"; they are used most of the way through the text, but a 

* For the first part see p. 27-69 of this volume. 
U2 I discuss the problems of two-dimensional geometrical conceptualizations and methods 

amI a number of comple x algebra problems in my preliminary (1985: 41-63, 105.1 to 
105.42). 

,~ 
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syllabic i-g71-urn in rev. 5 indicates that the terms are to be read as Akkadianized 
loanwords though mostly written logographically.D;) Their product (the "surface" 
of obv. 9) is supposed to be l' (=60), or at least an odd power of 60, not 1°. In 
conformal translation and transliteration, the text runs as follows (to facilitate 
mathematical understanding, the left margin gives a totally anachronistic com
mentary in symbolic algebra - igiburn = x, igum = y): 

[x· y=60,] x-y=7 

x? y? 

x-y 
--=3 1/.) 

2 -

(X- y)2 
-2- =121/4 

(
X - y) 0 

-2- +x'y= 

(
x+y)" 
-2- =72 1

/ 1• 

x+y x-y -----= 8 1/.) - 3 1/,. 
2 2 - -

Obverse 

1. The igibum over the igum 7 goes beyond 
[igi-b]i eli igi 7 i-ter 

2. igum and igibum what? 
[igi]u igi-bi mi-nu-urn 

3. You, 7 which the igibum 
a[t-tJa 7 sa igi -hi 

4. over the igum goes beyond 
ugu igi i-te-ru 

5. to two break: 3° 30'. 
a-na si-na lJ,i-pi-ma 3,30 

6. 3° 30' together with 3° 30' 
3,30 it-ti 3,30 

7. make span: 12° 15' 
su-ta-ki-il-ma 12,15 

8. To 12° 15' which comes up for y07t 
a-na 12. 15 sa i-li(-a)-kum 

9. l' the sur face append: l' 12° 15'. 
[1 a-sit-l]a-arn §i-ib-ma 1, 12, 15 

10. The equilateral of l' 12° 15' what? 8° 30'. 
[ib-si~ 1], 12, 15 rni-nu-urn 8,30 

11. 8° 30' and 8° 30' its counterpart lay down: 
[8. 3011] 8, 30 me-lJ,e-er-su i-di-rna 

Reverse 

1. 3° 30' the takiltum 
3, 30 ta-ki-il-tarn 

2. frorn the one tear out 
i-na is-le-en u-su-ul! 

Do Another text dealing with igum and igibuw is VAT 8520 (MKT I 346f.). There, the 
names of the two unknowns are written syllabically throughout the tablet, while "part" 
and "reciprocal" are referred to by the usual ideogram igi. This leaves little doubt 
that the two ideas were, and thus have to be, kept apart, if not in spoken language then 
at least as concepts. 
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x+y + x-y =8 1/0+3 1/0 
2 2 - -

8 1/ 2 +31/ 2 = 12 
81/ 2 -3112=5 
x=12,y=5 

3. to the other append 
a-nais-te-en §i-ib 

4. The first is 12, the second is 5. 
is-te-en 12 sa-ml-um 5 

5. 12 is the igibum, 5 is the igum. 
12 igi -bi 5 i-gu-mn 

Jens H0yrup 

If "going beyond" is interpreted as arithmetical difference, "breaking" as 
arithmetical halving, "making span" as arithmetical multiplication, "surface" 
as arithmetical product, "equilateral" as arithmetical square root, and takiltum 
as a factor (in agreement with the interpretation "that which is m3cde span"), 
most of this text could agree with an arithmetical interpretation of Old Babylonian 
algebra. A few points remain. however, which always have been seen as peculiar. 
"Vhy is the "counterpart" of the square-root introduced? And why are these two 
copies of the numher 8° 30' kept so strictly apart as a "first" and a "second" 
in rev. 2-4? 

If a naive-geometric interpretation of the procedure is made, these two questions 
are immediately solved (cf. Fig. 4): Since the product of igum (y) and igibum (x) 
is spoken of as a surface, they are to be regarded as width and length of a rectangle. 
That amount by which the length "goes beyond" the width is bisected together 
with the adjacent part of the rectangle. and the outer half is moved to a position 
where it "spans" a rectangle (actually a square) together with the inner half. 
The area of the resulting gnomon is still 1'. When it is appended to the square 
spanned by the two halves (of area (3° 30'P= 12° 15'), we get a greater square 
of area l' 12° 15'. The side producing this square, or, rather, as we shall see below, 
the side produced by the area when the latter is understood as a square figure 
and thus identified with its side, is V1' 12° 15' = 8° 30'. It is "laid down" (possibly 
"drawn", cf. section IV.8) together with its "counterpart" (heavy lines). When 
"that which was made span" the small square (the takiltum) is "torn out" from 
the vertical heavy line (its secondary position) we get the width (the igum). 
When it is appended to the horizontal heavy line (its original position) we get the 
length (theigibum). 

It will be noticed that not a single word of the description is superfluous or 
enigmatic when this interpretation is applied. It can also be noticed that an 
alternative formulation, the "first" and "second" 3° 30' appended to and born 
out from the same 8° 30' (e.g. the horizontal heavy line) would be less meaningful, 
producing two lines equal to but not identical with length and width. As it 
actually stands, the text tells us first to tear out the quantity 3° 30' in one place 
and next to append this same quantity, now at our disposal, in another place.93a 

This sense-making use of "first" and "second" holds throughout the many 
texts where they are used. That can scarcely be a random phenomenon. So, an 

a3a This (invariable) ]Jrecedt'nce of thp tearing process was observed by Vaj man (1961: 
100), who also pointed out thp implicatiun that thp same c·onerete quantity must be 
involved in tearing and appending. 

In one text translated below the a(ldition ('omes first, viz. 1Nl 53201 N 0 2 rev. 12 L 
(section X.l). But pre<:isely in this casp the objects of the two operations are the 
two different "moieties" of an excess., In truth an excpption which confirms the rule. 
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Figure 4. The geometrical interpretation of YBC 6967. 
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interpretation of the duplication SC 30' as nothing but a. preparation for two 
different arithmetical calculations can hardly hold good-m that case, we could 
expect instances of "first 3° 30' appended to first SO 30', second 3° 30' born out 
from second So 30''', and other variations of the same sort. In fact, they are 
never found. 

In other respects too, our text is representative of a whole group of procedure 
texts. As already obsel'\~ed above (section IV.S), the term "to lay down" is always 
reserved to that procesH vvhich corresponds to the "drawing of the heavy lines"; 
if onlv a number was taken note of for use in an arithmetical calculation, how are 
we t~ explain that e.g. the numbers submitted to the operations "appending" 
and "tearing out" are never "laid down"? Similarly, it is a general f~ature that 
3° 30' is appended to So 30' -that quantity which is moved is appended to that 
which Htavs in place. The difference is not one of relative magnitude-as we see 
in obv. si., a greater quantity may well be appended to a smaller quantity; 
neither is it just a queHtion of fixed hahits - when gnomon and square are joined 
(a situation where both entities are already in place), either can be appen~edg> 
only where the geometrical interpretation requires that one addend remams m 
place and one is moved is it apparently impossible to exchange the roles of the 
two addends. Finally, the concept of a "counterpart" is reserved to roles similar 
to that which it plays in obv. 11 of the present text; in the case of bisections 
("breakings") preparing a purely linear operation it is not used.u:J 

As we see, all three features are easily explained inside a geometric interpreta
tion. It is, on the other hand, very difficult to find reasons explaining them if an 
arithmetical interpretation is taken for granted; and it is extremely improbable 
that the random selection of surviving sources has created a fixed pattern which 
did not exist originally-our material is not that small. 

It will be observed that the text appears to describe a constructive procedure, 
not argumentation on a ready-made figure like Fig. 2. It will also be seen that 
the procedure coincides grosso modo with that described by al-Khwarizmi (cf. Fig. 
1, AoF 17 [1990], 36). 

V.2. B:yI 13()01, N° 1 (MKT IH,1: cf. TYIB, 1) 

B:}I 13901 contains a series of problems dealing with one or more squares. The 
first of these is a precise analogon to the one quoted in Chapter I from al-Khwa
rizmi. It runs as follows: 

Obverse I 

1. The surface and my confrontation I have 
accumulated: 45'. 1 the wa~ituma 
a-sa,l[am] it mi-it-l;ar-ti ak-m[1lr-m]a 45-e 1 wa-~i-tam 

91, In variolls problems from BM 13901 (below), the supplementary square is appended 
to the gnomon; in VAT 8520, as in the present text, the gnomon is appended. 

V5 The sole exception from this general rule is Hr 52301 (obv. 12, re,:. 10). Th,s IS o.nlyone 
of several reasons to regard this late ta blet as a sYlllptom of changmg conceptuahzatlOns 
(cf. below, note 113, section X.l, and note 176). 
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1/2 .1=30', 
(30')2= 15' 

x 2+2· 30'· x+(30')2= 
15' +45' = 1 

x+30'=yT = 1 

x=I-30'=30' 

2. you pose. The moietyb of 1 you break, 30' and 
30' you make span, 
ta-.sa-ka-an bu-ma-at 1 te-!Ji-pi 30u 30 tu-u.s-ta-kal 

3. 15' to 45' you append: 1 makes 1 equi
lateralc . 30' which you have made span 
15 a-na 45 tu-~a-ab-ma 1-[e] 1 ib-sig 30.sa tu-u.s-ta-ki
lu 

4. in the inside ofd 1 you tear out: 30' the 
confrontation. 
lib-ba 1 ta-na-sa-al;-ma 30 mi-it-l;ar-tum 

a wa~itum is a nominal derivation from w~um, "herausgehen, fortgehen ... 
herauswachsen ... hervortreten, herausragen". The term itself means something 
going out, including something projecting from a building. Since the mathematical 
application of the term has never been explained before, I have left it untranslated. 

b The use of a term for a "wing", a "natural" instead of a mere arithmetical half 
is noteworthy. 

c "1 makes 1 equilateral" translates "1-e 1 ib-sig". The use of the "agentive 
suffix" -e (which occurs commonly in this connexion) appears to indicate not only 
that the verbal character of the term i b -sig is still present to the Old Babylonian 
calculator, but also that the first "1" is considered the agent of a transitive 
verb, while the second "I" must be seen as the object. Cf. Thureau-Dangin 1936a: 
31 note 3, which also quotes an instance of the phrase mi-nam ib-sis where a 
square-root is asked for; here, too, the square-root must be the object of an act 
since it is asked for in the accusative. (So also the Susa and most Tell I:Iarmal 
texts). 

A number of other texts, however, ask for the square-root by the phrase 
ib-sig x mi-nu-um (e.g. YBC 6967, obv. 10) or ib-si~ x en-nam (e.g. VAT S390, 
passim, and VAT S520, obv. 20, rev. 19). mi-nu-um is an indubitable nominative; 
in the latter texts, the other occurrences of en-nam are indubitable nominatives, 
while corresponding accusatives. are written phonetically as mi-nam. In such 
cases (and when the term is used in the generalized sense of "solution" to an 
equation), ib-si~ must apparently be read as a noun, and I shall translate "the 
equilateral of x how much". 

In a few late OB and in one early northern text, the alternative term ba-si8, 

originally a verb too, has been adopted into Akkadian as a loanword basum, 
which is regarded completely as a boun - cf. B1 52301, No 2, note d (below, 
section X.l). 

d Thureau-Dangin (1936a: 31 note 4) explains the form lib-ba (SA.BA) as libba, 
the construct state of a locativic accusative. Another possible interpretation 
reads SA=sag4 ~libbum, BA = ba-< bi-a, compound possessive +locativic suffix 
(cf. SLa § 1S2). 
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vYe observe that the "confrontation" is in fact identical with the side of the 
square, while the area of that figure is spoken of by a separate concept, "the 
surface". 

vVhen this usage is accepted, the procedure is gro88o modo mapped by the 
arithmetico-symbolic interpretation in the left margin. However, it remains 
fully unclear why the number 1 should be spoken of as something "projecting" 
or "going away". Another puzzle is the choice of the term bamtum, "moiety", 
when the normal term mislum, "half", is used everywhere in the tablet when one 
entity is the half of another entity. 

If we try a geometric interpretation, the intention of both terms can be made 
clear (see Fig. 5). 

As in al-KhwarizmL a geometric summation of a square and a number a of 
sides requires that the number a is understood as having the dimension of a 
length. This is shown in the first step of the figure, where the "confrontation" is 
represented by the area of a rectangle of length 1 and width x. The figure makes 
it immediately obvious that the number 1 is something which projects. The only 
question which is left open is whether it projects from the square or from the 
width x 96 (as we shall see below, the latter possibility must be preferred). 

From here, the procedure is exactly parallel to that of YBC 6967 and Figure 4. 
Comparing the two texts we can even see why the need for the term wasitum 
arises: while the problem of two unknowns could speak of that by which "x goes 
beyond y", the corresponding geometrical quantity 1 ("that by which x + 1 goes 
beyond x") has no obvious designation in the problem of one unknown - if not, 
precisely, wa~itum. This is then posed and next "broken" (Le. bisected), and the 
outer half is moved so that a square is spanned. This square is appended to the 
gnomon resulting from the preceding manipulations of the figure, in order to 
produce another square. The side of this great square is found (literally: the 
result 1 of the appension produces 1 as "equilateral"). Finally, the quantity which 
spanned the complementary square97 is removed ("torn out"), and the unknown 
side of the original square (the original "confrontation") is left. 

Concerning the "moiety", the situation in the figure is evidently related to the 
origin of the term. By the very nature of the problem, the appended rectangle 
consists of two "wings", of which one is to be broken off and moved. 

According to both F. Thureau-Dangin and O. Neugebauer, the tablet belongs 

96 In its own way, this confirms O. Keugebauer's old intuition. F. Thureau-Dangin sug
gested very tentatively (1936a: 31 n.1) that wa§itum might designate absolute unity 
as distinct from 1', l' etc.). Against this, O. Neugebauer (MKT III 11) raised the ob
jection that only absolute unities belonging with problems of one unknown were de
signated wa§itum. Instead, he suggested that the term might designate a certain class 
of coefficients of value 1. Irrespective of the precise interpretation, indeed, the "pro
jection" is a coefficient 1 of dimension (length), multiplication by which transforms a 
linear quantity into a quantity of dimension [length 2J. 

97 In YBC 6967, this quantity was spoken of by the noun takiltum, here however by the 
relative clause "which you have made span", sa tUiltakkilu. This parallel (which is re
peated copiously) confirms the close relation between "making span" (ilutakulum) and 
takiltum. 
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together with AO 8862 to the oldest stratum of Old Babylonian mathematics. as 

A. Goetze's linguistic analysis ascribes to both a southern origin, probably Larsa. 9!J 

V.3. BM 13901, N° 2 (:MKT Ill, 1; cf. T~IB, 1) 

The second problem of the tablet subtracts a side instead of adding it. The 
text runs as follows: 

1/2 .1=30' 
(30')2= 15' 

x 2-2· 30'· x+(30')2= 
14' 30° 15' 

x - 30' = Y 14·""'-::3""-0"""0-"1-=-5' = 
29° 30' 

x=29° 30' +30' =30° 

Obverse I 

5. My confrontation inside of the surface' 
1 have torn out: 14' 30°. 1 the wii§itum 
rni-it-lJ,ar-ti lib-bi a-sa [a]s-s?/,-ulJ,-ma 14, 30 1 wa
§i-tarn 

6. you pose. The moiety of 1 you break, 30' 
and 30' Y01l make span; 
ta-sa-ka-an ba-ma-at 1 te-lJ,i-pi 30 it 30 tu-us-ta-kal 

7. 15' to 14' 30° you append: 14' 30° 15' makes 
29° 30' equilateral. 
15' aJna 14, 30 tu-§a-]ab-ma 14, 30, 15-e 29,30 ib-si8 

8. 30' which you have made span to 29' 30° 
you append; 30 the confrontation. 
30 sa tu-us-ta-ki-lu a-na 29, 30 tu-§a-ab-ma 30 
rni-it-lJ,ar-tum 

Once again, the text is grosso modo mapped by the arithmetico-symbolic inter
pretation. Only the problem of the" 1 which projects" is left open, together with 
the question why only the "coefficient" of the first-degree term is "posed", and 
the choice of the term "moietv". 

If the imagery inherent i~ the terminology ("appending", "tearing out", 
"breaking", "making span") is taken at face value, we are led to a geometric 
procedure which solves even these problems (see Fig. 6). From the square, a 
rectangle of length x and width 1 is removed. The area of the remaining rectangle 
is 14' 30°. Since the length of this rectangle exceeds the width by 1, a strip of 
this width is bisected, and its outer wing is moved so as to transform the known 
area into a gnomon. The small square spanned by the two halves of the strip 
is appended, and so we get a square of known area. Its side is found, and the 
half-strip which was moved in order to span the small square is appended again. 
This gives us the original length of the rectangle, and thus the side x of the square. 

The geometrical procedure is of course the same as that of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5: 
The area of a rectangle is given, together with the difference between its length 
and its width. The excess of length over width is bisected, and the rectangle is 
transformed into a gnomon, for which the area and the side of the lacking square 
are known. The area of the lacking square is then found and added to the gnomon, 

~8 Thurel1u.Dangin 193611: 2i; }lKT III 10. The "riteria are language and writing. 
~" In }[CT 148, 151. 
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transformi~g.it into a square of known area. The side of this square is calculated, 
and the ongmal length (Fig. 6), width (Fig. 5) or both (Fig. 4) can finally be 
~ound. Ind~ed, the only difference between the cases (as seen from the geometrical 
mterpretatIOn) concerns the entity asked for. 

It is still not to be seen whether the wG.§itum should be understood as that 
width 1 which must project from the length in order to transform it into an area 
which can be torn out, or perhaps as the excess of rectangular length over rect
angular width. In any case, it has a definite role to play in the procedure (and as 
~tated abo:e, the former. possibility will turn out to be correct). In the geometric 
mterpretatIOn the questIOn thus disappears why only the coefficient 1 to the 
linear term is posed-the wG.§iturn is no numerical coefficient. 

Once again, then, the aritmetic-algebraic interpretation allows us to under
stand the main mathematical progress of the calculation but not the details of 
the formulation; the approach through naive geometry, on the other hand, 
allows us to understand both the mathematical progress and the discursive orga
nization of the texts. 

VA. BM 13901, N° 23 (:MKT Ill, 4f.; cf. T}IB, 17f.) 

The three previous problems presented the standard way to solve the basic 
mixed second-degree equations. The present one exemplifies that the Babvlonians 
would sometimes leave the standard methods. " 

The problem adds the four sides of a square to the surface - not 4 times the 
side, but explicitly the four sides: 

Reverse Il 

x~+4 . x=41' 40" 11. 

12. 

(I/2X+ 1)~= 10' 25" + 1 14. 
=1° 10' 25" 

J/ 2x+ 1 = yP 10'25" = 1°5' 
1/2X=1°5'-1=5' 15. 

x=2·5'=10' 16. 

19" 

In a surface, the four fronts and the surface" 
1 have accumulated: 41' 40" 
a_salam p[aJ-a[-at er-be-et-tam it a-s] alam 

ak-mur-ma 41,40 
4, the four fronts, you inscribe. The igi 
of4is 15'. 
4pa-a-at er[-be-e]t-tam t[a-la-pJa-at igi 4 gal- bi 15 
15' to 41' 40" you raise: 10' 25" you inscribe. 
15 a-na 41, 40 [ta-nJa-si-ma 10, 25 ta-la-pa-at 
1 the wG.§itum yml append: 1° 10' 25" makes 
1° 5' equilateral 
1 wa-§i-tam tu-§a-ab-ma 1, 10, 25-e 1, 5 ib-sig 
1 the wii§iturn which you have appended 
you tear out: 5' to tu·o 
1 wa-§i-tam sa tu-i§-bu ta-na-sa-al}-ma 5 a-na si-na 
you repeat: 10' nindan confronts itselfb 
te-§i-ip-ma 10 nindan irn-ta-1.Ja-ar 
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a This passage is very unusual, indeed without parallel in mathematical texts, 
and thus of special interest. First there is the initial "tatement that we are dealing 
with a surface. In itself, the use of an accusative form here is not impossible: most 
plausibly it is to be interpreted as an locativic accusatiye (cf. GAG § 14G). However. 
in other cases where the subject of a problem is stated this is always done hv 
Sumerograms without any complement (us sag e.g. in AO 8862, tul-sag i;1 
~}I 85200 + VAT 659Q). In the present case, it seems to be important to st~ess 
eIther the use of an accusative form or the s~)ecific Akkadian pronunci",ti(;n-eyen 
th<,ugh the whole tablet is dominated by syllabic writing, complements are atta
ched to a-sa only when they are needed to impede misunderstanding. The use 
o'f pure Sumerograms in parallel texts indicate that there ,vas no gel~eral need 
to display an accusative case explicitly; most probably, then, the compl~ments are 
meant to indicate tLe use of an ~~kkadian archaism. 

The "fror~t~" translate pClt, plural (construct state) of piltum. This word is 
often considered an equivalent of sag, mv standard translation of which is 
" 'dt'" 0 I v • WIll. n y extremely few tex:s. ~oweyer, Uiie the Akkadian word instead 
of the .Sun::rogram, a"d none of them belong to the category of standard "length 
a~d wIdth-pr~blems (see above, note i.5). Even occurrences of the Sumerogram 
WIth an Akkaclmn phonetic complement are strictly absent. The use of t he term 
piitU))~ in our text must thus intend something "explicitly different from the 
techmcal concept "width" -perhaps another archaism. Hence mv use of the 
literal translation "front". • 
. The numeral "four" is in status rectus and postponed. This literary stylistic 

:lgure appears to belong to situations where the number is an invariable epithet, 
I.e. where n items belong invariably together ("the seven mountains", cf. GAG 
§ 139i), whence "the four" instead of "the four". 

b The term is imtahhar (or possibly imtal;ar, the preterite form), Gt-stem of 
mal;arum, "to confr~l;t". 

This time, the arithmetico-algebraic interpretations lead into real trouble. 
Indeed, if a "square" is only a second power, there is no reason to speak of the 
jonr fronts (or widths); neither is there any reason to leave the normal concept 
of the "confrontation" for that of "front", nor to specify in this case alone that 
we are dealing with a "surface". 

Of.course, an arithmetical interpretation can map the mathematical procedure. 
But It offers no explanation why normal terminology and procedure are given 
up in this specific case; in fact, the deviation is so astonishing that O. N~uge
bauer suspected it to have arisen by a combination of mistakes which happen to 
m~ke sen8e.:00 .Finally, the place of the problem on the tablet (among the com
plIcated vanatlOns and not among the simple cases of one variable) is an eniO'ma' 
so is also the "repetition to two" in a place where an arithmetic interpret~tio~ 
would expect a "raising" (cf. the problem discussed immediately below.) 

The geometric interpretation, especially as it is made clear by-the term U'a.{Jitum, 
solves many of these problems (cf. Fig. 7). First of all it is clear that a geometric 

100 MKT III 14. 
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square possesset-l four sides, which can be regarded as "fronts". :.\:Ioreover if we 
take the text at its words and add four rectangles of length 1 and width x i~stead 
of one rectangle of length 4 and width x, or two of dimensions 2 times x, as we 
would normally expect), we get a geometrical configuration which differs from 
the normal square-plus-aides dealt with in the beginning of the tablet-and thus 
a reason that the problem is listed among the complicated variations. 
. The occurrences of the wa{Jit1tm confirm that the cross-form configuration is 
~nde.ed thought of: If we f()l~ow the text, we can imagine the multiplication by 1/4 

l~ lmes. 1?f. as a quartermg, as shown ig the second step on the figure. At 
ilrst, thI~ IS of course only a possibility. In line 14, however, the wa{Jitwn is ap
pended, I.e., not any number 1 but a square r identified with the wa{Jitum; such 
a square is shown in the third step 10J, where it completes the quartered cross as 
a square. No other .configuration than the cross would allow so literal a reading 
of the text, - and Sll1ce the occurrence of the 1ca{Jituln in line 14 ,does not refer to 
an.y earlier occurrence, it rr;~st refer to the entity itself, not to anything ob
tamed from or equal to the projection". 

In the next step of line 14, the side of the completed square is found, and in 
~ine 15 t~e same u·a.{Jiturn is torn out. This rules out F. Thureau-Dangin's con
Jecture, VIZ. that the term may simply fix the order of magnitude to P (one need 
not fix the order of magnitude of a number which is identical with a number 
previously used), and it confirms that the square which was appended in line 14 
is identified with its side: if a squaring of 1 had been left out by error in line 14, 
the invariable epithet would have been "which you have made span" instead 
of "which you have appended" (cf. problems N° 1 and 2 from the tablet as 
quoted above). 

The tearing-out of the wa{Jiturn leaves half the side of the square (in the right 
position). It is "repeated to two", and indeed repeated quite concretely 102, in 
agreement with the situation of the figure, giving us one of the fronts. It is, 
however, not spoken of as a "front", nor designated by the normal term "con
frontation" (rnitl;artum). Instead, it is stated that 10' is that which "confronts 
itself" - presumably because no "confrontation" was spoken of explicitly in the 
statement of the problem; instead four "fronts" have been supposed to "con
front each other as equals". 

Curiously enough, al-Khwarizmi uses the same figure as an alternative argu
ment for the solution of the problem "square and roots equal to number" (cf. 
above, section 1). Here, instead of distributing the rectangle 10· x as shown 

101 \Ve notice that the C'Ul'l'ent identification of a square with its side can explain that 
the u'il!iitmn itself is itppf'nded, and not a "1" spanned by the wil~itum together with 
itself. At the same time we observe that the entity which is "appended" must be the 
concrete geometric piece of surface, not a num bel' measuring its magnitude: Such a 
nUJllber would, even to the Babylonians, have to be found via one of the" multiplica· 
tOl'Y" processes "rnaking span" or '''raising'', as are all "surfaces". Due to the confi
guration, however, there is no need to "make the wil§itum span", i.e. to make it forl11 
a rectangle (in fact a square): The square is already there, spanned by the eorner of 
the cross-there is no need to prescribe its construction. 

102 The specification "to two" shows thitt the original sense of e~epum (to duplicitte, i.e. 
to repeitt once) has been absorbed into the generalization "to repeat'S times". Genuine 
duplieation has been left behind. 
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BM 13901 N0 3. 
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in Fig. 1, he distributes it as four rectangles 21/2 . x along the four edges of the 
square. 103 
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The text brings us somewhat closer to the precise meaning of the wii.;;itum. 
It cannot be the excess of rectangular length over rectangular width. Possibly, 
it could be the length of any of the four projections from the central square; 
that would, however, agree poorly with the use in problem 2 of the tablet (see 
above). So, we are led towards the interpretation of the wii.;;'it~tm as that pro
jecting width 1 which transforms a length into a rectangle of equal area. 

One problem in the text is not elucidated by the naive-geometric interpretation 
in itself, viz. the initial "in a surface" or "concerning a surface".lO:la If nothing 
but the area of an ordinary square is meant, this indication is superfluous, and 
not to be expected after 22 problems which all deal with square areas without 
mentioning them explicitly beforehand. Together with other evidence which will 
be presented in section XA, however, the apparent archaisms of the language 
may offer an explanation: eqlum is not only a (semi- )technical term for a mathe
matical area but also the everyday term for a field. All evidence combined 
suggests that the problem is a surveyors' recreational proble~, maybe from a 
tradition which was older than-perhaps even a source for-Old Babylonian 
scribal school "algebra". The initial eqlam can be understood as an indication 
that we are dealing with a field-surveying problem (albeit an artificial one), and 
the apparent archaism perhaps as a reference to age and tradition or perhaps to 
oral or dialect usage (locativic and similar accusatives are more common and 
long-lived in Assyrian than in Babylonian). 

V.5. BM 13901, N° 3 (}IKT Ill, 1; cf. TMB, 1£.) 

The above problems can all be classified as "normalized mixed second-degree 
equations". The present problem shows the habitual Old Babylonian way to 
deal with a non-normalized equation. The text runs as follows: 

Obverse I 

9. The third of the surface I have torn out: the third 
of the confrontation to the inside 
sa-lu-us-ti a -sa as-S~t( -u!J,-ma > sa-lu-us-ti mi·it-!J,ar
tim a-na lib-bi 

10. of the surface I have appended: 20'. 1 the wi0itum 
you pose 
a _Sa1im 1t-.;;i-ib-ma 20-e 1 wa-!ii·tam ta-sa-ka-an 

11. The third of 1 the wii!iitum, 20' ymt tear out: 40' to 

clition. As I shall show in section X.4, how"vpr, another algebraic- tE'xt roughly con· 
temporary with al·Khwarizmi's shows continuity with the Old Babylonian tradition 
even down to the choice of grammatical forms, while displaying the same interest as 
the present problem in thE' four sides of squares and rectangles. This leaves little doubt 
that aj·Khwarizmi too was inspired by the same old tradition. 

103' Initially I believed so, reading the text as "The surface of the fOllr fronts and the 
surfaee I have al"l"ull1ulated ... ", interpreting the "surfaee of the four fronts" as the 
total surface of the "arms" of the eross. I am grateful to A. 'Vestenholz for pointing 
out the grammatical objeetions to this reading. 
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(40'X)2+40' '20'x 
= 13' 20" 

(40'X)2+2· 10' . (40'x) 
+ (10')2= 
13' 20"+1' 40"=15' 

(40'x+ 10')2= 15' 

40'x + 10' = V 15' = 30' 

40'x = 30' - 10' ~ 20' 

(40)-1= 1° 30' 
x = 1 ° 30' . 20' = 30' 

Jens Hoyrup 

20' you raise; 
sa-lu-us-ti 1 wa-~i[ -tim 20 ta-na-sa-al:J-ma] 40 a-na 
20 ta-na-si 

12. 13' 20" you inscribe. The moiety of 20', the third 
u'hich yO~t have torn outa 
13, 20 ta-la-pa-at [ba-ma-at 20 sa-l]u-us-tim sa 
ta-8u-l:Ju 

13. you break: 10' and 10' you make span, l' 40" to 13' 
20" you append 
te-l:Ji-pi 10 [u 10 t1l-us-ta-kaZ 1, 40] a-na 13, 20 
tu-~a-ab 

14. 15' makes 30' equilateral. 10' which' you have 
made span ~n the inside of 30' yml tear out: 
20'. 
15-e 30 [ib-sis 10 sa tu-us-ta-ki-hllib-ba 30] 
ta-na-8a-al:J-ma 20 

15. The igi of 40',1° 30' to 20' you raise: 30' the con
frontation. 
igi 40 gal-b[i 1,30 a-na 20 ta-na-si-ma 30] mi-it
l:Jar-tum 

a Both for mathematical reasons and because of the many parallel passages of 
the tablet, this "have torn out" must be a writing error for "you have appended", 
tu-i/}-b1l. 

The problem is of the type 17. X " + {Jx=y. In Medieval (Arabic and Latin) algebra, 
such an equation would be normalized as x 2 + ({J/IX)X = (y /IX). The method here is 
different, a fact which has often been regarded as astonishing, although the same 
procedure is used by Diophantos and Hero 10\: Instead of x, !7.X is taken as the 
quantity looked for, and the equation is transformed into (IXX)2+{J' (IXX) = IX/,. In 
the end, x is found from !7.X through multiplication by the reciprocal of IX. 

The application of the arithmetical interpretation raises a problem: The multi
plications by IX and '7- 1 are expressed by means of the term "to raise", while that 
of ({J/2) by ({J/2) (of 10' by 10') is expressed by "making span". Another problem 
is presented through the way the equation is transformed: As most of us would 
immediately feel, and as it is confirmed by the .:YIedieval algebras, in a rhetorico
arithmetic representation it is easier to keep track of a reduction to normalized 
form that of the actual "change of variable". Finally, of course, the wa~itum 
remains a stranger to any arithmetical interpretation, as does the distinction 
of a "moiety" from a "half". 

As usual, we shall try to apply a representation by naive geometry-see Fig. 8. 
If we look at lines 12-14 of the text, it is clear that they follow the normal 
"square-plus-sides"-procedure (cf. section V.l and Fig. 5). So, we must interpret 
the text geometrically in such a way that this situations comes about. 

101, Diophantos, Arithmetica VI, vi. Hero, Geometrica 21, 9f. The Diophantine and Hero
nian parallels have been pointed out by K. Vogel (1936: 714; 1959: 49). 
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Line !)f. states the problem. In line 10, furthermore, the wa/}itum is "posed", 
and since no "projection" from the square is 1, we can now be sure that the term 
designates that projection from a line which creates the rectangle of equal area, 
as suggested above. An area of one third of the side is then a rectangle of width 
"the third of 1 the wll/}[tum", i.e. 20', and length x. This corresponds to line 11 
where. however, an ellipsis turns up, as the third of the wii~itum is identified 
with that third (of the surface) which is to be "torn out"; that such a confusion 
is really there is confirmed in line 12. So, the "coefficient to Xl" (17.) is found to 
be 1°-20'=40'. 

In the last part of line 11, this factor is applied to the total non-shaded area 
("/:;X" + l/:lX = 20'). This can be apprehended geometrically as the first transfor
mation of the figure, where the scale factor 40' (= "/:;) is applied in the vertical 
direction. This operation transforms the rectangle x . "/:;x into a square 2/JX . 2/3X, 
In the same process, the appended rectangle 1/:) . x is transformed into a rectangle 
1/:) .2/3X. That is, we have obtained the required situation "square-plus-sides", 
and the number of "Hides" iH unchanged. The rest of the procedure is by now 
well-known: The appended rectangle is bisected and its outer wing moved so as 
to "span" a square of area l' 40". This area is appended to the gnomon, the area 
of which is 40' . 20' = 13' 20". The area of the resulting square is 15', and its side 
therefore 30'. From this, the side 10' of the square which was "spanned" is "torn 
out", leaving 20' as the side of the square (IXXP. Hence, !7.X is 20' and x itself is 
found through division by the scale factor 40', i.e. through multiplication by 
its inverse 1° 30', to be 30'. 

This solves all the problems raised by the arithmetical interpretation. First 
of all, it is clear that the multiplication by a scaling factor or its inverse is dif
ferent from the geometrical process "to span a square". If the conceptualization 
and method of Old Babylonian algebra are geometric, a terminological distinc
tion between the two is next to obligatory. 

Next, the geometrical interpretation leads us to prefer the "Diophantine" to 
the "Medieval" reduction: If the non-shaded part were to be transformed into 
a "square-plus-sides" through "Yledieval reduction, the change of scale would 
have to be in the horizontal direction. This would affect the width of the appended 
rectangle, which goes into the further calculations; on the other hand, the "Dio
phantine" transformations affects only its length which is anyhow irrelevant.103 

105 This simplification of the geometrical proc!ecure is not in general accompanied by 
caleulatory simplification: The multiplication f3 . cC 1 is dispensed with, it is true; but 
the final inverse scaling would be dispensed with in the "Medieval" reduction. Only 
eases where et is an irregular which does not divide f3 and y would be harder-indeed 
impossible-to deal with "Medievally". • 

Of course, such arguments of eonceptual simplicity should be used with care. We 
cannot conclude in that way tha t Diophantos made use of geometric representations. 
By his syncopated rhetorics he could keep track of problems much more complicated 
than the present one. But the Babylonian texts were made neither by nor for mathe
maticians of Diophantine stature' they were school texts, made for scribe students, 
comparable in giftedness and inter~sts t~ the students of Medieval merchant ("abac'.Js") 
schools, we may guess. If the latter were unable to use the Diophantine method 111 a 
rhetorical representation, there is nO reason to believe that Babylonian students were 
any better off. 
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Finally, of course, the u'c1{'itum is no stranger but a must for a geometrical 
interpretation (with or without a name), and the "moiety" is a natural half, 
a "wing". 

On the other hand, the geometrical interpretation raises two new questions. 
The first of these concerns the semantic range of the term "raising": Is it re
stricted to multiplications which can be regarded as changes of scale, or is it 
wider? This cannot be answered from the present text, but as discussed above 
(section IV.3) the range is indeed much wider. (Cf. also below, section V.8.) 

The second question concerns the figure: Did the Babylonians draw or imagine 
a series of different diagrams, as they are shown in Fig. 8? Or were they able 
to conceptualize the same representation first as a rectangle with sides x and 2iJx, 
and next as a square with both sides equal to ~/Jx? It is equally impossible to 
answer this second question on the basis of the present text (or to give a defini
tive answer on the basis of any text I know). Yet, asI shall argue in chapter VI, 
indirect evidence suggests that the Babylonians were fully able to conceptualize 
a drawn rectangle as a diagram for a square. 

The geometrical technique which appears to be used in the first examples and 
in al-Khwarizmi's justification can be described as a "cut-and-paste"-procedure. 
The same technique is used in the present example for those operations which 

. are described by the terms "to tear out", "to append", "to break" and "to make 
span". The "raisings" of line 11 and 15, however, belong with another technique, 
of which special notice should be taken: A technique of proportionality, which 
in relation to the geometric representation can be described as a uni-directional 
"change of scale"; I shall use the term "scaling" for the technique.1OG 

V.6. BN! 13901, N° 10 (.MKT Ill, 2f.; cf. TMB, 4) 

The above examples were all concerned with mixed second-degree equations. 
We shall now turn to homogeneous problems-first to BM 13901 N° 10. 

x= 7z y=6z 
x!=49z2 

y2=36z2 

x 2+ y2= (49 -l- 36)z! = 
l' 25°z2 = 21° 15' 

Obverse Il 

11. The surfaces of my t1W confrontations I have accu
mulated: 21° 15'. 
a -s it si-ta mi-it-lJa-ra-ti-ia ak-m71r-ma 21, 15 

12. confrontation to confrontation, the seventh a it has 
diminished. 
rni-it-lJar-tmn a-na rni-it-llar-tim si-bi-a-tim inHi 

13. 7 and 6 you inscribe. 7 and 7 you make span, 49. 
7 U 6 ta-la-pa-at 7 U 7 t71-71s-ta-kal 49 

14. 6 and 6 Y071 make span, 36 and 49 Y071 accurn1tlate: 
6 11 6 t71-us-ta-kal 36 U 49 ta-ka-rnar-rna 

15. l' 25°. The igi of l' 25° is not detached. What 
to l' 25° 
1, 25 igi 1, 25 1iAa ip-pa-(a-ar mi-nam a-na 1, 25 

106 The method is closely related to the meth(](l of a "single false position", which was 
also USed by the Babylonians as a pllrely arithmetical technique (f. K. Vogel 1960). 
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15'· l' 25°=21° 13' 
Z2= 15', Z= V15' =30' 

x=7 ·30' =3° 30' 

y=6·30'=3 

16. shall I pose u,hich 2P 15' gives me? 15' makes 30' 
equilateral. 
lu-us-ku-un .sa 21. 15i-na-di-nam 15-e 30 ib-sis 

17. 30' to 7 you raise: 3° 30' the first confrontation. 
30 a-na 7 ta-na-si-ma 3, 30 mi-it-lJar-tum is-ti-a-at 

18. 30' to 6 yml raise: 3 the second confrontation. 
30 a-na 6 ta-na-si-ma 3 mi-it-lJar-tum sa-ni-tum. 

a The form is a plural, sebiatim, cf. Thureau -Dangin 1934: 49, and Goetze 1946: 
200. 

A geometrical interpretation of the procedure is shown in Fig. 9. The first 
step, that of finding the set of proportionate numbers, looks like a purely arith
metical "single false position": A number from which one seventh is easilv taken 
away is 7, and the removal of the seventh leaves 6.107 These numbers ~re "in
scribed", an expression which was also used in N° 23 and N° 3, where the areas 

7 6 

i 

I 

i FigurE' 9. The geometrical inter
pretation of BlU 13901 N° 10. 

found by quartering and scaling were "inscribed". In agreement with Babylonian 
habits as expressed on tablets with drawings J08, we may image inscriptions along 
the edges of squares, as shown on the figure. The process can be so interpreted 
that a unit is imagined in which the lengths of the squares are 7 and 6, respec
tively. Such a conceptualization could follow as an extrapolation from common 
experience with metrological conversions. The respective areas are found (by 
"making span") in the square of this unit, as 49 and 36; the total area when 
measured so will then be 49 + 36 = l' 25°. In the basic area unit it is known to 
be 21° 15'. So, the square of the imagined unit (the area of the small squares) 
is 21° 15'/1' 25°=15'; hence its side will be V15'=30', and those of the two 
original squares 7 . 30' = 3° 30' and 6 . 30' = 3. 

Fundamentally, this conceptualization subdivides the given squares of the 
problem directly. An alternative interpretation could be that two auxiliary 
squares are imagined, of "real" sides 7 and 6. Their areas are found and added; 
the ratio between this and the original total area is calculated, etc. 

It is impossible to decide from the text which interpretation to prefer. From 

10; The same pattern of thought is made explicit e.g. ill VAT 7532 rev. 6f. 
108 Str. 367 (MKT J 259f.) may be quoted as an example. 
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the view-point of mathematic:s. they are of course equh-alent. lOa }Iy intuitive 
feeling is that the former is the more plausible. as it is conceptually simpler
it is easier to draw the subdivisions of an existing square, to point to it and speak 
about it, than to make non-mathematicians understand an abstract ratio and the 
reason why its square-root should be taken. As we shall see in the following 
examples, there is also direct evidence that the Babylonians used subdivisions 
and alternative "units" rather than ratios· 

In any case, the text presents us with a third technique besides the cut-and
paste procedures and the scaling: The calculation of total "coefficients" -here 
the "number of small squares". Below, we shall meet in section \-Il.3, T}IS XVI, 
the expression "as much as there is of" entity x, as an explicit formulation of 
this concept.-\Ve notice that the number is found by "accumulation", not by 
"appending". The same holds for the calculation of the true total area in line 11. 
In both cases, indeed, none of the addends possesses an "identity" which is con
served through the process. It seems plausible, too, that "accumulation" is a 
more genuinely arithmetical process than "appending", adding measuring num
bers, while "appending" affects only concrete though measured entities. 

In order to point to a practice with which the Babylonians were utterly familiar, 
and which is structurally analogous to the accumulation of a coefficient, I shall 
speak of the "accounting technique". 

V.7. B:.\l 15285, N° 10 (YrKT I, 138; }IKT Il, Plate 4) 

BYI 15285 is (part of) a large tablet where the areas of various subdivisions of a 
square of side 1 are asked for. The present problem is clearly related to a parti
cular aspect of the argument of the previous problem, and it can serve to elucidate 
the questions left open there. 

The text is accompanied by a figure, which I show in the left margin (traced 
after the photo in }IKT Il). 

1. 1 the length, a confrontation 
[1 us mi-iJt-lfa-ar-tum 

2. In its inside, 16 of a confrontationa 

sag,,-ba 16 mi-it-lfa-ar-tim 
3. I have laid doU'n. Its surface what? 

ad-di a -sa- bi en -nam 

a The form is a genitive singular. 

The figure shows us precisely the subdivision of a square into smaller squares 
which was suggested as the first interpretation of the procedure of the previous 
problem. So, this interpretation is at least corroborated. 

10n Expressed in terms of the arithmetieo-symbolie representation aligned with the trans
lation, the forlller interpretation makes the variable z the side of the small square, 

-one seventh of the side of the first original square. According to the latter interpreta
tion, z is the ratio between the sides of the original and the auxiliary squares. 
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Another interesting point is the use of the singular genitive in line 2_ True 
enough, H. \V. F. Saggs suggests that we haye to do with a simple writing error, 
but that appears to be excluded by the singular - bi in line 3. 110 The small squares 
appear to be regarded as repetitions of an identical entity-a unit of accounting. 
Even in this respect, the present and the previous text are related. 

V.S. YAT 8390, N° 1 (MKT I, 335f.; cf. nIB, 112f.) 

A final homogeneous second~degree pro))lem is YAT 8390, N° 1111: 

xy= 10' 

V9 =3 
[x=3 . (x-y)] 

x=3z 

Obverse I 

1. Length and width I h(rce made span: 10' the 
surface 
[us u sagl u,s-ta-ki-il-ma 10 a~sa 

2. The length to itself I ha~'e made span: 
[us aJ-na ra-ma-ni-su us-ta-ki-il-ma 

3. A surface I ha~'e built 
[a-sa] ab-ni 

4. So much as the length over the width goes beyond 
[maJ-la us u-gll sag i-te-nl 

5. I ha'ce made span, to 9 I have repeated: 
us-ta-ki-il a-na 9 e-~i-irn-ma 

6. As much as that surface U'hich the length by itself 
ki-ma a-sa-IIIa sa us i-na ra-ma-ni-su 

7. has been made spana. 

us-t[ a ]-ki-lu 
8. The length and the width what? 

us u sag en-nam 
9. 10' the surface pose 

10' a-sa gar-ra 
10. and 9 (to) u·hich he b has repeated pose: 

1l9.8ai-~i-p1l gar-ra-ma 
11. The equilateral of 9 (to) u·hich he has repeated 

what? 3. 
ib-sis 9 sa i-~i-P7l en-nam 

12. 3 to the length pose. 
3 a-na us gar-ra 

110 See Saggs 1960: 139. According to SLa § 101, the use of -hi as a plural possessive suffix 
is apparently restricted to collective nOUllS ("peeple" and the like), and the same holds 
for the use of the singular status re<:tns after lluml",rs abo\'e 10 (GAG § 139h). Stl'lctly 
speaking, then, we ha,-e to do with either 1(; copies of the same square or 16 practi
cally identical squares. 

111 N0 2 of the same tablet is a strict parullc!-transh:ted into symbolic algebru, the con
dition x'=9' (x-y)" is replaced by y"=J' (x-y)2. The p"mllelism makes all resti
tutions of damaged passages certain. 

I follow the improved readings given by Thllre>lu-Dangin (1936: 58, repeated in 
TlHB). 
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y=[x=] 3z 

y=y-(x-y)=3z-z 

y=2z 

xy = 3z . 2z = 6z 3 

Z2= 10' . 10' = l' 40° 

x=3z=3·10=30 

y=2z=2·10=20 

Proof: 

xy=30 ·20= 10' 

x-y=30-20= 10 
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13. 3 to the width pose. 
3 a-n[a sJag gar-ra 

J ens Hoymp 

14. Since "so much as the length over the width goes 
beyond 
as-summa-[la us] u-gu sag i-te-ru 

15. 1 have made span", he has said 
uS-ta-k[ i-il] iq-bu-ll, 

16. 1 from 3 lchich to the width you have posed 
li-na ~3 sa-a-n]a sag ta-aJ-ku-nu 

17. tear out: 2 you leave. 
It-[Slt-ua,-m]a 2 te-zi-ib ~ 

18. 2 which yotl have left to the width pose. 
2 sa t[e-z]i-bu a-na sag gar-ra 

19. 3 u'hich to the length you have posed 
3 sa a-na us ta-as-ku-nu 

20. to 2 which to the width you have posed raise, 6 
a-na 2 sa (a-na) sag ta-aJ-ku-nu il 6 

21. The igi of 6 detach: 10'. 
igi 6 pu-tur-ma 10 

22. 10' to 10' the surface raise, l' 40°. 
10 a-na 10 a-sa ill, 40 

23. The equilateral of l' 40° what? 10. 
ib-sis 1, 40 en-nam 10 

Obverse II 

1. 10 to 3 which to the length you have posed 
10 a-na 3 .s[a a-na us ta-as-ku-nu] 

2. raise, 30 the length. 
il 30 u[s] 

3. 10 to 2 which to the width you have posed 
10 a-na ~ sa a-na sag ta-as-[ku-nu] 

4. raise, 20 the width 
il 20 sag 

5. If 30 the length, 20 the width 
sum-ma 30 us 20 sag 

6. the surface what? 
a-sa en-nam 

7. 30 the length to 20 the width raise, 10' the 
surface. 
30 us a-na 20 sag il 10 a-sa 

8. 30 the length together with 30 make span: 15' 
30 us it-ti 30 su-ta-ki-il-ma 

9. 30 the length over 20 the width what goes 
beyond? 10 it goes beyond. 
30 us u-gu 20 sag mi-nam i-tir 10 i-tir 

Or 
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(x-y)~=lO· 10=1' 40° 

9 . (y-x)~=9 . l' 40° 
=15' 

x~=9· (x-yF 

10. 10 together with 10 make span: l' 40°. 
10 it-ti [10 suJ-ta-ki-il-ma 1, 40 

11. l' 40° to 9 repeat: 15' the surface. 
1,40 a-na 9 e-Ji-im-ma 15 a-sa 

12. 15' the surface is as much as 15' the surface 
which the length 
15 a-sa ki-ma 15 a-sa sa us 

13. by itself has been made span. 
i-na ra-ma-ni-.su us-ta-ki-lu 

a Taken by itself, the phrase "sa us ina ramanisll ustrikilu" could perhaps also be 
interpreted as "which I made the length span by itself". The preposition ina 
occurs, however, in connection with sutrikulum in all four occurrences of the 
relative clause in question and nowhere else in the tablet (nor anywhere else, 
as far as I can find out). Elsewhere in the tablet sutrikulum stands with u, ana and 
itti. The propability that this distribution should have come about randomly 
is extremely small (2.3 . 10-4 in a reasonable stochastic model). Furthermore, 
the occurrences in obv. Il, 12f. and rev. 23f. stand in passages where the context 
requires the second person singular (because imperatives are pointed at) if the 
subject of the clause is not us. Hence, the form cannot be the usual St (Il) (cau
sative, reflexive), but must be St (I) (passive of causative), of which this preterite 
form coincides with that of St (Il). 
b The choice of "he" instead of "9" as the subject of the doubling is enforced 
by related passages in VAT 8520, obv. 7, 9, 11, rev. 8, 10. 

As usually, the main lines of the procedure can be mapped by the arithmetical 
representation. On a number of points, however, it is inadequate: vVhy is a width 
equal to the length of 3 introduced in I, 13 (if this is at all the meaning of the 
expression "pose to"?)? \Vhich principles govern the use of the three multipli
catory terms ("making span"; "raising"; and "repeating to n"? Why are so 
many different entities spoken of as "surfaces"? Normally, such words stand as 
epithets which serve to identify a number; this is also the case in I, 22, where 
"10' the surface" is kept apart from "10' [the igi of 6]". But this function can 
only be hindered when x~ and 9 . (x - y)2 are also labeled "surface" (I, 2f.; Il, 
I1f.).ll2 So, in some sense or other, all these entities must be "surfaces". 

Further: Why are the "surfaces" "built", while other complex expressions are 
not? ll:l And why are "posing" (e.g. "posing 10' the surface", in 1,9) und "posing 

112 In AO 8862 N0 1 (translated below, section VIII.2), even the inhomogeneous expression 
xy +x -y is a "surface"; so, the meaning of the term cannot be that of "product". Linear 
expressions, on the other hand, are never called surfaces; so, a generalized sense of 
"function" or "combined exprf'ssion" is equally exeluded. The sense "polynomium of 
the second degree" would of (;ourse be adequate, but lllueh too abstract to be expected 
in a Babylonian context. 

113 Indeed, with one exception, only "surfaces" are "built" in Old Babylonian l1lgebraic 
texts (VAT 8390 and AO 8862 in MKT I; YBC 4608 in MOT; TMS XVII). The exeep' 
tion eoncerJlS 1Nl 52301, the deviations of which from normal usage were already men
tioned above (note 95) (cf. also below, section X.I.). 
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to" (e.g. "posing 3 to the length", in I. 12) carefully distinguished all the way 
through the tahlet? All these finer points of the formulation make no sense in the 
arithmetical interpretation. Several appear to call for a geometric reading, and 
indeed, a geometric representation answers all the questions, while at the same 
time giving us supplementary insight in the relation between "raising" and 
"making span". 

The geometric representation which appears to be described in the text is 
shown in Fig. 10, the relation of which to the 16 squares of B}! 15285 N0lO is 

I 

Figure 10. The geometrical interpretation of YAT 8390 
x o 1. 

obvious. The "repetition to 9" of the square on the excess of length over width is 
clearly seen to be a concrete repetition, no multiplicatory calculation. A width 
related to the number 3, and another width similarlv related to 2, are clearlv 
seen 011 the figure. And of course, all the "surfaces" "are indeed surfaces in th~ 
most literal sense. 

'Ye observe that the numbers which are "posed" ill I.9-10 are "real values"
the real surface of the rectangle, and the number of repetitions of the small 
square. The numbers which are "posed to" length and width (in I.12, 13 and 18), 
on the other hand, are not real values of the lengths and widths in question. It 
might seem as if "false values" (in the sense of a "false position") were "posed to" 
the entity for which they are assumed; still, according to normal Babylonian 
usage, later references (like that of I.19) could then be expected to quote the as
sumed numbers as values ("3 the length which you have posed", or perhaps 
"3 the false length which you have posed"). So, we are led towards the inter
pretation that "posing x to A" means "writing the number x along the entity A", 
as it was suggested in Fig. 9 (cf. note 10S). Once again, the interpretation of the 
procedure of Byr 13901 N° 10 as a subdivision rather than a comparison with an 
auxiliary figure is supported. 

In one respect, the geometric interpretation changes the expectations which 
might be derived from the previous examples. When length and width, length 
together with length or excess together with excess give rise to rectangles or 
squares in I.1-5 they are "made span". So also in the proof, in H.S, 19, when the 
length and the excess are squared. But in I.20, the number of small squares is 
calculated by "raising 3 to 2", and in H.7, "30 the length" is "raised to 20 the 
width". '''hat is the difference? Are the terms synonymous in spite of all con
trary evidence? 
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The clue has to do with the term "to build", and with the way triangular and 
trapezoidal areas are found. Only when a length and a width (or two other lines) 
have been "made span", is a surface said to have been "built". Conversely, when 
the area of a triangle, a trapezium or a trapezoid is calculated, the term used is 
invariably "raising". So, firstly, the terms cannot be synonymous. And, secondly. 
one of them must belong with the process of building and the other with calcu
lation. In other word, the process "to make span" is to be understood literally, 
as a process of construction, and to "build" means "to construct" (in agreement 
with the Latin etymology of the latter word). "Raising", on the other hand, 
means "calculating by multiplication". 

This agrees well with the use of the terms in our text. In the beginning, the 
rectangle, the square on the length and the square on the excess are all constructed 
anew-none of them existed before. The number following the construction 
measures the area of the surface constructed-so, the calculation of this area is 
implied by the construction process 11\ but it remains something different. In 
I.20, when the numbers 2 and 3 are multiplied and the number of small squares 
in the rectangle thus calculated, the rectangle is already there; hence, 3 is "raised 
to" 2, they are not "made span". Cf. also Byr 13901, No 23: the wri~itum-corner 
is already there, there is no need to construct it, nor is the wii~itum "made span" 
(see above, note 101). 

In the proof, the rectangle is still supposed to be there. In H. 7, the length is 
"raised to" the width. The squares on length and excess, on the other hand, are 
"spanned". Since the same pattern repeats itself accurately in the second problem, 
this can hardly be an accident. So, the squares are not there to the same extent 
as the rectangle-either because only the rectangle is drawn, while the other 
figures are only imagined (3 and 2 being "posed" successively to the same width?), 
-or because everything is imagined, but the rectangle is more familiar as the 
basic figure and therefore still present to the inner eye. In any case it is made 
plausible that no complete figure like that of Fig. 10 was really drawn. Part of 
the procedure, if not all of it, was performed as mental geometry. 

V I. The question of drawings 

At this point it seems natural to ask whether the Babylonians left any traces of 
drawings like those of Fig. 4 to 10. The answer is, if we confine ourselves to 
algebraic texts like those to which these figures belonged 11:;, a clear no. 

This might seem to present a problem to the geometrical hypothesis. Truly 
much "geometric" manipulation can have been performed mentally (and part of 
it must have been so performed, it appears from the above). But skill in mental 
geometry can only be acquired through familiarity with materialized geometry. 
So, a geometric interpretation of Babylonian algebra implies as its basis a physi
cally palpable representation of this geometry. 

114 In AO 8862 (see section VIII.2), the calculation is at times made explicit as a separate 
process after the construction. 

115 The case of B;Vl 15285 ;AA 10 (see above, section V.7) is different. The whole tablet 
deals with areas of indubitably geometrical figures; no scaling and no cut-and·paste 
procedures appear to be in,'olved. 

20 Altorient. Forsch. 17 (1990) 2 
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On the other hand, drawings are also absent from the tablets in other cases 
where we can be sure that the argument presupposes a geometric figure. True 
enough, some real geometric problems are accompanied by a drawing. Still, this 
drawing is only an illustration of the statement of the problem, not of the pro
cedure. Even in cases where auxiliary lines or appended figures are supposed by 
the argument they are left out from the drawing. HlJ Furthermore, when the verbal 
statement of a geometric problem appears to be sufficiently clear, the sketch 
of the geometric situation is often dispensed with. 

Even in cases where we can be sure that drawings have been made, they are 
thus absent from the tablets. This raises the question, where else they can have 
been made? Which medium can be imagined where drawings woulc2- leave no 
archaeological traces? 

Several possibilities are open. The Greek drawings made in the sand are, at 
least from the anecdotes concerning the death of Archimedes, part of general 
lore. 117 For Mesopotamia, too, the use of the sand of the school courtyard has 
been proposed, namely as the medium for models of cuneiform signs in the basic 
scribal education. [I~ Still, another possibility suggested by the Greeks is perhaps 
more interesting: The dust abacus, or its cognate, the wax tablet. As explained 
above (Chapter Il), the Greek term :X~Ct~, "abacus", is in all probability derived 
from the semitic root 'bq, "to flyaway", "light dust". On that background it 
seems plausible that the Greeks have first met the abacus in the form of a dust
board, and that they have done so in the \Vestern Semitic area. llU As cultural 
connections between Syria and Mesopotamia were numerous-even much of 
the metrological system was shared and' eventually taken over by the Greeks
use of the same device in :Jlesopotamia is at least a strong possibility. As to the 
wax tablet, it was certainly used in lVlesopotamia in later times. 

Whatever the medium of drawings corresponding to the solution of definitely 
geometric problems may have been, it left no traces, at least no traces which 
have been discovered until now. So, we need not worry much because no drawings 
corresponding to the solution of algebraic problems have been excavated. 

116 So in VAT 8512 (MKT 1341, cL Gandz 1948: 36f. or Vogel 1959: 72), an auxiliary 
rectangle is attached to the triangle spoken of in the enunciation. In this text, by the 
way, even the verhal explanation whic'h states the prohlem is left without the support 
of a sketch of the situation. Indeed, the prohlem as stated is clear and unamhiguous 
and requires no sketch. The far less clear exposition of the proeedure (less de .. r at least 
to modern interpreters) has not given rise to any explan .. tory drawing. 

11; Admittedly, the association of Archimerles with dr .. wings in the sand are probably due 
to an ancient misunderstanding (see Dijksterhuis 1956: 30-32). Still, this very mis
underst .. nding shows that geometrical drawings were at times made in the sand. The 
same is dear from an anecdote told by Vitruvius (De architectura VI, i, the story of 
the shipwrecked philosopher Aristippus fin'ling geometric figures in the sand of the 
Rhodian shore). 

[18 In the Old Babylonian school excavated in Tell ed-Der, the exercise tablets of the 
higher teaching levels contain the instructor's model and the student's attempt to 
imitate in parallel. The t .. blets belonging to the elementary level (stylus exercises, 
"Silbenalphabet A", "Syllabar a") contain no instructor's model, and Tanret (1982: 49) 
proposes that the models have instead been dr .. wn "dans le sable de la cour". 

11" Even though Proelos is not very reliable as a source for the early period in Greek 
mathematics, his statement could be mentioned that .. rithmetic was first developed by 
the Phoenicians (In Prirnum Euclidis ... COlI/menta7·i·. 65 J - j

). 
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On the other hand, drawings have been excavated which show us something 
about the probable character of the geometric support for algebraic as well as 
geometric problem solution,-to wit the field plans. The autography of one of 
these, as well as a redra\ving in correct proportions [10, would show us how. 

The first feature of the plan to be observed is perhaps the subdivision into right 
triangles, right trapeziums and rectangles. Subdivisions are of course not easy 
to do without when a natural area has to be measured, but the plan shows 
- that right triangles and trapeziums were looked for, not any triangle and tra
pezium. In the latter case, a height would have to be measured; right figures, 
on the other hand, are fully described by length and width (in the case of right 
trapeziums two widths, "upper" and "lower"). 
- that the right angles of the partial figures were clearly marked on the figure, 
while no care was taken to render other angles correctly.Ul 
- and that the Babylonians were perfectly aware of the possibility to use auxi
liary lines which were calculated, not measured. The calcula,tion also shows 
awareness of the imprecision arising during measurement, since the dimensions 
of the partial figures are calculated in t,vo different ways and the average found
whence the two writing directions for the partial areas. 

Another striking feature is the total lack of care for a faithful rendering of 
proportions. A line is, so it seems, described by the number written unto it, if it 
is a line of importance for the determination of "lengths" and "widths" of the 
partial figures. One and the same line on the figure can even have two different 
numbers written unto it-this is the case of the line delimiting the two triangles 
to the uttermost left: the numbers alone tell us that two different lines in the 
terrain are meant. 

This lack of care for correct proportions has some curious effects. At bottom 
of the plan, the hypotenuse of a right triangle continues directly as the skew 
side of a trapezium. In reality, the two lines are at an angle somewhat below 120°. 
To state things a bit sharply, the Babylonians did not make a drawing of the ter
rain in their field plans: They made a structural diagram, showing relevant 
lines, stating their lengths by inscribed numbers, and indicating their mutual 
relation with respect to the intended area calculation by visually right angles 
between lengths and widths. 

Similar structural diagrams are also often made as a support for the verbal 
statement of geometrical problem texts. A glaring example of the difference 

120 A plan of the fields belonging to the <list ri, t ~ulgi-sipa-kalall1a, from the t .. blet 
MIO 1107, puhlislwd, redrawn and discussed by Thureau-Dangin (189i). 

121 So, the repeated claims of S. Gandz (e.g. 1939: 415ff.), F. ThurE'all-Dangin (e.g. 
TMB xvii) and E. M. Bruins (e. g. TMB ..l) that the Babylonians possessed no con
CE'pt corresponding to our concept of qlltHltifiable angles is not contradicted by the 
field plan. In all probability, the cl .. illls art' C'OITPct for the Old Babylonian period. So, 
a thE'oretical concept of the right angle Illllst also be considered absent. Bllt clearly, 
a practical concept of the right angle, as the correct angle rele\"Hlt for area measure
ment, must have existed according to the field plan and according to much other 
evidence, including architeetural structurE'S and the expression "the fOllr winds", i.e. 
four cardinal points. Somewhat pointedly, a Babylonian "right" angle can be dairned 
to be the opposite of a "wrong" angle. 
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between the real figure and the diagram interpreting the structure of the pro
blem is YBC 4675. I:!:! 

Naturally, this does not mean that the Babylonians were unable to make real 
geometrical drawings when they wanted to, or that they did not recognize a 
geometrical square. This is shown by the rich ,-ariety of geometrical forms drawn 
all the table B~I 15:285, of which one example ,'I7as discussed in section V. 7. 
StilL the use of structural diagrams instead of drawings in the field plans and in 
the geometrical problem text suggests that the geometrical drawings or imagina
tions which possibly supported the solution of algebraic problems may very well 
have been of the diagram type. The first 8tep in the reduction of Fig. 6. the re
drawing in reduced vertical scale, need not have been performed in dr,awing. At 
the eddence of field plans etc. we may surmise that the Babylonians can have 
been able to imagine the left section of the unshaded part of the figure first as 
a rectangle amI next as square. while the right section would in both steps be 
considered an appended "one third of the side". At the same time. thev will 
have known that the changed conception of the whole figure would corre~pond 
to a reduced area: No longer 20' but 40' . 20' = 13' 20". 

Before leaving the pro blem of "dra 'wings" we should take note of the fact that 
geometrical configurations can be represented materially by other means than 
through lines traced on a soft or colour-receiving surface. Some details of the 
Babylonian formulations could be read as hinting at a representation through 
small sticks or pieces of reed. I think especially of the identification of rectangular 
figures and their side and of the bisection through "breaking". It is also possible 
to make a pebble-representation of geometric figures in Greek style and to perform 
naive-geometric "algebraic" argumentation on such figures-and there exists 
indeed some vague evidence that early Greek calculators did so, inspiring thereby 
the development of the theory of figurate numbers. m 

So, even though lines traced in sand, dust or wax appear to be the most plausible 
candidates for a representation of naive-geometric algebra it should be rememb
ered that they are not the only possible candidates. 

V lI. The first degree 

All texts discussed up to this point were of the "second degree", if we translate 
them into modern formalism, and such problems are the main concern of the 
whole investigation. To a large extent, however, Babylonian mathematics dealt 
with real-life problems, which in the Babylonian context were of the first degree; 
furthermore, the more complex second-degree-problems involve transformations 
and equations of the first degree. Both in order to locate the use of naive-geometric 

122 :HeT 44[, and Plate 26. 
123 I deal with this question in my 1988: 24ff. It should be observed, firstly, that the 

multi-digit numbers o(;curring in many Old Babylonian algebra problems make them 
unsuited for precise representation through pebble patterns; and secondly, that the 
Babylonian procedure descriptions do not fit the most natural progress of a solution 
by pebbles. 
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methods correctly in relation to the complete structure of Babylonian mathe
matics and in order to grasp the method;; of the complex second-degree-problems 
it is therefo:e Of. importance to get some idea of the techniques and ways of thought 
of Babylom<l,n hrst-degree mathematics. 

The present chapter presents two groups of texts suited for that purpose. 
Firstly I present two procedure-texts stemming from a larger group of problems 
all built on the same concrete data; they are sufficiently complex to admit of 
some insight into the patterns of thought employed. Secondly come two texts 
(I:ltemming from a single tablet) reporting a didactical explanation of the trans
formations of a first-degree- "equation". 

On the basis of the insights gained from thefie texts it will be posRible to proceed 
to further second-degree-problems involving supplementary first-degree-trans
formations. which will give us a more complete picture of the relations between 
first- and second-degree-techniques. 

VII.1. VAT 8380 N° 1 PIKT I, 31 if.; improvements from Thureau
Dangin 1936: 58) 

The problem deals with a domain composed of two partial fields of areas Si and 
Su. The first field yields a rent in kind amounting to ri = 4 gur of grain per bur, 
while the second yields ru = 3 gur per bur.12'. In the present problem, the total 
area is told to be Si+Sii=30' (sar), while the difference between the total rents 
yielded by the two fields is given as Ri-Rii=8' 20° (sila). (1 bur=30' sar, 
1 gur=5' sila). 

ri = 4 gur Ibur 

rii = 3 gur Ibur 

Ri - Rii = 8' 20° (sila) 

Si+Sii=30' (sar) 

The value of the practi
cal unit bur is "posed" 
repeatedly in the 

Obverse I 

1. From 1 bur 4 gur of grain 1 ool,;e collected. 
i-na burgan 4 se-gur am-ku-us 

2. From 1 second bur 3 gur of grain 1 have collected. 
i-na burgan sa-ni[-im] 3 se-gur am-k7l-us 

3. The grain over the grain 8° 20' goes beyond. 
se-wn u -g u se- im 8, 20i-tir 

4. JIy meadowsa I have accumulated: 30'. 
garim-ia gar-gar-ma 30 

5. ~'tIy meadows what? 
garim-u-a en-nam 

6. 30' the b1lr pose. 20' the grain which he has collected 
pose. 
30 bu-ra-am gar-ra 20 .se-am .sa im-ku-su gar-ra 

12'. The verh tranHlated "to ,·olle .. t" in lily translation iH'iIlakil.,ulII, "Ertl'agllngsteil, -ahgabe 
einheben". MKT reads IIIltWSUIII, "allsrllpfen"; I follow Thllreau-Dangin's cOl'l'edion 
(1936: 58), which shows the perspective to be not that of the peasant or the overseer
scribe hut that of the lan,llord Or hiH accountant. Neither this nor F. Thureau-Dangin's 
other correc:tionH interferes with tIll' Illathelllatieal structure of the text (d. also 
lVlKT IJ I 58). 
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"mathematical" unit 
sar. while the specific 
rents are posed directly, 
without the intermediate 
calculation, as 
ri[=4· 5'J=20' (silajbur) 
ru[=3'5'J=15' (silajbur) 
Similarly. Ri - RH and 
Si +Su are "posed" 

The total surface 
Si + Su = 30' (sar) is 
bisected into two partial 
fields of 15' and 15', 
and the respective rents 
are calculated under 
the assumption that the 
original specific rents 
hold good for these two 
fields: 
First the specific rents 
are recalculated in units 
of silajsar (expressed as 
"false grain"). 
Next the hypothetical 
total rents R; and R;i 
are found through multi
plication with the hypo
thetical areas of 15' (sar): 

Jpn, Hoyrup 

7. 30' the second bur pose. 
30 bu-ra-am .sa-ni-am gar-ra 

8. 15' the grain Ho·hich he has collected pose. 
1[5J s[e-aJrn .s[~J im-ku-sli gar-ra 

9. 8' 20° 1chich the grain oyer the grain goes beyond 
pose 
8,20 .s[aJ .se-Uin u-gu .se-im i-te-m gar-ra 

10. and 30' the accumulation of the surfaces of the 
meadows b pose 
U 30 ku-mur-ri a-sa garim-mes gar-ra-rna 

11. 30' the accumulation of the surfaces of the 
meadows 
30 ku-mur-ri a-sa garim-mes 

12. to t<t'O break: 15'. 
a-na si-na lJ,i-pi-ma 15 

13. 15' and 15' until twice pose: 
15 U 15 a-di si-ni-.su gar-ra-ma 

14. The igi of 30', the bur, detach: 2". 
igi 30 bu-ri-im pu-(ur-mn 2 

15. 2" to 20', the grain u,hich he has collected 
2 a-na 20 se .sa im-ku-su 

16. raise, 40', the false grain; to 15' which until twice 
il 40 .se-Uin l[ u IJ a-na 15 .s[ a J a-dE i] si-ni-su 

16a. you have posed 
ta-a.s-ku-nu 

R; = 10' (sila) 17. raise, 10' may your head retain. 
il 10 re-e.s-ka [l]i-ki-il 

The difference between 
the hypothetical total 
rents is found: 
R; - R;i = 10' - 7' 30° 

=2' 30° 
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18. The igi of 30', the second bur. detach: 2". 
igi 30 b1t-ri-im sa-ni-im pu-(ur-ma 2 

19. 2" to 15', the grain which he has collected 
2 a-na 15 se-im sa im-ku-s1i 

20. raise, 30', the false grain: to 15' which until twice 
il 30 se-um lul a-na 15 sa a-di .si-ni-.su 

20a. you have posed raise, 7' 30°. 
ta-as-ku-nu il 7, 30 

21. 10' which your head retains 
10 sa re-e.s-ka u-ka-iu 

22. over 7' 30° what goes beyond? 2' 30° it goes beyond. 
u-gu 7, 30 mi-nam i-tir 2, 30 i-tir 

-
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This difference falls 
8' 20°-2' 30°=5' 50° 
short of the real 
difference 

The increase of the 
difference between the 
total rents is found for 
a transfer of 1 sar from 
the second to the first 
field: R; increases by 40', 
R;i decreases by 30', 
and hence the difference 
increases by 40' + 30' = 
1° 10' (sila). The re
quired total transfer is 
found through a division 
by 1° 10' to be 5' (sar), 
which is then added to 
the first hypothetical 
partial field and sub
tracted from the second 
in order to yield the 
real "meadows": 
Si = 15' + 5' = 20' (sar) 
Su=15'-5'=10' (sar) 

Proof: 
The total rents Ri and 
RH are found for the 
values Si = 20' sar, 
Su = 10' sar (by renewed 
calculation of the 
"false grains") 

23. 2' 30° which it goes beyond from 8' 20° 
2, 30 .sa i-le-m i-na 8, 20 

24. which the grain over the grain goes beyond 
sa .se-Uiu u -gil se-im i-te-ru 

Obverse II 

1. tear out: 5' 50° you leave. 
u-Slt-ulJ,-rna 5, 50 te-zi-ib 

2. 5' 50° which you have left 
5. 50 .sa te-zi-bu 

3. may your head retain 
re-e.s-ka li-ki-il 

4. 40', the ch[ange,] and 30', [the cha~ge)d 
40 ta-ki-i[r-tam U 1 30 [ta-ki-ir ]-tam 

5. accumulate: 1° 10'. The igume I know not. 
gar-gar-ma 1, 10 i-gi-a[m It-ul i-de] 

6. What to 1° 10' shall I pose 
mi-nam a-na 1, 10 lu-us-ku[-un] 

7. which 5' 50° which ymtr head retains gives me? 
sa 5, 50 sa re-e.s-ka u-ka-lu i-na-di-nam 

8. 5' pose. 5' to fO 10' raise, 
5 gar-ra 5 a-na 1. 10 il 

9. 5' 50° will it give you 
5, 50 it-ta-di-[k]um 

10. 5' which you have posed from 15' which until twice 
5 sa t[ a J-aS'-ku-nu i-na 15 sa a-dE i] si-ni-su 

11. you have posed, from one tear md 
ta-as-ku-nu i-na i[sJ-te-en 1i-sll-UlJ, 

12. to the other append. 
a-na i.s-te-en §[iJ-im-ma 

13. The first is 20', the second is 10'. 
is-te-en 20 .sa-nu-um 10 

14. 20' is the surface of the first meadow, 10' is the 
surface of the second meadow. 
20 a-sa garimis-te-at 10 a-sa garim .sa-ni-tim 

15. If 20' is the su rface of the first meadow. 
.sum-ma 20 a-sa garim is-te-at 

16. 10' the surface of the second meadow, their grains 
what? 
10 a-sa garim .sa-ni-tim .se-u-si-na en-nam 

17. The igi of 30', the bur, detach: 2". 
igi 30 bu-ri-im pg-(ur-ma 2 

18. 2" to 20', the grain which he has collected 
2 a-na 20 se-im sa im-ku-s[ u] 
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Finally, the difference 
between the rents of 
the two meadows is 
found to be 8' 20° as 
required. 

Jens Hoyrup 

19. raise, 40'; to 20', the su rf ace of the first meadow 
iI 40 a-na 20 a-sa garim i[s-te-at] 

20. raise, 13' 20° the grain, that of 20', the surface 
of the meadow. 
il 13, 20 se-U'in sa [20 a-sa garim] 

21. The igi of 30', the second bur, detach: 2". 
igi 30 bu-ri-im sa-ni-[im p1t-tur-m]a 2 

22. 2" to 15', the grain u,hich he has collected, raise, 30'. 
2 a-na 15 se-[ im sa im-ku-su i] I 30 

23. 30' to 10', the surface of the second meadow, 
30 a-na 10 a[-sa garim sa-ni-tim] 

24. raise, 5' the grain, that of 10', the surface of the 
second meadow. 
il L5 J se-[u]m [sa 10 a-sa garim sa-ni-tim] 

25. 13' 20° [(the grain of the first meadow)]! 
13. 20 [se-Uin (sa/a-sa) garim is-te-at] 

26. over 5 the grain [(of the second meadow)] 
u-gu [5] se[-im (sa/a-sa) garim sa-ni-tim] 

27. what goes beyond? 8' 20° it goes beyond. 
mi-nam i-tir [8, 20i-tir] 

a "3'Ieadow" translates garim (~tau;irtum), "(Feld-)Flur, Umland, Umgebung". 
This name for a specific sort of field is possibly used because the normal name for 
a field (eqlwn) is reserved in mathematical contexts for the meaning "surface" 
(cf. the last paragraph of section V.4). The same word is used for partial fields in 
VAT 8512 (see von Soden 1939: 148), in a context where parallel texts would 
make us expect A-ENGUR. This led Thureau-Dangin (1940a: 4f.) to the con
jecture that the latter sign might in mathematical texts be a logogram for tawir
tum, and not as usually (with the reading id) for narum, "Flu13 , Wasserlauf, 
Kanal"; according to the Tell I;farmal compendium, however, the sign group was 
read narum, "river" etc., even when a partial field was meant (LVI 52916, rev. 15f., 
in Goetze 1951: 139). 
b The plural of the "fields" is indicated by the suffix -mes, which in the living 
Sumerian language had been reserved to a plurality of persons (cf. Falkenstein 
1959: 37). Obviously, the Sumerograms of the text are abbreviations for Akka
dian words, and not evidence of an unbroken Sumerian mathematical tradition. 
Cf. also SLa, 63, § 76. 
C "Grain" is in the nominative form, Se'U11l. So, for once we are allowed by this 
happy apposition to interprete the common construction where a single number 
stands both as the result of one operation and as the object of the next: In the 
present case at least, the number is made explicit as a result, and is then implicitly 
understood in the next phrase. 

This observation makes sense of a peculiar usage of the tablet BM 13901, viz. 
the use of the Sumerian agentive suffix -e as a separation sign between numbers. 
Inaeed, O. Neugebauer made this explicit in his translation (e.g. in N° 1, Obv. 1.1, 
translating the passage ak-11lur-11la 45-e 1 u'a-!}i-ta11l as "habe ich addiert und 
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0; 45 ist es. 1, den Koeffizienten". Since the suffix is only used when a separation 
of a result from a succeeding number is required, I cho15e to regard the main 
function of the sign as a separation indicator, and absorbed it into the inter
punctuation of the translation. There is, however, little doubt that a secondary 
agentive connotation is also implied by the sign. 
d "Change" translates takkirtum, my conjectural restitution of the damaged 
words of the line. Both O. Neugebauer and F. Thureau-Dangin suggest ta-ki-il
tam because this word was known to them as a mathematical term, which 
see~ed to make some sense, since they interpreted sutakulum simply as multi
plication and takilt1tm hence as a "factor". The profounder understanding of the 
terms makes this reading meaningless and hence problematic. The only other 
word listed in AHw which seems to fit the remaining signs of the line is takkirtum, 
"Anderung". It is absent from other mathematical texts, but it turns out to make 
excellent sense in connection with a mathematical argument for which parallels 
are even more absent from our text material. ' 

The term derives, indeed, from the D-stem of nakarum, viz. nukkurum, "(ver)
andern", "bessern", "weitergeben", "anderswohin bringen"., etc. Now, in certain 
series texts the epithet kur was applied to a "second" or "modified" width (cf. 
section IV.7). The Sumerogram is in general use for nakanlm and its derivatives, 
but in the mathematical texts it appears to stand for the verbal adjective nukkurum 
of the D-stem. It is thus no wonder if the corresponding nomen actionis should 
belong to the mathematical idiom. Still, the restitution is conjectural. T.ruly, A. 
Westenholz finds it to fit the photograph at least as well as the old reading; but 
another trained eye, viz. that of W. von Soden, rejects it as impossible (personal 
communications) . 
e The text appears to distinguish the igi, i.e. the recip:o;al of a number. (an 
abstract mathematical concept), from the table value ~gum, a very mamfest 
entity. The latter term, in fact, turns up when the abser:ce of the valu~ from the 
table of reciprocals is stated. So does even the followmg text. Cf. YBC 6967, 
above, section V. 1, which deals precisely with table values. 
f The double bracket [( ... )] is used for a restitution of a passage where no parallel 
passages indicate the precise words of the original. 

The mathematical commentarv aligned with the translation shows that all 
steps of the procedure can be interpr~ted very concretely.E; In principle, the 
text can of course also be followed by an abstract symbolic calculation, in the 
way its correctness is proved in .MKT. But the text contains many steps whic.h 
are superfluous if we suppose the real procedure to have been abstractly algebra.lC 
or arithmetical. so for instance the recalculation of the specific rents per sar III 
each case separately. The very complexity of the procedure points in the same 
direction: Why should the system 

~ (48i - 38ii) = 8' 20° 
30' 

125 A concrpte interpretation of the prOl'E'(\ul'e was, as far a" 1 know, fil'st proposed uy 
van del' 'Waerden 1961: 67. 
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. Si +Su 
be solved via calculation of the quantIty Si ---2--? In the text discussed 

immediately below, a still more spectacular detour (as viewed from the standpoint 
of abstract algebra) will turn up. Finally, all problems from the group to which 
the present as well as the following text belongs can be followed in detail on the 
level of concrete thought. Even before we take the plausible use of the term 
takkirtum into account there seems to be little doubt that the real procedure is 
close to the one exhibited in the marginal commentary. If a collation confirms 
the possibility of the new reading, we can presumably regard the interpretation 
as fully confirmed. since no other replacement of the impossible takiltum seems 
at hand. 

If we accept this conclusion, a number of features can be observed in the text. 
'Ye observe that all intermediate quantities can be given a concrete meaning. 
either directly or. more significantly, with regard to a hypothetical situation. The 
"false grain" can be understood as "false" if we see it as that amount of grain 
which could be collected from the field in question had it been of area 1 sar; and 
the 2' 30° (sila) of obv. I, 22 can be interpreted as the difference in rents had the 
two fields been of equal magnitude. 

The problem is of a type which in the Islamic Middle Ages might have been 
solved by a "double false position".l~l; The present text avoids the technicalization 
inherent in this procedure and sticks to steps which can be intuitively and directly 
justified. The text keeps far from understanding via abstract arithmetical relation
ships; but it keeps equally far from the use of schemata learned by heart, and close 
to procedures which can be understood and explained. 

Evidently, the problem is artifical. None the less. it appears to reflect the 
procedures of practical calculation very precisely. In order to see this we shall take 
note of some characteristics of Babylonian metrology. No metrological series were 
completely sexagesimal, and only weight measures approached sexagesimaIity. 
In order to make use of their tables of fixed constants and of the tables of multiples 
and reciprocals the scribes therefore had to convert the measures of practical life 
into sexagesimal multiples of a set of basic units (the nindan, the sar, the sila, 
etc.), which can be considered "mathematical" in the sense that they formed the 
basis for computation as performed by the scribes (but which were of course also 
practical units for measurements of a certain order of magnitude). In order to 
facilitate the conversions the scribes would make use of tables. This is precisely 
what happens in the present text. Areas and rents are given in the customary 
units bur and gur, which are of the relevant order of magnitude. In obv. 6 
and 7 the scribe reads from his table that the bur is 30 (i.e .. 30' sar), and that 
4 and 3 gur are, respectively, 20 (i.e., 20' sila) and 15 (15' sila)-this is the reason 
that the last numbers can be stated directlv. Double conversions, on the other 
hand (bur per gur into sila per sar) were ~ot tabulated; therefore the specific 
rents (the "false grains") must be computed, as done in obv. 14-16 and 18-20, 

lc6 Then the differen~e in rent would have been cakulated e.g. under the two different 
suppositions that Si = Sii and Sii = 0, and t1H' rpal values of Si amI Sii would have been 
derived by "inverse linear interpolation". Cf. Tropfkp - Vogel 1980: 371 f. 

The differenc'e between the pro('edul'e of the present problem and that of a "dollble 
false pORition" was already pointed out by ,'''gel 1960: 90ff. 
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and without preliminary conyersion into "mathematical" units this could not 
be done bv means of the table of reciprocals. 

The clo~eness of the text to practical computation makes its treatment of the 
bur important. Both in the beginning, in obv. I, 17-21, and again in the proof, 
"the bur" and "the second bur" are distinguished. This implies that the value 
of the bur is not just taken note of as anum ber when it is "pose~" in th~ begin
ning. It must be written down or represented in some othe: way In two dIfferent 
calculation schemes or concrete representation of the two fIelds. 

We may compare this use of "posing" with that of obv. n, 6~,9, t~e ~i~isi~n 
of 5' 50° bv 1° 10'. The double construction of line 8 shows that pOSIng IS dIf
ferent fro~ the process of arithmetical multiplication, the "raising", but a~ the 
same time part of or presupposition for the performance .of the computatlOn
again, "posing" stands for the insertion into a c?mpu~atlOnal scheme or other 
fixed procedure I~~-but not precisely the scheme In whIch the ~JUr was posed. 

A third function of the term is found in obv. I, 9 f.: When Si + S ii and Ri - Rii 
are posed, it can have nothing to do with fixed procedures-the entities Si ± Su 
and R- ~ R-. are dealt with different Iv in the set of related problems. Apparently, 
these fund~mental entities are simply taken note of, presumably i~ ,:riting, i.n 
any case by some material means. It is a fair guess tha~ the way It}S do~~ .IS 
somehow analogous to the manner in which burs and recIprocals are posed In 
computational schemes or fixed representations. .. 

Our guarantee that "posing" of a given quantity uses so~e materIal means IS 
provided by obv. 1, 17 and n, 3. In both places, ,~nterr.ne~Iate results .are to. be 
"kept in mind", literally to be "held by the head '. ThIS IS an. e.xpresslOn w?l.ch 
is onlv used for intermediate results, never when gIven quantItIes or quantItIes 
found' by naive-geometric manipulations are taken note of .. "Keeping-~n-mi.nd" 
appears to concern the recording of intermediate results whICh fall outsIde fIXed 
procedures and computational schemes. 

YI1.2. VAT 8391 N° 3 (}fKT 1. 321f., improvements from Thureau
Dangin 1936: 58) 

The two tablets VAT 838D and VAT 8391 belong together, and contain a num
ber of problems dealing with the same two fields. In the pres~~t problem: ~i -Sii 

und Ri + Rii are given, together with the values of the specIflc rents, whIch are 
common to all problems. 

Given are again 
ri=4 gurJbur. and 
rii = 3 gurJbur 

Reverse I 

3. It tram 1 bur of surface 4 gur of grain 1 have 
collected, 
8wn-mai-na burgan a-[sa] '" se-gur [am-k1t-1tS] 

. ,,~ . r rh' -h crives lHe X? Po:;e 12~ In those rather few "ases whl(·h go \\ hat "hall I pose to \\ l( " .'. . 

Z X · ····0" th n "I'aI'"ina" of Z to r mllst tllt'n be conSIdered as lInplred b~ the , it gl \ P::; ~ ll, L ", 0 . ~ . 

"posing" a~ an 3UtOll1<::ltil' (on~pCJ.llf'n('p (pf. set tlOI1 l' .6.). 
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Further 
Si-Sii=10' (sar) 

Ri + Rii = 18' 20° (sila) 

The bur is "posed" (in 
sar) once for each mea
dow, and so are ri and 
rii (in silajbur) 

Si - Sii is "posed" (the 
entity will be designated 
S' in the following) 
Ri + Rii is "posed" 

The wa~um is "posed" 

The specific rent of the 
first meadow is recal
culated in silajsar 

The rent R' of that 
part S' of the first 
meadow which exceeds 
the second meadow is 
found to be R' = 6' ·wo. 
The remainder R" of 
the total rent, R" = 

Ri + Rii - R' = 11' 40°, 
must then come from 
equal areas of the two 
meadows. Hence, a unit 
area is regarded; it is 
seen as composed of 
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4. from 1 bur of surface 3 gur of grain 1 have 
collected, 
i-na burgan a-sa 3 se-gur am-[ku-us] 

5. now 2 meadows. ~Ieadow over meadow 10' 
goes beyond, 
i-na-an-na 2 garim garim u-gu garim 10 i-tir 

6. their grain I have accumulated: 18' 200. 
se-e-si-na gar-gar-ma 18, 20 

7. ltly meadows what? 
garim-u-a en-nam 

8. 30' the bur pose. 20' the grain which he has collected 
pose. 
30 b'u-ra-am gar-ra 20 se-am .saim-ku-81l gar-ra 

9. 30' the second bur pose. 15' the grain u'hich he has 
collected 

30 b1l-ra-am .sa-ni-am g a r - r a 15 ,se-am sa im-ku-su 
ga. pose. 

gar-ra 
10. 10' which meadow over meadow goes beyond 

pose. 1[0 ,S]a garim u-gil garim i-te-m gar-ra 

11. 18' 20° the accumulation of the grain pose. 
[18, 20 ku-]mur-ri se-im gar-ra 

12. 1 the wa~uma pose. 
[1 u'a-~i]-am pose 

13. the igi of 30', the bur, detach.' 2"; to 20', the grain 
which he has collected 
igi 3[0 bu-ri-im pu-Iur-m]a 2 a-na 20 se-im sa 
im-ku-su 

1-!' raise, 40', the false grain; to 10' which meadow 
over meadow goes beyond 
il 40 .se-Uln l[ul a-na 1]0 s[a garim] u[-gu garim 
i-le-r ]u 

15. raise, 6' 40°; from 18' 20°, the accumulation of the 
grain 
il 6, 40 i-na 18, 20 ku-mur-ri .se-im 

16. tear O1d,' 11' 40° you leave. 
It-S7l-u7;-ma 11, 40 te-zi-ib 

17. 11' 40° which you have left, may your head retain. 
11, 40 sa le-zi-bu re-e.s-ka li-ki-il 

18. 1 the U'a~um to two break.' 30'. 
1 ll'a,~i-arn a-na si-na 7;i-pi-ma 30 

19. 30' and 30' untilltcice pose.' 
30 U 30 a-di si-ni-su gar-ra-ma 
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Ij~ sar from each 
meadow. These parts 
are "posed" 
The specific rents ri 
and rii are recalculated 
(ri a second time) in 
silajsar. The rents of 
the two halves of the 
unit sar are found, 
the first to be 20' 

the second to be 15' 

Hence, the rent of the 
average unit sar is 35'. 
Since the total rent of 
the area (Si-S')+Sii 
can be taken to come 
from such average sars 
(8 i -8' =Sii), and since 

20. The igi of 30', the bur, detach,' 2"; to 20', the grain 
u'hich he has collected 
i cri 30 bu-ri-im pu-tla-ma 2 a-na 20 se-im sa im-ku-su 

21. r~ise, 40'; to 30" u'hich until twice you have posed 
il 40 a-na 30 sa a-di si-ni-su ta-aS-ht-ml 

22. raise. 20'; may your head retain. 
il 20 re-es-ka li-ki-il 

23. The igi of 30', the second bur, detach.' 2". 
igi 30 bu-ri-im sa-ni-im pu-!ur-ma 2 

24. 2" to 15'. the grain lI'hich he has collected 
2 a-na 15 se-im sa im -kU-Sl( 

25. raise, 30'; to the second 30' which you have posed 
raise, 15'. 
il 30 a-na 30 sa-ni-[ i]m sa ta-as-ku-nu il 15 

26. 15' and 20' which your head retains 
15 U 20 sa re-e.s-ka 1t-ka-hl 

27. accumulate: 35'; the igum I know not. 
gar-gar-ma 35 i-gi-am u-ul i-di 

28. What to 35' shall I pose 
mi-nam a-na 35 lu-us-ku-un 

29. which 11' .. Wo which your head retains gives me? 
sa 11, 40 ,sa r[ e-e ]s-ka 1t-ka-hl i-na-di-nam 

30. 20' pose, 20' to 35' raise, 11' 40° will it give you. 
20 gar-ra 20 a-[na] 35 il 11, 40 it-ta-di-kum it is known to be . 

R"=l1' 40°, (8 i -8')+Sii 
can be found through 
division by 35' to be 20'. 
By error, this area 20' 31. 20' which you have posed is the surf ace of the first 

meadow. is not bisected, which 
would give Si -8' and 
Sii. Instead, it is con
fused with the area of 
the first meadow (which 
is indeed known in 
advance to be 20'). 8 ii 

is then found through 
the subtraction of 
10' =8i -Su 

20 sa ta-as-ka-[nu a-]sa garim is-te-at 
32. From 20' the surface of the meadow, 10' which 

meadow over meadow goes beyond 
i-na 20 a-sa garim 1[0 sa] garim u-gu garim 
i-t[ e ]-ru 

33. tear out.' 10' the surface you leave. 
U-Su-117;-ma 10 [a-sa te-]zi-ib 

Reverse II 

1-9 [contains a proof of no specific interest] 
a wa~um is closely related to the wa~ii1lm of BM 13901, Nos 1, 2, 3 and 23 (cf. 
above, chapter V). 
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The basic conclusions could be repeated here: Once more, all more complicated 
steps in the calculation are chosen such that their results can be given a concrete 
meaning (and as before, simple transformations like that of bur/gur to silajbur 
are performed without commentary). This time, however, there is direct and 
undamaged textual evidence for the correctness of the concrete interpretation 
given in the marginal commentary.J:>~ Firstly, of course, the 35' of rev. 1,27 must 
necessarily be the rent of an average sar; secondly, the rent of 20' which cor
responds to the semi-sar belonging to the first field is calculated with reference 
to "the bur", while the L)' corresponding to the second field is calculated with 
explicit r~ference (in rev. 1,23) to "the second bur", which all the way through 
belongs wIth the second field. The 35' is clearly not the rent of an abst,:act average 
sar but that of a sar composed half from one and half from the other field. 

This confronts us with a terminological pro blem: It appears that the bisection 
of rev. 1,18 does not affect an area but instead a width of 1. Indeed, the u·ii.sum 
which i.s already posed in rev. 1,12, and which is later bisected, is nothing but· the 
masculIne form of the wiil}itum known from BYI 13901, the width of 1 which 
transforms a length into an area of equal magnitude. 

Evidently, the term is supposed by our author to refer to a familiar quantitv. 
Like ~he bur, it is "posed" (in rev. 1,12) for use in the calculation without bei~g 
mentIOned before among the given quantities. 
. The most o~vious a~sumption is that the term means the same thing here as 
III the quadratIc equatIOns. If it does, we are provided with a clear exposition of 
the conceptualization of the calculation. The unknown area (Si -S') +S;i =.s 
must ~e thought of as a rectangle of length .s and width 1. Half of it, of length .s 
a~d wIdth 1/2 belongs to the first field, and the other half, of equal length and 
wIdth, belongs to the second field. The 35' should not then be thought of strictly 
as the rent of 1 average sar, but as the rent of 1 unit length (1 nindan) of the 
rectangle; similarly, the division of rev. II, 28-30 does not give us directly the 
area .s, .but instead the length .s of the rectangle, and thereby implicitly its area. 
. The ~dea may seem strange to us. But a related conceptualization appears to 

he behll1d the area unit ese (1 ese2 = 10' sar). It corresponds to a field of width 
"1 rope" (1 ese;) = 10 nindan) and length l' nindan; another unit, the "(area) 
nindan", has the same length but only the width 1 nindan. J:'9 Similar ideas are also 
found. in Egyptian area metrology (1 "cubit of land" being a rectangle of width 
1 cubIt and length 100 cubit = 1 "reel of chord", while 1 "thousand of land" had 
the same length and a width of 1000 cubitsl:JO) and in Babvlonian measures of 
volume (identifying units of area and volume by means of a standard height 
eq~al to 1. cubit). So, the whole idea may have been most concrete to a Baby
loman SCrIbe, and hence the identification of wii.surn and wii.sitwn can be con-
sidered reasonable. J31 '. 
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128 An ~xplanat.ion of the pl'oeedul'e which as far as I know has iJepn overlooked by all 
prenous InvestIgators of the text .. 

12" See Powell 19i2: 185 and passim. 130 See Feet 1923: 24f. 
DI I~ can bp obsprved that the length of the bill" when '1pplie,1 to the width wa§um = 1 

nllldan equals the. largest Babylonian length llIeasure, the .Janna ('" 10.8 km), a8 
_ It, was pomted out mdepelldently of the preHent analysis by ;VI. Powell at the Third 
~ orkshop on Concept Development ill Mesopotalllian .Mathelt1atics, Berlin, Decem
ber 1985. 
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vVe remember that it is precisely the idea that a linear extension possesses a 
"standard width" of 1 nindan which permits us to see an area calculation as an 
operation of proportionality or scaling, and which thus gives conceptual unity 
to all applications of the term "raising" (cf. Fig. 3 and the discussion of the 
meaning of the term in section IV.3). 

VII.3. T}IS XVI, parts A and B (T}fS, 92, cf. von Sod en 1964) 

The two preceding texts treated seemingly concrete (if surely not practical) 
problems of the first degree. The present texts are very different. They deal with 
the basic abstract length-width-representation, and they solve no problems132; 
instead, they present us with a didactical discussion of the meaning and the 
transformations of simple "equations of the first degree". They have been exca
vated in Susa (late Old Babylonian epoch), and they belong to a ,type not known 
from Babylonia itself. Ylaybe the need to fix didactical explanations in writing 
have to do with the fact that the texts represent a cultural import, no continuous 
autochthonous tradition; maybe the Susa excavators have simply had good 
luck where those working on (or looting!) Babylonian sites have not. 

Although the two texts are mutually independent, they are so close to each 
other that both translations are best given together, before the commentary. 

Part A 

(x=30, y=20) 
x+ y- J/,y=45 

4 . ( - 11 -) = 3' 

X+y=50,lhy=5 
4 . 5 = [4 . 1/ 4y =] 1 . y 

4'20=1'200 =4'y 
4 . 30 = 2' = 4 . x 

l' 20°- 20=4' y-1' Y 
=1' 
2' + l' =[4' ]x+3 . y=3' 

4- 1 = 15' 
1/,.2'=1/4 , ([4· ]x)=30 

=1· X 

1. The 4th of the width from the length and width 
to tear out, 45. You, 45 
[4-at sag i-na] us u sag zi 45 za-e 45 

2. to 4 rai.se, 3' ym( .see. 3', what is that? 4 and 1 pose. 
[a-na 4 i-si 3 ta]-mar 3 mi-nu s~(-ma 4u 1 gar 

3. 50 and 5, to tear outa , pose. 5 to 4 rai.se, 1 width . 
20 to 4 rai.se 
[50u] 5 zi rgar1 5 a-na 4 i-si 1 sag 20 a-na 4 i-si 

4. l' 20" you see. 4 w i d t h s. 30 to 4 raise. 2' you .see, 
4 le n g t h s . 20. 1 w i d t h to tea r 0 ut, 
1, 20 ta-( mar) 4 sag 30 a-na 4 i-.si 2 ta-(mar) 4 us 
20 1 sag z i 

5. from l' 20°, 4 widths, tear out, l' you .see. 2', 
lengths, and 1', 3 widths, ACCU-;\'lULATE, 3' 
you .see. 
i-na 1, 20 4 sag zi 1 ta-mar 2 us III 3 sag "cL.GAR 
3 ta-mar 

6. The igi of 4 detach, 15' yml.see. 15' to 2', lengths, 
rai.se, 30 you .see, 30 the length 
igi 4 P~(-[tu-u]r 15 ta-mar 15 a-na 2 us i-si 3[0] 

ta-(mar) 30 us 

lJ2 True enough, the lllathell1atical COlllllH>ntary ill T~IS claims thllt they do, and even 
tries to llIake them do it, though with considerable violence to the texts. 
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1/ 4 , l'=15=[~i4']Y 

[1·x+ 3h·y=]30+15 

The coefficient to y is 
found by an argument 
of type "single false 
position" to be (4-1)/4= 
3/4=114·3=15'·3=45' 

The coefficient to x 
is 1 (from line 6) 
The "width" y of the 
calculation is known 
to be 1 times the "true 
width" (of a figure?); 
hence y=l ·20=20, 
and 45'· y=45'· 20=15, 
which when subtracted 
from 45 = 30 + 15 leaves 
30= 1· x 

Jens Hoyrup 

7. 15' to l' raise, 15 the contributionb of the width. 
30 and 15 retainc (?). 
15 a-na 1 i-si [1]5 ma-lw-at sag 30 u 15 ki-il 

8. Since "the 4th of the width to tear out", it has been 
said to ymtd , from 4, 1 tear out, 3 ymt see. 
as-sum 4-at sag na-sa-~u qa-bu-ku i-na 4 1 zi 3 
ta-mar 

9. The igi of 4 detach, 15' you see. 15' to 3 raise, 45' 
you see, 45' as much as (there is) of widths. 
igi 4 P1t-(!lt-ltr) 15 ta-mar 15 a-na 3 i-.Si 45 ta-(mar) 
45 ki-ma [sag] , 

10. 1 as much as of lengths pose. 20 the true" width 
take. 20 to 1 raise, 20 you see. 
1 ki-ma us gar 20 gi-na sag le-qe 20 a-na 1 i-si 20 
ta-mar 

11. 20 to 45' raize, 15 you see. 15 from 3015 tear out, 
20 a-na 45 i-si 15 ta-mar 15 i-na 3015 [zi] 

12. 30 you see, 30 the length. 
30 ta-mar 30 us 

" T::\-IS transcribes the beginning of this line as [50 il] 5 Z1.A(!) (GAR) and inter
pretes ZI as a (phonetically motivated) writing error for SI, which would give the 
passage the meaning "50 and 5 which go beyond (pose)". The supposed A is, 
however, damaged and clearly separated from the Z1. As far as I can see from the 
autography, the traces might as well represent the lacking GAR, which would 
give the reading [50 u] 5 zi gar, "50 and 5, to tear out, pose". Not only is this 
in harmony with the actual text, it also has the clear advantage over the reading 
of TMS to be in agreement with the zi, "to tear out", of line 4, as well as with 
those of lines 1,5 and 8. The latter of these, which is an explicit quotation of line 
1, is written in syllabic Akkadian, excluding any error. It is also this quotation 
which shows that the zi is thought of as an infinitive, not as a finite form (cf. 
below, note d). 

b "Contribution" translates manatum, an abstract noun derived from Jnanum, 
"to count". Etymologically, the meaning would be "the count"j"the counting". 
However, the term is found only here and in two other Susa texts (TMS XII and 
XXIV). In one of these, its use is unclear, in the other the term is isolated by a 
break. AHw suggests hypothetically an identification with Hebrew and Aramaic 
menat, which in HAH w (pp. 438 2-439 1) is exemplified by "Anteil der Priester 
und Leviten" and "d. Teil (Beitrag) des Konigs". The ensuing "share/contribution 
of the widths" fits the present text excellently, and it is not contradicted by the 
other two occurrences. 

C "Retain" is a conjecture (ki!-il!) due to von Soden (1964: 49). TMS has !J,ulum, 
Assyrian for "way", interpreted as "method" by the editors. 
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d This quotation is very remarkable, since the ideographic zi is rendered syllabi
cally by an indubitable infinitive, lw-sa-~u. 

TMS claims that an indubitable gi-na, "true", must be a writing error for 
ki-ma, "as much as". If this were the case, kima sag, "as much as of widths", 
would represent both the coefficient to the width (45', in line 9) and the value 
of the width (20, in line 10)! 

Part B 

(x=30, y=20) 
(x-y)+114y=15 

4·(-11-)=1' 

(x - y) + y = 10 + 20 
=30=x 

4· 1/4y=4· 5=20=y 

4 . y = 4 . 20 = l' 200 

4· x=4· 30=2' 

4· y-y=l' [=3· y] 

4· x-(4· y-y)= 
2'-1'=1' 

The coefficient to y is 
found by an argument 
of type "single false 
position" to be 
(4-1)/4=3/4=114·3 
=15'·3=45', the 
"negative" (i.e. sub
tractive) type of which 
is noted. 
The coefficent to x is 1, 

1 . x = 1 . 30 = 30 

45' . y=45' ·20= 15 

21 Altorient. For.ch. 17 (1990) 2 

13. The 4th of the width to that which length over 
width goes beyond to append 
4-at sag a-na sa us ugu sag i-te-ru dag 

14. 15. You, 15 to 4 raise, 1 you see, what is that? 
15 za-e 15 a-na 4 i-si 1 ta-mar mi-nu-su-[1t] 

15. 4 and 1 pose. { ... } 
4 u 1 gar {15 a-na 4 i-si 1 ta-mar mi-[nu-su-u]} 

16. 15 scattera. 10 the going- beyond and 5 the ap
pended pose. 20 the width 
15 su-pi-i!J, 10 dirig u 5 dab. gar 20 sag 

17. to the going-beyond append; 30 the length, 
20 to tear out pose. 
5 to 4 raise, 
a-na 10 dirig dab. 30 us 20 zi gar 5 a-na 4 i-si 

18. 20 you see; 20, the width, to 4 raise, l' 20° you see. 
20 ta-Jnar 20 sag a-na 4 i-Si 1, 20 t[a-Jnar] 

19. 30, the length, to 4 raise, 2' you see. 20, the width, 
30 us a-na 4 i-si 2 ta-Jnar 20 sag 

20. from l' 200 tear out, l' [ ... ] l' you see 
[(3 widths(?)); 1'] 
i-na 1, 20 zi 1 [ ... ] 1 ta-mar [ ... 1] 

21. from 2', lengths, tear out, l' you see, what is 
that? [ ... ] 
i-na 2 us zi 1 ta-mar mi-nu su-u [ ... (1(?) tal ... ] 

22. From 4, of the fourth, 1 tear out, 3 you see. The 
igi of 4 detach, 15' you see. 
i-na 4 ri-ba-ti 1 zi 3 ta-mar igi 4 pu(-tu-ur) 15 
ta-[mar 

23. 15' to 3 raise, 45' you see, as much as of widths 
pose. Pose to tear outb : 

[15'] a-na 3 i-si 45' ta(-Jnar) ki-Jna sag gar gar l 

zi -ma 

24. 1 as much as of lengths pose [ ... ] 1 take, to 
1 length 
1 ki-ma u[s gar ... ] 1 le-qe a-na 1 us 

25. [raise, 30 you see ( ... )]c. 20 the width, 20 to 45', 
widths, raise, 
[i-si 30 ta-mar ( ... )] 20 sag 20 a-na 45 sag i-si 
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15+45"y=15+15 
=30=x 

26. 15 you see. 15 to 15 append, 30 you see, 30 the 
length. 
[15 ta-mar 15] a-na 15 dab 30 ta(-mar) 30 us 

a "To scatter" translates sapiilJum, "auflosen, zerstreuen" (the reading is due to 
von Sod en-private communication, cf. 1964: 49). In fact, 15 is "scattered", i.e. 
analyzed into its constituent components 10 (=x-y) and 5(=I/4y). 

b T31S reads "4 zi-ma" and neglects the "4" in the translation, since this number 
gives no sense. Often GAR (=gar, "to pose") and 4 cannot be distinguished; 
so, we seem to be left with the choice between a formulation which- makes no 
sense in its context, but which could have crept in by a copying error (the reading 
of T~IS) and a reading which makes sense, and which possesses a parallel in line 17 
(the present reading). However, close inspection of the autography shows an 
outspoken tendency to write GAR symmetrically, while 4 is normally written 
asymmetrically (as Yf and 'TV, respectively). Only collation could decide 
whether the few exceptions are due to the scribe or the copying, and whether the 
difference reflects a different sequence of impression of the wedges. In any case, 
the problematic sign is as much a GAR as its left neighbour. So, the reading gar 
zi -ma appears to be established beyond reasonable doubt. Cf. also part A, line 3. 

e TMS makes a different restitution, which presupposes that laqum, "to take", is 
used synonymously with naSum, "to raise" as a term for multiplication. This 
presupposition is totally unsupported, and clearly contradicted by part A, line 10. 

The present restitution is conjectural-only the "raise" required by the "to" 
seems secure. Possibly the restitution fills out the entire lacuna, possibly a few 
more signs can have found their place. 

Both parts deal with a length of 30 and a width of 20, and this is supposed 
by the text to be known in advance 13:\ as are the sum of length and width, the 
excess of length over width, and the fourth of the width. 

Part A leads off with an equation which in symbolic translation runs x + y - 1/4Y = 
= 45 and asks for the meaning of the 3' which result when the right-hand-side is 
multiplied by 4. It then looks at the single members of the left-hand-side, multi
plying each with 4, explaining 4 . 20 = l' 200 to be 4y, 4·30 = 2' to be 4x, and 
4· ([subtractive] 5)=20 to be a subtractive y (cf. below on this indication of 
sign). The result is 2' + (1' 20° - 200) = (the required) 3'. 

Then, from line 6 onwards, the reverse operation is performed, but this time 
on the sum of 2' =4x and l' = 3y. lh. 2' =30 is told to be simply x, while 114 . l' = 15 
is told to be the "contribution of y". In line 8f., the coefficient of y is calculated 
to be 114 . (4 -1) =45', and it is given the name "as much as" (kima) (there is) of 
widths. In line 10, the coefficient of x is stated to be 1. Finally, the product of y 
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]:n Ac(;ording to TMS, only the width is known. Hu,l this been the case, the operations 
of line A.3 would have proceeded conversely: From a width of :20 to its fourth (5), whence 
frem 45 to 50. In part B, similar tlisagreelllents between the text and E. M. Bruins's 
a"stlmption that the length be unknown can he pointed out. 
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and its coefficient is calculated and subtracted from the 45 of the right hand side 
(written as it was already analyzed in lines 6£.), and the remainder is seen to 
be equal to the length, af; required. 

Part B runs along similar lines, the main difference being perhaps that this 
time the analysis of the right hand side appears to be made verbally explicit as 
a "scattering" in line 16. "Contributions" and "coefficients" recur-the former 
it is true, without the explicit label maniitum. ' 

For the sake of clarity, the operations can be organized schematicallY' as it is 
shown on the following page. I:;" vVe observe that there is a close analogy between 
the Babylonian text and our own treatment of the corresponding equation. Not 
only the coefficients and the contributions but also the multipliers 1 and 4 of the 
left margin are stated explicitly. It seems, however, that most of the operations 
are supposed to be followed mentally: in part A, only the multipliers and the 
numbers 50 and 5 of line 1> are "posed", in a way which suggests written repre
sentation; all the rest is done rhetorically, or followed withou,t notation on a 
graphic representation. 

In the previous texts the concrete pattern of thought was noticed. A similar 
observation can be made l:ere, both on the terminology used for contributions 
and coefficients and for the way the coefficients are calculated. In both parts, 
the coefficient of y is found by an argument of type "single false position" and 
not through the arithmetically simpler but more abstract calculation 1- 1/4= 
= la -15' =45'. Similar patterns are found elsewhere in the material, e.g. in VAT 
7532, rev. 6f. (}IKT I, 295). 

Even if concrete, the designation of the coefficient by a special expression can 
be considered a formalization of the "accounting technique" which was dis
cussed above (section V.6). Another formalization of something which was done 
currently with or without formalization is the designation of certain numbers or 
entities as "subtractive", "to tear out" (in lines 3, 4, 17 and 23), written by the 
sumerogram zi. That we are really confronted with sort of sign is most clearly 
demonstrated by lines 4 to 5, where "20, 1 width", is firstly given the epithet 
"to tear out", and afterwards really torn out. 

zi is not only used to indicate subtractiveness but also for the subtractive 
operation ("tearing-out") itself, e.g. in line 1, as it is indicated by the preposition 
"from" (ina). It is an old issue \vhether such occurrences should be Akkadianized 
in transliterations. F. Thureau-Dangin did so without hesitation, regarding the 
sumerograms as pure logograms which were read by the scribes as grammatical 
Akkadian and which should hence be read so by us. He was so confident about 
this that he did not indicate the sumerogram parenthetically, as it is done in e.g. 
TYIS. O. Neugebauer, on the other hand, claimed that the ideograms functioned 
as mathematical operators, not as words belonging to current language (see e.g. 
MKT I, viii). Line 8 of part A shows that O. Neugebauer was at least partly 
right: The statement is quoted, but the ideographic writing z i is rendered in 
phonetic writing as an infinitive, na-sa-lJu (the text is written without "mimation", 
the final m of nouns and nominal verbal forms which was gradually dropped), 

nI, The symbolic schemutization of part A was proposed to me by P. Damerow at the 
First Workshop on Concept Development in Mesopotamian Mathematics, Berlin 1983, 
where I first presented my interpretation of th" text. 

21* 
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At least the term zi must, at least in the Susa schooL have been regarded as an 
ideogram for an abstract mathematical operation, not as a logogram to be pro
vided with correct grammatical pre- and suffixes when read. 

Indications exist that the restrictions to zi and to the Susa school are super
fluous. Indeed, if ih-si" were read mit!Jartum (as claimed by F. Thureau-Dangin), 
how are we to understand changes in the ideographic expression following Su
merian homophonic patterns (ib to i b, siR to si)? How are we to explain the use 
in certain texts (among which 131( 52301, see below, section X.l) of a term basum, 
evidently an Akkadianized pronunciation of ba-sis? What are we, finallv, to 
do about the distinction between the Akkadianization igum, the table value~ and 
igi, the abstract reciprocal number? It appears that certain Sumerograms. were 
(at least in certain text-types, among which the compactly written Series texts 
must be reckoned) regarded as ideograms, that they were sometimes read in 
Sumerian and sometimes Akkadianized without proper inflection in person and 
tense. 1:::; 

A final observation on the text concerns part A, line 10f. Both the formulation 
and the actual calculation are conspicuous. Why is the width spoken of as a 
"true width"? And why is 45' widths calculated not as 20 raised to 45' but in 
two steps, the true width being first raised to 1, and the result next raised to 45'? 

The immanent analysis of the text provides us with no answer; below we shall 
see how at least a suggestion can be found in the texts BM 13901 N° 14 and 
T}IS IX (sections VIlLl and VIIL3, respectively)-a suggestion which appears 
to be confirmed in T}1S XIX (cf. below, note 176). 

Symbolic and graphic schematization of the operations 

Cl. Ix + ly 1/4Y 45 
-~ ~ lx + 45'y 45 

'( 1 30 + 20 5 45 
-,....--.--

15 50 5 45 ---15' 30 + 15 45 
- •• ".0 •••••••• _. __ •••••• _ •••• 

<: 

I 
4x + 4y ly 3' 

y -~ 

" 4 
4x + 3y 3' 

of) 2' + 1° 20' - 1 3' ---3- 2' + 1 ' 3' 

Apparently, the 1 and 4 posed in line 2 of the text are the factors written to the left 
of the two groups of equations. The rest of part A discusses the relations between 
the lines !7. to {f. 

It is seen that IX represents the original equation of "lengths" and "widths", written 
symbolically, while c is obtained from this original equation through multiplication 

13:; On other occasions we are of COllI'St' forced to acknowledge some Sumerograms as 
logograms for proper Akkadian, - viz. whcn they are provided with Akkadiall pho. 
netico·grammatic complements. CL note a to BM 13901, No 23 (sectioIl V.4). 
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by 4. y and 1) represent the same equations u·hen the known val11es of length and 
width are inserted. 

In the text, line 3 "poses" the 50 and 5 of y, representing 5 as "that u·hich is torn 
out" (from 50). Next (line 3-5), the transformation of y into TI is explained term for 
term in order to solve the problem raised in line 2: which meaning to ascribe to the 
3' which arise when the right-hand side of !7. is multiplied by 4. This is done with 
reference to c, ~ and I}. 

Line 6f. explains the reverse transformation TI to y, referring to 15', where the 
respective contributions of lengths and widths are separated. Line 8-12, finally, 
explains 15' in terms of f3 where the coefficients of x and y, i.e. "as much as there is" 
of lengths and widths, are found and multiplied by the numerical value of these 
entilies. 

Instead of this symbolic schematization, a graphic scheme could also be used. 
For the sake of variation we shall apply it to part B, u·hich to a first glance seems 
somewhat more opaque than part A, but which turns out to be very simple in graphic 
representation: 

+------------------------x=30'------------------------_ 
<--.--------------y = 20----------------+ +------x - y------.. 
~---------'J/r,y=15 • +-1i4y=5~ 

I 15 

5 

20 

+- y=20-.. 
<--------- 4y = 1 '20 ------___> 

-----3y=1' 

l' 

10 

<------------------------4x = 2'-------------------------> 

Once again, the upper half of the scheme corresponds to the original equation and 
the lower half to the multiplication by four. 

The steps of the text are easily demonstrated at the scheme. Evidently, an oral 
representation would not need the many lines drawn here. The heavy line in the 
middle could do, if only the teacher pointed ottf in each step which segment was 
spoken of now. While the symbolic scheme is of course anachronistic as a mapping 
of the text, the graphic representation may thus be close to what actually went on in 
the Susa school. 

A graphic interpretation of part A will be found in my 1989: 24. 

VIII. Combined second-degree problems 

In chapter V, a number of simple second-degree problem texts were presented 
and discussed, and in chapter VII we had a look at some very concrete first
degree problems. Together, the two chapters might convey the impression that 
Babylonian mathematics was not only concrete in its cognitive orientation but 
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also simple. not to say simplistic. In order to counteract at least in part this 
misleading impression the present chapter shall present a couple of texts which 
combine the first- and second-degree techniques in various ways, demonstrating 
a bit of the sophistication to which Babylonian algebra was able to rise while 
remaining concrete and "naive". The last section of the chapter presents another 
didactical Susa text, which builds the bridge from simple to more sophisticated 
second-degree algebra. 

nH.1. ByI 13901, N° 14 PIKT IH, 3; cf. T:YIB, 5) 

Several other prohlems from the same tablet were already presented above 
in Chapter V. The present problem contains yet another problem of squares, 
this time in two variables connected through a simple inhomogeneous equation 
of the first degree. Through substitution and use of the accounting technique, 
the problem is reduced to that dealt with in section V.5 and solved bv the same 
procedure. -

X= l·z 

y=40' 'z+5 

X1 = 12 . Z2 = 1 . z~ 

y~=(40" z+5)~ 

=26' 40"· Z2 

+2·40'·5·z+25 

1° 26' 40" . Z2 

+2·5·40'·z=25' 
Putting Z = 1 c 26' 40" . z 
we get when multiplying 
by 1° 26' 40" 
Z~ + 2 . 5 . 40' . Z 

= Z~ + 2 . 3c 20' . Z 
= l c 26' 40" . 25' 
=36' 6c 40' 

(Z + 3° 20')2 = 36' 6° 40' 

Obverse H 

44. The surfaces of my two confrontations 1 have 
accumulated: 25' 25°. 
a-sa si-ta mi-it-l;a-ra-ti-ia ak-mur-ma r25, ]25 

45. The confrontation, two-third of the confrontation and 
5 nindan 
mi-it-l;ar-twn si-ni-pa-at mi-it-1Jar-tim [1/, 5 ni n d a] n 

46. 1 and 40' nnd 5 overgoing the 40' Y01l inscribe. 
l£l 40 1( 5 [de-nu 4 JO ta-la-pa-at 

47. 5 nnd 5 yon make span, 25 inside of 25' 25° Y01l 
tear out:a 

5 U 5 [tu-us-ta-kal 25 lib-bi 25, 25 ta-na-sil-al;-ma] 

Reverse I 

1. 25' you inscribe. 1 and 1 you make span, 1. 
40' and 40' you make span, 
[25 ta-la-pa-at 1 u 1 tu-us-ta-kal 1 40 U 40 tu-us
ta-kal] 

2. 26' 40" to 1 Y01l append: lC 26' 40" to 25' you 
raise: 
[26,40 a-nn 1 tn-~a-ab-ma 1, 26, 40 a-na 25 ta-na
si-maJ 

3. 36' 6° 40' you inscribe. 5 to 40' you raise: 3° 20' 
[36, 6, 40 ta-la-pa-at 5 a-na 4]0 t[a-na-si-ma 3, 20] 

4. and 3° 20' you make span, 11 c 6' 40"; to 36' 6° 40" 
you append: 
[u 3, 20 tu-us-ta-kal 11, 6, 40] a-na 3[6], 6, 40 
[t7t-~a-ab-ma ] 
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+ (3° 30')~ 
= 36' 17' 46' 40" 
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5. 36' 17° 46' 40" makes 46° 40' equilateral. 3° 20' 
which you haL'e made span 

Z + 3° 20' = v' 36' '71 =7°0-4'7"6""-4""0=" 
=46° 40' 

[36, 17, 46. 40-e 46, 40 ib-sis 3,J20 sa tu-us-ta
ki[-lu] 

Z=46° 40' _3° 20' 
=43° 20' 

1° 26' 40"· z=43° 20', 

1° 26' 40"· 30=43c 20' 
whence z=30 
x = 1 . z = 1 . 30 = 30 

y=40' . z+5 
=40'·30+5 
=20+5=25 

6. inside of 46° 40' you tear out: 43° 20' you inscribe 
[lib-bi 46, 40 ta-na-sa-al;- ]ma 43, 20 ta-la-pa-a[t] 

7. The igi of 1° 26' 40" is not detached. What to 
1°26'40" 
[igi 1,26, 40u-laip-pa-tJa-ar ini-nam a-na 1,2[6,40] 

8. shall! pose which 43° 20' gives me? 30 its bandumb • 

[lu-us-ku-un sa 43, 20 i-nJa-di-nam 30 ba-an-da-su 
g. 30 to 1 you raise: 30 the first confrontntion. 

[30 a-nn 1 ta-nn-si-ma 30] mi-it-l;ar-tum is-ti-a-at 
10. 30 to 40' you raise: 20; ande 5 you append: 

[30 a-na 40 ta-na-si-ma 20] 'It 5 tU-1a-ab-ma 
11. 25 the second confrontntion. 

[25 mi-it-l;ar-t]um sn-ni-tum 

a From obv. H, 47 to rev. 1,5, only a few signs are preserved; from rev. I, 6 to 
11, c. half of each line is preserved. In spite of this, the reconstruction (due to 
Thureau-Dangin 1936a, taken over in MKT HI, 3) appears to be subject to very 
little doubt, thanks to the closely related No 24 of the same tablet. 

b Probably a Sumerian loanword (cf. AHw, 102); is it also found in rev. I, 35 
of the same tablet, where the numerical value of the entity is 114· The mathe
matical function of the term is obvious, the factor to be multiplied unto 1° 26' 40" 
if we are to obtain the product 43° 20'. The general meaning of the term is un
clear, but could perhaps be "that which is to be given together with" (ba, "to 
allot" etc.; -da, comitative suffix<:"side"). 

e Both F. Thureau-Dangin and O. Neugebauer interprete this passage as "20 and 
5 you append". Only here, however, and in two strictly parallel passages (rev. 
H, 31 and 32) is "append" fou.nd together with an "and". It is obviously the 
"and 5 nindan" of obv. n, 45 which gives rise to the present "and" (while cor
responding statements in rev. H. 18£. give rise to the other occurrences of the 
construction). This suggests the interpretation given here. The observation made 
in note c to VAT 8389 N° 1 (section VII. 1) supports the interpretation, especially 
because the use of the agentive suffix -e after results in a number of places in the 
present tablet suggests that results are even here to be understood as nominatives 
(the natural Akkadian understanding of the Sumerian agentive, the subject case 
for transitive verbs only). 

This calls for various observations. On the one hand the operations correspond 
precisely to those of a modern solution to the same problem, or to those of a 
Medieval rhetorical solution. The Babvlonians were as fully able to reduce the 
probJem to a basic type as were the Isla~ic algebrists or their more recent descend-
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ants, in spite of their concrete hnd geometric way of thought. On the other hand, 
the concrete and geometric method is present all the way through, not only in 
the final reduction of the basic problem o:x2 + ~x=y (rev. I, 2-9). The squaring 
of (40'· x+5) appears to be imagined geometrically (cf. Fig. 11): 40'·40' and 
5·5 are made by "spanning", while the coefficient 5· 40' (an operation of pro
portionality, replacing "5 confrontations" by "(40' ·5) confrontations") is per
formed as a "raising". Great care is taken to take the factor 1 into account and to 
square it (rev. I, 1 and 9); the reduction to basic type, finally, avoids the un
necessary step to find the total number of "confrontations", which anyhow would 
have to be bisected. 

If we go a bit closer to the text, we notice that the problem is reduced to the 
basic type of BM 13901 No 3 (section V.5); but the unknown "confrontation" 
of this reduced problem is not identical with the greater "confrontation" of the 
problem. Instead, the two confrontations of the problem are 1 times this unknown 
and 40' times the unknown plus 5, respectively (this is why the symbolic trans-

1 

40' 

40' 
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1 

5 

Figure 11. The two "confrontations" of 
BM 13901 N0 14, with 1, 40' and 5 
"inscribed", as stated in obv. 11, 6. 
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lation in the left margin introduces a variable z). An analogous distinction be
tween a "true width" and a "width" obtained through a multiplication by 1 could 
be found in TMS XVI A, line 10. In both cases, the distinction can be said to be 
a distinction between an original problem and its "basic representation". In the 
present case, as mostly when concrete entities are represented, the represe~ting 
entities are not mentioned by any name; we can only see from the calculatIOnal 
steps that a specific basic type is dealt With (here that of N° 3 of the same tablet; 
cf. section V.5). 

VIII.2. AO 8862 N°S 1-3 (}IKT I, 108-111) 

Like BM 13901, this tablet belongs to the earliest documented phase of Old 
Babylonian algebra. The first three sections deal with problems of essentially 
the same structure (x+y=S, xy+o:x+~y=A) and mIght ha:ve been solved 
slavishly by the same procedure. Instead, however, N°S 1 and. 2 m~ke use of the 
same principle but apply it differently, while N° 3 g?es qUIte dIffer~nt ways. 
The three problems taken together thus constitute a fme dem?nstratIOn of t~e 
flexibility of Babylonian algebraic proce~ures.-~ad Babylon:an mathematICS 
been nothing but a collection of standardized reCIpes, everythmg on the tablet 
had looked differently. ., 

N0 1 was also the first Babylonian algebraic text for which a geometrIcal 
explanation was given, viz. by K. Vogel as early as 1933.1;]6.Finally, the proble~s 
are interesting because of various details in the formulatIOns. As these detaIls 
can all be demonstrated on N°s 1-2, I restrict the translation to these two prob
lems, and explain N° 3 only in symbolic and geometric interpretation. 

x· y+(x-y)=3' 3° 

x+ y=27 

I 

1. Length, widtha . Length and width I have 
made span: 
us sag us it, sag uS-ta-ki-il.j-ma 

2. a sur face I have built 
a: S alam ab-ni- i 

3. I went around (it). So much as length over width 
as-sa-~i-ir ma-la us e-li sag 

4. goes beyond 
i-te-ru-u 

5. to the inside of the surface I have appended 
a-na li-ib-bi a_salim u-:~i-ib-ma 

6. 3' 3°. I turned back. Length and width 
3,3 a-tu-itr us it, sag 

7. I have accumulated: 27. Length, width and 
surface what? 
crar-crar-ma 27 us sag u a-sa mi-n[u-u]m 
'" '" 

IJ6 Vogel 19:33: 79, in a e<lIl11nent upon Xeugeballer 1932a. 
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xy+(x-y) + (x+y) 
=xy+2x=x· (y+2) 
=3' 30° 

x+(y+2)=29 
Putting Y = y + 2 : 
xY =3' 30°, x+ Y =29 

(X~ Yf = 14° 30'~ 
=3' 30° 15' 

JellS Hoyrup 

b 27 
15 
12 /

3' 3e 

length 
width 

things accumulated 
3' surface 

~~ I !'/ 
12 sag 

8. You, by your making, 
at-ta i-na e-pe-si-i-ka 

ki-im-ra-tu-u 
3 a-sa 

9. 27, the things accumu.lated ollength and width 
27 ki-im-ra-at us if sag 

10. to the inside 01 3' 3° append: 
a-na li-bi [3, 3] §i-ib-ma 

11. 3' 30°. 2 to 27 append: 
3, 30 2 a-na 27 §i-ib-ma 

12. 29. Its MOIETY, that 01 29, you break: 
29 BA.A-.su sEa] 29 te-l}e-ep-pe-e-ma 

13. 14c 30' steps of LP 30',3' 30° 15'. 
14,30 a-ra 14,303,30. 15 

(X~ Yf =(X; Yf -xY 14. 
From the inside 01 3' 30° 15' 
i-na li-bi 3, 30, 15 

=15' 

x-Y _ 
-2-=y15'=30' 

x+ Y x- Y 
x=-2-+-2-

=14°30'+30'=15 

x+ Y x- Y 
Y=-----

2 2 
= 14° 30' -30' = 14 

y=Y-2=12 

Proof: 
X· y=15· 12=3' 
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15. 3' 30° y01t tear out: 
3, 30 ta-na-sa-al}-ma 

16. 15' the remainder. 15' makeR 30' equilateral 
15 sa-pi- il,-tum 15- e 30 i b -[ s i E] 

17. 3D' to the lirst 14° 30' 
30 a-na 14, 30 is-te-en 

18. append: 15 the length. 
§i-ib-ma 15us 

19. 30' Irom the second 148 30' 
30 i-na 14. 30 sa-ni-i 

20. yml cut 0/1: 14 the width 
ta-l}a-ra-a§-ma 14 sag 

21. 2 which to 27 you have appended 
2 sa a-na 27 tU-1l§r,-bu 

22. from 14, the wid th, you tear out: 
i-na 14 sag ta-na-sa-al}-ma 

23. 12 the true width. 
12saggi-na 

24. 15, the length, 12 the width, I have made span: 
15 us 12 sag 1ls-ta-ki-ilj -rlza 

25. 15 steps of 12, 3' the surface. 
15 a-ra 123 a-sa 
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x-y=3 

xy+(x-y)=3' +3 
=3' 3c 

26. 15, the length, over 12, the width, 
15 us e-li 12 sag 

27. by u.)hat goes beyond? 
mi-na wa-ta-ar 

28. 3 it goes beyond; 3 to the inside 0/3', the surface, 
append. 
3i-te-er 3 a-na li-bi 3 a -sa §i-ib 

29. 3' 3° the surface. 
3,3 a-sa 

a F. Thureau-Dangin translated "length, width" (us sag) simply as "rectangle" 
(e.g. T::YIB, 64). That this is indeed the correct interpretation of the compos.ite 
expression is confirmed by the Susa table of constants (TMS Ill, 32), whIch 
speaks of the "diagonal of length and width", meaning the diag9nal of a standard 

rectangle of sides 45' and 1. 

b This arrangement of the statement between lines 7 and 8 follows the auto

graphy (MKT Il, plate 35). 

x+y=7 

I 

30. Length, width. Length and width 
us sag us if sag 

31. I have made span: A surface I have built. 
us-ta-ki-il--ma a_salam ab-ni 

32. I went ar~und (it). The hall 01 the length 
a-sa-lJ,i-ir mi-si-ils us 

33. and the third 01 the wid t h 
if sa-lu-us-ti sag 

34. to the inside 01 my surface 
a-na li-bi a -s a -ia 

35. I have appended: 15. 
[u-]§i-ib-ma 15 

36. 1 turned back. Length and width 
[a-t]1l-11r us if sag 

37. I have accumulated: 7. 
[ak- ]1Jm-ur-ma 7 

Il 

1. Length and width what? 
us 1£ sag mi-nu-um 

2. You, by your making. 
at-ta i-na e-pe-si-i-ka 

3. 2 (as) inscription 01 the hall 
[2 n]a-al-p[aJ-at-ti mi-is-li-im 

4. and 3 (as) inscription 
[11] 3 na-al-pa -ti 
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5. of the third you inscribe: 
[sa- Jlll-1lS-ti ta-le a }pa-at-ma 

6. The igi of 2,30', you detach: 
igi 2- bi 30 ta-pa-iar-ma 

Jens Hoyrup 

7. 30' steps of 7,3° 30'; to (the place of) 7, 
30 a-ra 7 3, 30 a-na 7 

8. (of) the things accumulateda , length and width, 
ki-im-ra-tim us u sag 

9. I bring: 
ub-ba-a[l}ma 

xy+ l/~X+ l!:JY - 1/2(X+ y) 10. 3° 30' from 15. my things accumulated 
=Xy-Uh_1/3) y 3,30 i-na 15 ki-i[m]-ra-ti-i-a 
= 11° 30' 

1/2 _1/3 = 1/(2 ·3) 
=1/6=10' 

Putting X =x-10' 
we have 
Xy = 11° 30' 
X +y=7 -10'=6° 50' 

X+y 
-_-3° 2-' 2 - :) 

(
X+ )" -I- -= 11° 40' 25" 

11. cut off: 
a,u-rU-U{34- ma 

12. 11° 30' the remainder. 
11, 30 sa-pi-il5-tum 

13. Go not beyond. 2 and 3 I make span: 
l[ a J wa-t[ ar J 2 u 3 us-ta-kal-ma 

14. 3 steps of 2, 6. 
3a-ra26 

15. The igi of 6, 10' it gives you. 
igi 6 gal 10 i-na-di-kum 

16. 10' from 7, your things accumulatedb 

10 i-na 7 ki-irn-ra-ti-i-ka 
17. of length and width I tear out: 

usu sag a-na-su-aa,-ma 
18. 6° 50' the remainder. 

6, 50 sa-pi-il5-turn 
19. Its yIOIETY, that of 60 50', I break: 

BA.A-.§[u] sa 6.50 e-a,e-pe-e-ma 

20. 30 25' it gives you. 
3, 25 i-na-di-ku 

21. 3° 25' until twice 
3, 25 a-di si-ni-su 

22. you inscribe: 3° 25' steps of 3° 25', 
ta-la-pa-at-ma 3.25 a-ra 3,25 

(X-Y)~_(X+y)~ 23. 
2 - -2- -Xg 

11 ° 40' 25"; from the inside 
11, 40, [25J i-na li-bi 

= 10' 25" 

X-y 
-2-=YI0' 25"=25' 
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24. 11 ° 30' I tear out 
11, 30 a-na-sa-aa,-ma 

25. 10' 25" the remainder. (10' 25" makes 25' equi
lateral) 

10,25 sa-pi-il,.,-tuln (10' 25"-e 25' ib-siB) 
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X=X+y + X-y 
2 2 

30 25' + 25' = 3° 50' 

x=X+10' 
=3°50'+10'=4 

X+y X-y 
Y=-2-+-2-

=3° 25' -25' =3 

26. To the first 3° 25' 
a-na 3, 25 is-te-en 

27. 25' you append: 30 50'. 
25 tU-{3a-am-ma 3, 50 

28. and (that) 1vhich from the things accumulated of 
u sa i-na ki-im-ra-at 

29. length and width I have torn out 
usu sag a[s}sa-aa,-ma 

30. to 30 50' you append: 
a-na 3, 50 tU-{3a-am-ma 

31. 4 the length. Frorn the second 3° 25' 
4 us i-na 3, 25 sa-ni-im 

32. 25' I tear out: 3 the width. 
25 a-na-sa-aa,-ma 3 sag 

32a.c 7 the things accumulated 
7 ki-im-ra-tu-u 

32b. 4 length 
3 width 
4 us 
3 sag 

12 surface 

12 a-sa 

313 

a Since kimratum is written in the status rectus (ki-im-ra-tirn) and not in status 
constructus, "length and width" must stand (in this single case) as an apposition, 
not as the second member of a genitive construction. Hence the translation. 

b In most of its occurrences, kimratwn stands so that it cannot be decided 
whether a (most peculiar) singular feminine kirnratum or a plural kimratum is 
meant. The indubitable plural of n, 32a could at a pinch be explained away 
(F. Thureau-Dangin, TMB, 67, does so, translating "7 (et 15), les sommes"). In 
n, 16, however, there can be no doubt that a single sum is spoken of in the plural, 
as ki-i[m}ra-ti-i-ka. The ki-i[mJ-ra-ti-i-a of n, 10 is also a most certain plural. 

It is noteworthy that the singular form to be expected from the plural (kimirtum) 
is completely absent from the texts. It appears to be established beyond reason
able doubt that the single sum is designated by the plural form (and hence to 
the plurality of addends), as presupposed in my standard translation. 

C This ordering follows the autography (MKT n, plate 36). There is no doubt 
that 32a is meant as a separate line, while the rest (32b) stands as a tabulation. 

Designating as usual the length as x and the width as y we can finally transcribe 
problem 3 as follows: 

xy+(x-y) (x+y)=1" 13' 20° x+y=1' 40° 

and from the way the solution is formulated is is clear that the author was aware 
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that this was equivalent to 

x+y=1'400 xy+1' 40°· (x-y)=l" 13'20° 

which could easily be reduced to a standard problem Xy=A, X+y=B by the 
method already known from N°s 1-2. Instead, however, the following steps 
occur: 

(x+y)~=2" 4G' 40° 
(X+y)2-xy_(X+y) (x-y)=l" 23' 20° 

which, putting x+ y= l' ·Wo=a, reduces to 

y2 + ay = 1" 33' 20°, whence 

(y+iY=l" 33' 20c +(1' 40°/2)2=2" 13' 

a x+y __ 
y+-=y+--=1/2" 13'=1' 30° 

2 2 r 

x~y = (x+y) _ (y+ x~ Y) = l' 400-1' 300= 10 

and so finally 

x+y x-y 
x = --+ --= 30 + 10= l' 

2 2 
x+y x-y ~ 

Y = -- - --=;)0 - 10 = 40 
2 2 

- all of it formulated of course the usual way. The procedure is fully correct, 
but it looks rather queer in the above symbolic transcription. 

First of all the construction of the three problems should be noted. Invariably, 
a surface is "built", after which the teacher "goes around". As A. 'Vestenholz 
first suggested to me the text looks like a tale about real surveying: The teacher
surveyor marks out a field (the everyday meaning of a-sa and eqlutn, we remem
ber) in the terrain. after which he goes around it, pacing off its measures. Only 
after this walk, indeed. do numbers enter the text, as if, e.g., the excess of length 
over width is only known now. Using his newly acquired knowledge, the sur
veyor joins some extra areas to the field-"appending", we observe, not "accu
mulating" as when measures of sides and surfaces were added in B:vI 13901. This 
must of course be done in the terrain, from which he then turns back in order to 
state the sum ("accumulation") of length and width. 

After this observation we shall look at the procedures which appear to be 
used to solve the three problems. The steps of problem 1 can be easily followed 
on Fig. 12. The simple addition of one length and one width (regarded as rec
tangles of width 1, which is not said explicitly) transforms the irregular surface 
of area 3' 3° into a rectangle of which the area and the sum of length (x) and 
width (Y) are known. A bisection of this known length x + Y = 29, to which the 
rectangle x . Y is "applied with defect", allows us to reconstruct the rectangular 
area as a gnomon. The area and hence the side of the small square enclosed by 
this gnomon are found, and the original dimensions of the rectangle x . Y follow 
as usual. In this way, everything labelled "length", "width" or "surface" is 
indeed a length, a width or a surface. 
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Figure 12. The geometrical interpretation of AO 88(2);0 l. Distorted proportions. 
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\Ve observe that the procedure is different from the one shown on Figures 
4-6, which corresponded to "application with excess". The correspondinD" problem 
in one variable is the type ax -x~ = ~-to give it a formulation which" could be 
formulated inside the Babylonian framework: "from a confrontations I have 
torn out the surface: y". This is the type which has two positive solutions; it 
seems to be completely absent from the Babylonian material 137 even though the 
corresponding problem in two variables is very common. 

The reduction of N° 2 is somewhat more complex, but follows the same pattern, 
see Fig. 13. Fig. 13A shows the configuration as we would imagine the geometric 
situation described, while Fig, 13B describes what appears to correspond more 
or less to the Babylonian understanding, as described in the text, The numbers 
2 and 3 are "inscribed as inscriptions" of 1/"2 and 1/J , probably along the edges 
of the rectangle, to remind that the \viclths of these edges are to be understood, 
not as 1 but as stated; and when 1/:.x+ 1i:.Y is to be subtracted from the aggre
gated surface it is "brought to" the place of "length and widtll", viz. to those 
entities which were accumulated, It is indeed clear from the text that the 30 30' 
is not brought to an abstract sum (which would also be mathematically meaning
less) but to the collection of added yet still separate entities-a point where the 
plural and hence concrete character of kimriitum is of importance. 

\Vhen the half-sum of length and width is brought to the place of length and 
width, i.e. to the edges of the rectangle, it is obvious and not commented upon 
that the 1/2-length is eliminated; but more than 1/3-width goes away, and a 
curious calculation in 11.13-15 finds the resulting defect to be 10' (width). The 
process of "making 2 and 3 span" can be imagined as in the lower left corner 
of Fig, 13A; but an independent procedure as shown in Fig, 13C seems more 
plausible, among other things because of the explicit order to stop the ongoing 
procedure and because Fig, 13 A is described as a real field in the terrain. In sort 
of parenthesis, an entity is "built" of which both 1/2 and 1/3 are easily taken, to 
allow for a two-dimensional variant of the "single false position"" (cf. below). 

From here on, everything runs as in No 1. 
The geometrical reading of N° 3 is shown in Fig. 14. It turns out that the 

squaring of x + y gives us a figure from which the given surface xy + (x -y) (x+y) 
can easily be torn out. The figure is seen to be of precisely the same structure as 
that shown in Fig, 2, and other texts suggest that it was familiar in the Old 
Babylonian period tOO,138 What remains is a square of side y and a rectangle of 
sides y and x+y. This remainder is easily rearranged as a gnomon, as done in 
Fig. 14B. The usual quadratic completion yields a side of the completed square 
equal to l' 30°, 

If the rearrangement had been thought of as a problem in y (the sag), 
y2 + 50 . Y = 1" 33' 20°, then it might have been natural to subtract 50 from 
this l' 30° (=y+50). Instead, however, l' 30° is subtracted from the side of 

137 Absent, that is, in explicit formulation. Indications exist, indeed, that the problem 
BM 85194 rev, Il 7-21 was solved as a pl"Ohlem in one variable and not in two, as 
it was once proposed by Vogel l()3ti: 710. See 'my 1985: 59£. 

138 So YBC 6504 Xo 2 (lIKT III 22, interpretation in my 1989: 28-31) and BM 13901 
No 19 (MKT III 4), In both cases, the linear dimensions of the figure are half of those 
of the present problem (30 and 20, against l' and 40°). 

22 Altorient. Forsch. 17 (1990) 2 
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Figul'p 14. The gpolllPtri("al interpretation of AO 8862 Xo 3. 

the square of Fig. 14A. If we look at the subdivision of this square through the 
quartering lines it is indeed evident that the difference between the two entities 
is the half-difference between the length and the width of the original rectangle. 
It seems thus as if the steps shown in Fig. 14B shall not be apprehended as a 
~hange of problem; i.nstead, everything is to be understood all the way through 
111 terms of the constItuent parts of Fig. 14A. By extension, we may surmise that 
the "changes of variable" to Y and X in Nos 1 and 2 are not reallv to be under
stood as explicit changes of the unknown. That is indeed a ~omprehension 
inspired by rhetorical or symbolic algebra where certain entities are distinguished 
by having a name of their own and are hence regarded as fundamental unknowns. 
Instead, all entities in a figure which are not known are unknown on an equal 
footing as far as the solving procedure is concerned. Only as far as certain entities 
are asked for initially can they be considered privileged (and relatively privileged 
only, as the entities asked for in the beginning and those found in the end need 
not coincide 139). This corresponds to our own comprehension of problems of geo
metrical analysis-the phrase to be understood in its Greek sense. 

A number of features of the texts caIl for separate discussion. Most important 
among these is the occurrence of the term a -r a, "steps of", the multiplicative term 
of the multiplication tables. In some places it stands alone, but time after other 
it is found in double constructions that show the isolated occurrences to be 
ellipses. Other texts state that a rectangle is to be built from a length and a 
width, and leave the numerical multiplication implicit, giving directly its re
sult.140 In the present double constructions, both steps are spelled out explicitly, 
the multiplication apparently through reference to the auxiliary tables, and in 
I, 13 and in two places in:No 3, it is the building process which is left implicit. HI 

1J9 Such a discrepancy is found, e.g., in BM 85104 rev. II 7-21. 
140 8irnilarly, \ve renlernbcl', the "raising," \vas sorncti111eS left inlplicit in the "posing" of 

onp number to another (above, section IV.6). 
1'0, [t may be significant that two of the three ellipses O<:(;11r after the" breaking" of a 

"moiety", which already may imply the eonstrll<:tion proc8ss; similarlv, indeed, in 
TT 21, the moieties al'C not "made span" but instead "inseriberl until twic~". The third 
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Another terminological peculiarity of the text is the use of the subtractive 
term barri{JUrIl, "to cut off", along with the more current nasiiltulII, "to tear out". 
Already from the metaphorical contents of the two terms we migth expect that 
the latter would be preferred for identity-conserving subtraction from surfaces 
and the former for the shortening of one-dimensional entities, if a distinction 
were to be made. This is, indeed, precisely the main tendency of this as well as 
all other texts where the terms are found together. But it is only a tendency, in 
the sense that nasiihmn mav be used for one-dimensional entities too; most 
clearlv this is seen in- I, 19-22: First 30' is "cut off" from 14° 30', and next 2 is 
"torn" out" from the resulting 14.1',1 It is thus excluded to regard the two terms 
as names for distinct operations. At the same time the tendential distinction 
prevents us from seeing the terms as connotationally neutral technical terms, 
whose metaphorical basis had been completely worn off. They constitute in
stances of mathematical terms which must be "regarded as open-ended expressions 
which in certain standardized situations are used in it standardized 
way" (as formulated above, note 29). 

A third formulation of interest is the recurrent BA.A-su sa, "its moiety, that 
of", which is found in all three problems at the point where a rectangle is bisected 
in order to allow a gnomonic reorganization (I, 12; 1I, 19; Ill, 13). The use of the 
determinative pronoun sa shows that the quantity pointed at, the one which is 
to be bisected, must have some independent existence, mental or physical, 
which allows us to think of or point at a definite entity. I, 12, for instance, cannot 
be read as the bisection of an abstract number 29; it must by necessity deal with 
something definite-another confirmation of the concreteness inherent in the 
naive-geometric interpretation. 

A final terminological point to be observed is the distinction which is maiu
tained between mislum, "half", and brim t11111, "moiety", and the corresponding 
distinction between multiplication by igi 2-bi=30' (:No 2, 1I, 6) and "breaking". 
Once more "breaking" is seen to be reserved to describe bisection into natural 
"wings" (cf. section IY.Z>, and note b to B}113901 N° 1, section .V.2). . 

As concerns the mathematical aspect of the texts, the fleXIble handlmg of 
problems and methods was already pointed at in the introductory remarks. It 
makes clear that the understan\iing behind the text must have been flexible, too, 
that it has nothing to do with blind application of fixed rules or algorith~s disco
vered by equally blind luck, as claimed too often in the secondary lIterature. 

Another related implication of the tablet concerns the purpose of such texts. 
I think of the tabulation between I, 7 and I, 8. Here, before the description of 
the solving procedure, the whole construction and solution of problem 1 is told 

ellipsis, finally, is found when the area of the square in Fig. 17 ~-\. is found: If this con
figuration is well-established beforehand, therp is no need to construct It anew (c£. the 
concluding discussion in section V.S). . . 

14" But if we look at the written numb"rs, rhe distinction holels good even III thls (ase, 
as A. ""-estenholz has observed: \Vh,'n 30' is removed from 140° 30' it is the end of the 
number (viz. of the sequence 10,4,30) whi"h is "cut off"; but to take away 2 from the 
sequence 1 0,40 reqllires that we l'emove part of the compact group of wedges makmg 

up the 4. . ' . 
In one tExt, viz. YBC 4675 obv. 140, is iJ"riisuJII used to ,leSlgnate a subtractlOn itom 

a surfaep (4' 49°-2'). That text, however, avoids nasiiiJum altogether. 

"'22 
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in advance. The subsequent procedural prescriptions can therefore hardly be seen 
as an attempt to find the unknown dimensions of the rectangle. The aim i" not 
really to solve the problem and find the solution: it is to demonstrate ho,v to 
solve the problem, to present an argued solution. 

The calculation in No 2, H, 13-15, finally, is remarkable. though belonging 
more on the level of details. The Babylonian predilection for argumentation by 
mean" of a "single false position" was pointed out repeatedly above in sections 
V.6 and especially VH.3, where a representation by countable units was also 
suggested. Here, however, the trick is extended into two dimensions. as revealed 
by the term "making span" (extension apart, its relation to the calculation of 
1- J/;,=45' in T}IS XVI is obvious). Since lit) is stated directly to 1ge 10', the 
identities 1/2 = 30' and J /) = 20' can hardly have been considered a secret. The 
computation of their difference by \vay of a geometrical subtlety must therefore 
be seen as a didactical nicety. as a means to demonstrate the extension of the 
simple argument. 

Yln.3. T:\IS IX (T}IS, 63f.; d. yon Soden 19(4) 

Such didactical concerns are even more obvious in the Susa text T:\IS IX, which 
approaches the style of T}IS XVI (above. section VH.3). In this case. however, 
the text goes from simplest (xy + x = 40') to less simple (xy + x + y = 1) funda
mental equation, ending with a fairly complex application of the fundamental 
principle. 

t:nfortunately, the transcription in T}IS is not yery precise. the restitution of 
damaged lines and the translation are worse, and the mathematical commentary 
is at times nonsensical. Had it not been for these circumstances, the text would 
probably have changed much conventional wisdom in the understanding of 
Babylonian mathematics 25 years ago. 

PART A 
(x=30'. y=20') 
x·y+1·x=40' 

Alternative approaches 
to an understanding: 
Y =y+ 1=20' + 1° 

=1° 20' or 
x . 1 ° 20' = 40' 

or 
1° 20' ·30' =40' 

Implicit conclusion: 
XC Y + 1 . x = x . (y + 1) 
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1. The surface and 1 length ACCL':\It:LATED. 40'. 
[(30' the length 20' the width)b]U 
a-sau 1.us L'L.GAR 4[0 (30 us 20 sag)] 

2. As 1 length to 10', the surface [has been ap
pended]a 
i-nu-ma 1 us a-na 10 ra-sa dab] 

3. Either 1 as BASE(?)C to 20'. the width, [append] 
u-ul1 KI.GUB.GUB a-na 20 [sag dag] 

4. or 1° 20' to the width u'hich 40' together with [the 
length (SURROUNDS pose)]a 
7l-ul1, 20 a-na sag sa 40 itJti us (NIGIN gar)] 

5. or F 20' together with 30' the length l\LlKE 
SURROUND, 40' its name 
ll-ul 1. 20 it-(ti) 30 us NIG[IN] 40 sum-[<i'7t] 

6. Since so, to 20', the width, which has been said 
to you 
as-Sum ki-a-am a-na 20 sag sa qa-bu-ku 

-
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PARTB 
(x=30', y=20') 
x'y+x+y=1 
(x+ 1) . (y+ 1) 
=x·y+1·x+l·y+1·1 

1 ·1= 1, and so 

(X+ 1) . (y+ 1) 
=(x· y+x+y)+l 
=1+1=2 

Y=y+1=1° 20' 
X = x + 1 = 1 ° 30' 

X . Y = P 30' . 10 20' 

X· Y=2 

7. 1 is appended: to 20'd you see. Out from here 
1 dab-ma 1,20 ta-mur is-tu an-ni-ki-a-am 

8. you ask. 40' the surface, 1° 20' the width. the 
length u'hat? 
ta-.s(l,-al 40 a-sa 1, 20 sag us mi-lw 

11. [30 the length]a. So the having-been-made 
[30 us k]i-a-am ne-pe-sum 

10. [Surface .lengthandwid th _-\C]a CV}IUL_-\TED, 
1. By the AkkadialJ 
[a-sa us I~ sag U]L.GAR 1 i-na ak-ka-di-i 

11. [1 to the length append.]a 1 to the w-idth 
append. Since 1 to the length is appended, 
[1 a-na us dab] 1 a-na sag dag as-sum 1 a-na 
us dah 

12. [1 to the width is app]Uended, 1 and 1 }IAKE 
St:RROVND, 1 you see. 
[1 a-na sag d]ab 1 It 1 NIGIN 1 ta-mar 

13. [1 to the ACCU::\WLATION of length,]a width 
and surface append, 2 you see 
[1 a-na t:L.GAR us] sag u a-sa dag 2 ta-mar 

14. [(To 20' the width 1 appe)]and, 1° 20'. To 30' 
the length 1 append, F 30'. 
[(a-na 20 sag 1 da)]g! 1,20 a-na 30 us 1 dag 1,30 

15. [(Since a surfa)]ace, that of 1° 20' the width, that 
of 1° 30' the length 
[(aJ'-Slt1n a-s)]a sa! 1,20 sag sa 1, 30 us 

16. [(Length together with wid)]ath is made spane, 
what is its name? 
[(u s it-ti sa)]g! su-ta-ku-lu mi-ml .§llm-su 

16a. 2 the surface 
2 a-sa 

17. So the Akkadian 
ki~a-am ak-ka-dll-11 

x'y+x+y=l P_-\RTC 19. Surface. leno-th and width _-\CCUM'CLATED, 
1 the surface~ 3 lengths. 4 widths ACCL'MU
L_-\TED, 

1 )' y+ 17 (3x+4y =30 

20. 

17y+3x+4y=17·30' 21. 
=8° 30' 

17y+4y=21y 22. 

The coefficient 23. 
of y is 21, 

a-sa us u sag L'L.GAR 1 a-sa 3 us 4 sag UL.GAR 
its 17th to the width appended, 30'. 
[17]-ti-su a-na sag dab. 30 
You, 30' to 17 go: 8° 30' ymt see 
[za-]e 30 a-na 17 a-li-ik-ma 8,30 [t]a-mar 
To 17 widths, 4 widths append: 21 you see, 
[a-na 17 sag] 4 sag daIJ-ma 21 ta-mar 
21 as much as of widths, pose. 3 of three of 
lengths, 
[21 ki- ]11la sag g a r 3 sa-la-as-ti us 
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that of x is 3 

3· x+21 . y=8° 30' 

x+1=X 
y+ 1 = Y 

X· Y=(xy+x+y)+1 
=2 

x . Y = to 30' . 1° 20' 
(identifications) 

1 . 1 = 1 

1+(xy+x+y)=2 

3X +21Y 
=3+21+(3x+21y) 
= 3 + 21 + 8° 30' = 32c 30' 

y=21Y 

i=3X 

i . Y =3 ·21 . XY 
= l' 3°· XY 
= l' 3° . 2 = 2' 6c 

i'y=2'6° 
i+y=32° 30' 
i+y-
-- = 16°15' 

2 
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24. 3 as much as of lengths, pose. 8c 30' what is its 
name? 
[3 kiJ-ma us g a r 8, 30 m i-nu swn-s1t 

25. 3 lengths and 21 widths ACCU~IULATED 
[3] USI( 2[1 sa]g UL.[GAR] 

26. 8° 30' you see f 

8, 30 ta·mar 
27. 3 lengths and 21 widths ACGCMl-LATED 

[3] us U 21 sag "cL.[GAR] 
28. 1 to the length append and 1 to the width 

append, :VIAKE SURROUND: 
[1 a·na] us dab [u 1 a]-na sag dab NIGIN-ma 

20. 1 to the ACCC:VIULATION of surface. length 
and width append, 2 y01t see, ~ 
1 a-na UL.GAR a-sa usu sag dab 2 ta·(mar> 

30. [2 the sur]aface. Since length and width, those 
of 2 the surface. 
[2 a·]sa as-sum us 11 sag sa 2 a-sa 

31. [1°30' the length toge]3ther with 1° 20' the width 
is made span 
[1, 30 us it!rti 1, 20 sag su-ta-ku-ln 

32. 1 the appendedg of the length and 1 the appended 
of the width 
[1 wn-§11.- ]bi u is 11 1 wn-§u-bi sag 

33. [:\IAKE SURROUND, (1 ymt see). 1 and ( ... ?)J3 
the various (things)h ACCUMULATE, 2 ymt see. 
[NIGIN (1 ta-mar?) 1 u ( ... ?)J lj:I.A UL.GAR 2 
ta-mar 

34. [(3,21 and 8° 30' ACCl~l\IULATE)]a, 32° 30' you see. 
[(3 ( ... ?) 21 ( .. ,?) 11 8. 30 ( ... ?) UL.GAR] 32, 30 
ta-mar 

35. So you ask 
[ki·a ]-am ta-Ja·al 

36. [ ... ] of the width to 21 ACCLYIULAT(EjION):i 
[ ... ].TI sag a·na 21 UL.GAR-ma 

37 ... .i to 3. the lengths, raise, 
[ ... ]lj:I(? ) .A a-na 3 us i-si 

38. [1' 3° y01t see. l' 3° t]ao 2, the surf ace, rai;,;e: 
[1,3 ta·mar 1,3 a]-na 2 a-sa i-.si-ma 

39. [2' 5° you see (2' 6° the surface?)]a 32° 30' the 
ACCUMULATION break, 16° 15' you see. 
[2,6 ta-mar (2.6 a ·sa ?)J32, 30 UL.GAR [ii-pi 16, 15 
ta-(mar) 

40. {l[6° 15' you]" see}" 16° 15' the counterpart 
pose; MAKE SERROUND, 

{15, 15 ta-mar} 16, 15 gaba gar NIGIN 

-
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(Y~ir = (Y~ir -iy 

= 2' 18° 3' 45" 

Y--i -- =y2' 18° 3' 45" 
2 

=11°45' 
_ y+i fj-i 
y=--+--

2 2 

41. 4' 24° 3' 45" y01t see. 2' 6° XXXI 

4, [24, ]3, 45 ta-mar 2, 6 [ ... ] 
42. from 4' 24° 3' 45" tea r ou t, 2' 18° 3' 45' you see. 

i·na 4, [2]4, 3, 45 zi 2, 18, 3, 45 ta-mar 

43. What it makes equilateral? 11° 45' it makes 

44. 

equilateral. 11° 45' to 16° 15' append, 

mi-na ib-si 11, 45 ib-si 11, 45 a·na 16, 15 dab. 
28 ymt see; from the 2nd tear out, 4° 30' you see. 
28 ta-mar i-na 2-kam zi 4, 30 ta·mar 

= 16° 15' + 11 0 45' = 28 45. 
_ y+i fj-i 

The igi of 3, the lengths, detach, 20' you see. 20' 
to 4° 30' 
igi 3-ti us pu-!ur 20 ta·mar 20 a·na 4, [30J x=-----

2 2 
= 16° 15' - 11 °45' =4° 30' 46. {20' to 4° 30'} raise: 1° 30' you see., 

X=3-1.x 
=20' .4° 30' 
= 1° 30' 

X=l° 30' 
Y =28=21 . Y, Y? 

1° 20'·21=28 
Y=l° 20' 
x=x -1 = 1° 30'-1 

=30' 

y = Y _ 1 = 1 ° 20' - 1 
=20' 

{20 a-na 4. 30} i-.si-ma 1,30 ta·mar 

47. 1" 30' the length, that of 2 the surface. [What]3 
to 21, the widths, [shall I pose]a 
1,30 us.sa 2 a·s[a mi·na] a-na 21 sag [lu-u.s-ku-un] 

48. which 28 givers me? 1° 20' p]aose, 1° 20' the 
width 
sa 28 i-na-dil-na 1, 20 g]ar 1, 20 sag 

49. that of 2 the surface. Turn back. 1 from 1° 30' 
tear out 
sa 2 a-sa tu-llr 1 i-na 1, [30 zi] 

50. 30' you see. 1 from 1° 20' tear out, 
30 ta-mar 1 i-na 1,20 z[i] 

51. 20' y01t see. 
20 ta·[mar] 

a All these restitutions are mirie. Restitutions in simple [ ] can be regarded as 
fairly well established, those in [( )] are reasoned guesses at a formulation, the 
factual contents of which can be relied upon. 

b Line 6 quotes the value of the width in a way which would usually refer back 
to the statement, but which might of course refer to line 3; in any case, line 3 
presupposes knowledge of the width, and line 5 refers to the length as a known 

quantity. 

c BASE is a conjectural translation of the logogram KLGUB.GUB (the testified 
Late Babylonian reading ki-du-du~kidudum, "rites", makes no sense). GUB 
has two different Sumerian meanings. "to go" (readings d u etc., cf. SLa § 268; 
used logographically for aliikum) and "to stand, to erect" (gu b, cf. SLa § 26~; 
used logographically for iZ1tzzum and zaqap1tm). To judge from the logographlc 
occurrences, the reduplication is used to indicate iterative and durative aspects. 
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ki can function as a virtuallocativic verbal prefix, "on the ground" (cf, SLa, 306). 
A possible reading of KLUl'B.GrB is thus ki-gub-gub, "to stand/that which 
stands erected constantly on the ground". 

d The transliteration in TlVIS writes 1. Still, the autography writes a sign after 
1 which looks like 20 (and a damage to the tablet which has been read as an extra 
wedge). That is also the correct result, which is in fact used in line 8. 

e The exact reconstructions of lines 14-16 are rather tentative, although the 
mathematical substance is fairly well-established thanks to the parallel of lines 
28-31. It should be observed that even the extant signs until 1,20 a in line 14, 
and the s)]a and sa)]g of the following lines, are heavily damaged. The remaining 
traces may but need not correspond to my readings (according to autography 
and photo). The aJ--swn of line 15 is needed, if not necessarily in that place, by 
the su-ta-k'll-hl of line 16, if I am right when reading it as the subjunctive mode 
of a stative (cf. lines 30L. and the suhjunctive stative qa-b'll-k'll in line 6). 

f The transliteration in T.:vIS supposes that something is missing in the beginning 
of the line. The autography indicates that the line is simply written with in
dention. 

g "Zu WA-ZU-bi im math. Susatect Nr. IX: Ich hatte mich fUr die Rezension 
von MDP 34 (= von Soden 1964 - JH) ziemlich grtindlich damit beschMtigt und 
als mogliche Lesung W7l-~u-bi als St. constr. eines sonst nicht bekannten w'll~'llbbum 
notiert, diese Lesung aher dann als zu wenig gesichert nicht veroffentlicht." 
(Von Soden, private communication). 

h "the various (things)"' translates IjLA.This presupposed the assumption 
that the Sumerian suffix bi.a (designating a plurality of different entities) is 
used as a pseudo-Sumerogram in a nominal function (as a collective name for the 
collection of surface, length and width). It is also possible that hi-a stands as a 
pseudo-grammatical complement to a noun which was lost with the first part 
of the line. 

TYIS restitutes [ .. . ]-ti sag as .§a-la-a,§-ti sag and mistranslates the whole line 
as "J3 (fois) la longueur a 21 fois (la Iargeur) additionne" in order to get some 
apparent sense of the restitution. Apart from the mistake of "length" for "width" 
this mixes up "appending" and "accumulation". Only the first of these carries 
a "to" (ana) between the addends. A possible restitution which accepts the 
(somewhat dubious) -ti in the beginning of the line, which makes mathematical 
sense, which is as grammatically correct as can be expected in a text loaded with 
sumerograms, and which finally is in reasonable harmony with current usage, 
would be "17 ( ... ?) and 4, of the four (er-bet-ti), widths, to 21, the ACCUMrLA-
TION" or " ... to 21 ACCUMULATE". In lack of related passages I have, 
however, preferred to leave the question open. 

i The transliteration in TMS renders the signs before a-na as HI.A. The A is 
in agreement with the autography, but the preceding sign looks very different 
fro_m the IjI of line 33. I have not been able to propose any better reading. 

k The initial "10" is fully and the final -mar almost fully to be read on the auto-
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graphy, although they are left out in the transliteration. So, a repetition of the 
previous phrase appears to be the only possible restitution. Cr. also lines 45f. 
I The lacuna consists of 1 or 2 signs, probably an epithet to the number 2' 6°. 
According to the autography, the first sign begins- ';!;.. This could belong to a 
TA, but such a restitution seems to make no sense. It could also belong to a TAG 
used logographically for lapat'llm, "to inscribe", and its derivations. This might 
make sense but would be without parallel ("2' 6° the inscribed"). 

The purely explanatory character of part A is revealed,~~ready i~, line 2, as the 
surface (which was never given) is referred to as known ( s~nce.:. ) (cf. also ~he 
restitution of the last part of line 1). Clearly, we are dealmg ,v1th one equatIOn 
in two (known) unknowns, us=30', sag=20', and we are taught the way to 
transform it (in fact the same transformation as that of A~ .8862 N°S 1-2: 

+ Y Y - Y + N) In this wav one can make sense of the eIther ... or ... xY !Xx ~x, - .~ . • . 
or" of lines 3-5 ("U.rL ... "G.UL ... U.UL), which goven:s thr~e alternat~ve 
wavs to explain the transformation, but which has no place m a~ m~erpr~tatIOn 
of the text as progressive argumentation (since the 1 ° 20'. created m lme 3 IS used 
in line 4, and line 5 repeats the contents of line 4), and whIch has therefore puzzled 
all commentators to the text. 

If one follows the text step by step, it turns out that all of it ca~ b~ read as .an 
explanation of Fig. 15A, up to the end that .explains that thIS IS the 'pomt 

out from which problems containing such equatIOns are to he solved, and fmally 
sums up the main argument. . 

Part B deals with the same rectangle, but with a somewhat more complIcated 
equation, xy+x+ y=l, and demonstrates how it is to be simplified "by the Ak-
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kadian (method)".!\:l It can be followed on Fig. 15B. The method consists in 
completing the quasi-gnomon xy+1· x+1· y into a rectangle XY, X=x+1, 
Y = y + 1. X and Y are spoken of as "length" and "width" of "2 the surface" 
(=XY), in agreement with the figure. 

Denominations of methods are rare in Mesopotamian mathematical texts, and 
one may wonder what makes the method of part B specifically "Akkadian". 
Which part of the procedure is it, furthermore, which deserves the label? My 
guess is that the term characterizes the quadratic completion in general, the basic 
trick needed to Bolve mixed second-degree equations. If anything, indeed, distin
guishes the Old Babylonian "Akkadian" mathematical tradition from e.g. third 
millenium Sumerian mathematics, it will be its interest in second-degr~ algebra. 
vVhich more adequate name than the "~-\kkadian method" could then have been 
chosen for a trick which, simple as it may look once it iB found, waB perhaps the 
starting point for the whole fabulous development of "Akkadian" mathematics; 
a trick which, when it was first found, will certainly have been noticed as a 
novelty? HI 

It will be seen from line 14 that the values of both length and width are as-

1',J Truly, E. ;\I. Brllins l'laim~ in the cOJlllllentary in TMS (I" 6i, and annolIn('ed already 
pp. xi and 2) that th" t\l'O parts dpal \I'ith the salll" equation, and that part A expounds 
the maste!",.; own method and part B tlw alternativp llsed by the Akkadians. For a 
nUJlliJel' of I'pasons thi:-; if.; an iJnpoRsihle idp<i: 

1) If the equation xy -'<r =40' i" to 1)(' eqlIi",t1ent with ~'?J +x -':- y = 1, onl' must pre· 
suppose y =20'. On the faith of !inp 6 E.:\L Bruill"; (·Iaillls (rightly, I suppose) that this 
value will ha\'(' been gi\'en hpforp (d. Ill)' rpstitllted line 1), fr01l1 whi('h he eonl'ludes 
that the tPxt deal" with a normal, ('oJlIplete spt of two equations. LillP 2, however, 
presllpposes imp!i('itly that the length i,.; "qually known (10' the smfa('e), while thp 
,'allIe is sbttpd pxplil'itly in linp 5 still \I'ithollt being ('akulated. 

2) If the first half of linp 10 wprp to Ill" thp I'Psult of a transfol'lllation belonging with 
till' "Akkadian method", it ('ould not precede thp anllOlm('Pll1ent of that method in 
thp spcond half of thp lilH'. 

3) In any ('ase, the first half of line 10 i, (,learly in the style of statements; trans. 
formed equations arp np"er restutpd in a siIl1ilar forlll. Cf., e. g., the contrast with the 
formula tion in lines 2:, f. 

4) Finally. E. M. BruinR O\'prlooks the identienl statpl!1ent in part C, aR "'ell as the 
fad that the procedure tallght in part B is pr(,I'isely the one lIsed in pHrt C. 

lt may be ohserved that the presul1lt'd "8IIsian" method is used in the Babylonian 
("Akkadian") AO 88132 X os 1-2, althollgh Ko 2 wOllld haH hepn grpatly siltlplified 
had the "Akkadian method" been ,,>'ed. 

HI In this ('onnp(·tion, the over·all ('haracter of Old Babdonian scribe sl"llOol IlIathematics 
is worth rdlecting upon. Greek mathematics, that 'other prototype of Ancient non. 
utilitarian mathematics, I'an bf' ('Iaimed to be ",.;oentialIv determined Lv its eentral 
problems (squaring the ('in·lp, doubling the clILt', pl'Operti~,.; of conics, cla~sification of 
irrationals, f'te.). The great JlIethoc1ologieal inno\"ations of Greek mathematies were 
made in order to Rolve (in a philosophi('ally ,.;atisfadory manner!) thesp great proLlem8. 
Old Babylonian ""rihal mathemati"s \\'HS, in as far as we ('oncentrate upon its non
lltilitarian a,.;pect, detel'luinf'd by till' methods at hand, and problems were chosen 
that \\'OIIld IH'rJlIit a brilliant display of the llldhods known to "the learned sc-ribp", 
whieh makes scribe s('hool lI1athemati,'" ,I perfel't parallel to oth"r aspects of Old Baby. 
Ionian seriLal culture as prt"senteJ, t". g .. ill the- "ex~lJnination text~". Spp nly 198~)a: 
111-113 and passim, whi(,h discusses the diffc,l't'lll'C between the two mathelllat.i('al st,-jps 

1p,.;s eoarsf'ly t.han enfor(,ed by thl' lillllted spal'e' of a foot,"ote, and l'OIlIH't"tS· th(" 
difff'rent atl itudes to their institutional ,lnd ("ultllral context. 
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sumed to he known (though not given in the "tatement), and that they are used 
in the didactical exposition. 

Part C contain" a complete mathematical problem, a normal "et Of. two e~ua
tion" in two unknown quanti tie" "length" and "width". One of ~hem IS precIse.ly 
the second-degree equation whose transformation was taught m part B, whIle 

the other (which can be transcribed y+~ (3x-t-4y) =30') is of the type whose 
17 

transformation was explained in detail in T}fS XVI (above, se~tion ,vn.3). The 
values of length and width are still referred to during the sol~tIOn.(!me.31), but 
onlv for identification, no longer as part of the argument. The IdentIfICatIOn m~st 
ref~r to something outside the written text Ho, which can hardly be but a materIal 
representation more or less similar to Fig. 15B.. . . . 

Lines 21 to 2ti, the transformation of the fIrst-degree equatIOn mto 3x + 21y 
=8°30', must be presumed to follow the pattern from T}1S XYI, and hence to 
be understood as an arithmetical transformation (we observe that the term for a 
coefficient "as much as" recurs). Lines 28 to 33 appear to go by "naive geo
metry". F~r the next ste;s, lines 34 to 39, we are ~nfortunate.ly n~t in poss~ss~on 
of a didactical explanation. But some argumentatIOn from FIg. 1uB but SImIlar 
to the accounting and scaling arithmetic of T:JIS XVI would at least be adequ~te, 
and is perhaps called for in line 27, which appear~ to connect to the followmg 
rather than the preceding section.I\I; In any case, lmes 39-44 solve the s~andard 
problem of a rectangle for which the area and the sum of ,~engt~ a~d WIdth ~re 
known, the "false" length of which is X = 3 (x + 1), and the false WIdth o~whlch 
is Y = 21 (y + 1). The method is unfortunately not commen~ed upon. LIke the 
transformation of the linear equation the didactical explanatIOn appears to have 
been given at an earlier stage, and the understanding .now inherent i~ the voca
bularv. Afterwards, the extended "real" length and WIdth (those of 2 the sur-

f ,;) and finallv the "real" length and width without extension are calculated ace . ' 
(lines 45-51). , . , 

The whole tablet reflects a mathematics lesson. \V hIle part C represents a 
refined version of a standard problem known from elsewhere (V~T 8520, N°S 
1-2, cf. note 146). parts A and Bare didactical steps toward a partIcular aspect 
of the procedure needed to solve the complex standard problem. The other, 

11,:, The Illeti('lllollS r<'Jwtition uf all otl'P" appeal'''; to ('xl'iucle n simple reference Lack tu 

tlw klHl\\'I1 f'lltiti"o f],(lIll ,e('(ion B. " 1 th f th 
' . I' I If"!" I' '"llllljltlOns''' ff the eng 0 e l'di Tht' argulllf'llt ('un hp 1II1a~pne( In t If' :-;ty e 0 ~,~f' a~~ .. . . . 

llpppr Idt redangle in Fig. 13 B is to represent 3 . trill''' lengths, th:,le~l~th of ~he"ll~p:,l, 
right rel'tanglp is 3 instead of 1. ~ill1ilarly, If tl1<' upper left Width Hp'Psents _l"Jtl~ f 
width~, its e'xten"ion will ha\'c to be 21 in,.;tead of 1. The S11\1I of length and Vd t 1,0, 
h · I to' '11 th 1 3' ')1 -- 8° 3()' l·f line 3-1 Fllrthertllore, the total sea mg t e tota 19U1'e \Vl f'H H' -- -, ..' " I ... 

f<1l'tor for thp area will be 21 ·3 = l' 3°, Hnd tht' area of the ,.''''"l1ed sUI,fac'e \\111 It'nll' 

IYE' l' 3° . 2 = 2' 13° (lines 313-3\)). ,,- T "~U KO 1 pIKT 
The la,.;t part of tht' interpretation ";E'elllO to be ('oufll'llled,Ly_ '\ A" _8:_ -1 :30') 

I 3413f) Hne an 'igu,J/I·iUib'iilll problem (tl'UnslataLk llltO ety -1. x, /13 (x , y) , 
, ., ') Tt I' , t')n lS transformed, It 

i~ ::;oIved in a ~i1l1ilal' \YUY,(t>xtCIlSIOllfi apart. lE' llleHt equl:t H. "} 
. • I' f' I' -- 13 4') i' 'tIJj)\Jed to 1 t le SIll" 

'lPPf"Ul'S iuto 7.1.' - ()'Ij = 8° 30', and a ~<:a Ing actOl' () J' = - :::5 <: • 1 . 
'f' ('e" ,: stile llllllll;f'l's 7 and (j are to be l'ptaiuf'd by head, the trtl,nSfOI'lllat.lon (""in )~ 

<1 .• "1.. , ,', I ," t t on beyonq 
asslllllt'ti to bE' pE'I"fol'lned Illentally, not by IIWUIlS of any lllatelld It-pleSPI1 a 1 ~ 
the ehHllgf"d (,Oll{'('ptllalizHt ion of tht> IH1:::l{' l'Pctuugll'. 
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more general aspects of the procedure are supposed to be known from earlier 
lessons, and one of them was in fact explained in T~IS XYI, as we have seen. 

It has often been assumed that the Babylonian mathematical texts should be 
seen only as supplementary support for an oral tradition, and that the texts 
could only be understood by a person who knew beforehand what the whole thing 
was about. It, 7 The present investigation shows that the latter formulation is not 
as absolutely true as hitherto assumed, if only one knows the concrete meaning 
of the terminology. But still, the normal texts give the impression that they are 
a support for a teaching tradition making use of material representations outside 
the texts themselves, and referring to methods which had to be known before
hand. The material representations have still not been unearthed, and may be 
irretrievably lost (cf. above, chapter YI). The two Susa tablets, however, show 
US how the standard methods were taught, and the one just presented appears 
to refer more clearly perhaps than any other text to the naive-geometric repre
sentation. 

IX. Summinll11p the evidence 

The investigation has now arrived at a point where a summary of the results 
can reasonably be made. How far have we come in our understanding of the 
procedures, techniques and patterns of thought behind the Old Babylonian 
"algebraic" texts? 

Chapters IV to YIII have by necessity been overloaded with details. If all 
conclusions were to be referred precisely to the single relevant pieces of evidence, 
the present chapter would make still heavier reading. As the conclusions to be 
drawn from the material have, however, been presented in scattered form all the 
way through, I hope that detailed references to the primary material can now 
be dispensed with. 

On the negative side it will be remembered that the traditional arithmetico
algebraic interpretation left so many unexplainable points in the textual discourse 
that it can be safely dismissed (cf. most of the texts presented in chapter V). The 
possibility to make it work by minor corrections and ad hoc assumptions can 
also be disregarded, because no fundamentally arithmetical interpretation can 
map the structural distinctions within the vocabulary. Babylonian "algebra" was 
not a science about pure numbers and the ways in which they can be put into 
mutual relation, be it understood in analogy with Medieval rhetorical algebra as 
with F. Thureau-Dangin, O. Neugebauer and B. L. van der \Vaerden, or through 
that first-level criticism of the received interpretation which has been expressed 
by::lT. ~Iahoney.1'.8,1"!) 

11,; This snpplenwntal'}' rolp i~ no distinctive characteristic of tlw rnathpIllHti('>l1 text~. 
Silllilnl" ('luiulR could be 111adp fo]' lll()st bn1l1t'hes of Bahylonian Jitpl'atul'P. 

1',0 yfaho!le), 1971. 

H') It should perhaps be elllpha~ized O!lC(' (llort' that thpop (·""larks, aR the ,1'110].- of my 
investigation, regard th" "algebraie" texts. They ha\'(' no illlplieations for those text~ 
\\'hi"h >Ire dire('tly ('onr-erned with the properties of lllJlllbt'rs, e.g. ,·ollcerning inversion 
01' l'ontinupd 1II1dtil'Ii('ation; thp:y, of ('ollrse. ('unnot lw denif'd the lahel "arithnletieal". 
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PositiYely, the use of some sort of naive-geometric technique can be regarded 
as well-established. It fits all details of the textual discourse; it distinguishes 
operations which have to be distinguished according to the structure of the 
terminology: it agrees with the apparent metaphorical implications of many 
terms, including the puzzling tcii§itum, the "projection". The exact nature of the 
geometric representation is, however, open to doubt. 'We do not know to which 
extent the texts refer to a purely mental representation, though, truly, common 
pedagogical experience tells that mental geometry presupposes anterior inter
course with manifest geometry. V\-e do not kno~" the means (clay, dust, wax, or 
possibly sticks?) which were used to represent geometrical structures, relation
ships, and transformations manifestly, 1101' whether such representations should 
be thought of in analogy 'with modern geometrical drawings or as mere structural 
diagrams. These questions were discussed in further detail in chapter VI. 

~.\part from a two-dimensional extension of the "single fals~ position", the 
naive-geometrical techniques were only used for problems involving a "surface", 
i.e. for~ problems of the second degree. 1:'0 \\"e can list these techniques as follows: 

Firstly. there is the partition and rejoining of figures ("cut-and-paste"), which 
in ordinary "length-width" and "confrontation" problems is represented by the 
bisection and rearrangement of excessiye or defective rectangles. In other, 
genuinely geometrical 'problem::; it is used more creatively 1:'1, and as we shall 
mention in section X..! there i~ e,·idence for continuity to later interests in the 
partition of figure". 

Secondly, ,ye ha,"e the completion technique. the supplementation of a gnomon 
or a quasi'-gnomon into a square or a rectangle. Tl~is may 11e the technique which 
was spoken of as "the Akkadian (method)"' in T}IS IX. . 

Thirdlv. we have the "scaling·· technique. used e.g. 'when a non-normalIzed 
problem'(ax1 +jS'x=/,) is transformed into a normalized problem (in z=ax), and 
to be understood perhaps as a change of measuring scale in one direction 152, per
haps as a proportional change of linear extensions in that d~rection ... 

The "accounting·' technique may be claimed to haye nothmg speCIfIcally geo
metric about itself, and it was indeed set forth most clearly in the Susa text 
explaining the arithmetical transformations of a linear equation. ~onetheless, 
the counting of a specific entity (or the measurement ?~ one entIty m. terms ~f 
another entity) is a necessary supplement to the specIflcally geometrIc techm-

lGO Inclusion of certain fllrther texts would hav"" fon'eLl us to modify this statement as 
well as the antomatic identifieation of "sllrface"·problems with problems of the second 
degree. So, the "slIl'face·' problem Str. 367 (MKT I 259f.) is in reality of the first cleg.ree, 
hut makes use of eertain naive·g('ometric tee hniques all the sanw; other exceptlOns 
of various sorts could be mentioned. Already the first·degree "meadow" problems of 
VAT 8389 and 8391 could indeed be claimed to bE' exceptions; all of them are of the 
first degree, but formally they are of course (on( erned with surfaces, and part of the 
reasoning is maLle through imagined partition of a geometri("al s~ll'face: 

Problem:; "representing" prices,iO"IIl"ig-ib""1I pairs etc". by chmenslOns of surfaces 
are not to be understood as excl'ptions but aR "sl1rface·'·problems (d. the use of the 
term "surface" in YBC 50G;, abo\"e. section V.l). 

151 A very beautiful example is 'L~T 851:! (:\[KT I 341£.); see Gc1ndz's deciphering of the 
proee;iure (1948: 36), or the more detailed ,"Mdy,is of the text in my 1985: 105.15 ff. 

132 This would hart!h" bother the Babylonians, who appear to treat a rcdangle of length 
45 nindan and h~ight 45 cubit as they treat "ally othn·' square (see my 1985: 53-53). 
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ques, without which no "analysis" by means of geometry (be it naive or based 
on Euclidean demonstrations) can reproduce the results of arithmetico-rhetoricaI 
algebra, The "accounting" and "scaling" techniques are of course closely related, 

Hardly to be counted as regular "techniques" but still parts of Old Babylonian 
naive-geometric methodology are the reasoning by various "false" assumptions 
and the ability to take any adequate entity of a geometric configuration as that 
"hasic" entity which ii; to be suhmitted to the habitual standard operations. 

The glohal picture arising from the use of these techniques and quasi-techni
ques is the predominance of constructive procedures; only a single pre-established, 
fixed geometrical standard configuration-the one presented in Fig. 2, and 
visihle as a basic grid in Fig. U A-has suggested itself during the investigation. 

The investigation was only peripherally concerned with fin.,t-degree techniques, 
Even on the basis of the restricted material presented here can it be seen, how
ever, that most reawning about first-degree problems is verbal and hasically 
arithmetical in character. Like second-degree problems, however, problems of 
the first degree are dealt with by means of "accounting" and various "false" 
assumptions. Like the second-degree "algebra," the reasoning on questions of the 
first degree is also concrete, bound to representations of manifest entities (mental 
representations in most cases, I guess). Hence of course the predilection for "false 
assumptions", which consist precisely in taking one entity, real or imagined, as 
a representative for another, normally unknown quantity. 

It was recognized already in the early 1930es that Babylonian "algebra" 
problems were constructed from known solutions. In the case of the "series 
texts", where often large numhers of prohlems deal with the same figure it is also 
obvious that the user of the texts would know the solution beforehand, The 
didactical Susa texts have nolV shown us (as it was also apparent from the tabu
lation in AO 8862 N° 1) that even the student would, at least in certain cases, 
have been told the solution beforehand, which would permit an identification of 
the entities involved in the procedure and also an explanation of the way it works. 

The backward construction has traditionally been taken as evidence that the 
aim of the mathematical texts was the teaching of procedures and techniques.!;j3 
The insights gained from the improved undustanding of the vocabulary, regarding 
the use of naive-geometric justifications, and from the didactical Susa texts show 
us that the aim was not onlv technical know-how but also understanding, "know
why", This helps us grasp how Babylonian mathematics was at all possible at its 
actual level. If its sole social justification had been a teaching enterprise domi
nated by empty rote learning, from where should it then have got the necessary 
intellectual inspiration and surplus? 

A summary of the results concerning the details of terminology would mainly 
become a repetition of chapter IV, which was in fact an anticipation of the 
results established in later chapters. I shall therefore only refer to Table 1 as the 
briefest possible summary of terminological details. On the general level, however, 

15:~ Sin('p OllI' tpxtH an" school-texts and not IH'<H:tiriollf'l'S' notebooks this JllUY seen1 their 
only possible aim. The occUlTen('e of problems of the third degree for whieh the Bahy

- lonians knew no general solution, and whieh are therefore treated hy non-generalizahle 
tricks, show that another aim was possible and in fact also present at least occasioll
ally: That of ,lell1onRtrating the mock ability of the te,,,·her. CL also ahove, note 144. 
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the somewhat floating character of the terminology should be remembered. Only 
as a first approximation can it be called "technical", It appears not to have been 
stripped completely of the connotations of everyday language, nor does it possess 
that stiffness which distinguishes a real technical terminology. 'Ye should rather 
comprehend the discourse of the mathematical texts as a highly standardized 
description in everyday language of standardized problem situations and proce
dures, and we should notice that the discourse is never more, but sometimes 
less standardized than the situation described.!"" As everyday life contained no 
~econd-degree problems (be it the life of a professional scribal surveyor or account
ant), terms taken from everyday language would of course have to be applied 
differently when describing procedures of second-degree "algebra" than in other 
texts. In as far as the use in such other texts is taken to represent the "basic 
meaning", the terms of the "algebra" texts will appear ~n the qu~lity of stan.dar~
ized metaphors,-whence that impression of a techmcal termmology which IS 

conveved bv standard problems. 
Th; Su~erographic writings inside the otherwise Akkaclian mathematical 

texts presents us with a special interpretative problem. Are they not to be 
interpreted as technical terminology? 

In order to answer this question we have to distinguish different sorts of Sumero
graphic writing. On the one hand we have a restrict~d, nu~ber of t~rms whi?h ~re 
invariably written in Sumerian: us, sag, a-sa, igl, Ib-SI8, ba-SIR' Even mSlde 
this group there is a certain variability, ba-si8 and i~i giving rise to Av~kad~an 
loanwords and hence spoken with certainty as Sumenan words, and a-sa bemg 
often provided with phonetic complements and hence probably spoken in Akka
dian. None the less, these terms can be regarded as technical and free of everyday 
connotations, as it is made especially clear when us and sag used outside the 
basic representation are suddenly replaced by corresponding Akkadian words 

(cf. note 75). . .. 
Then we have the large number of pseudo-Sumenan wntmgs, where Sumero-

grams are used logographically. In as far as the logogra~hic meanings of these 
Sumerograms are not specifically reserved for mathematical texts they are no 
more and no less technical than the Akkadian words which they replace, or, 
alternatively, they are technical· with respect to the scribal craft but not with 
regard to mathematics. 

Finally we have a domain of indeterminate extension, that o.f Sumerowams 
used as possible alternatives for Akkadian writing but use~ Ideogr~p~lc~l.ly, 
\Ve have met one indubitable instance, viz, zi quoted in AkkadJan as an mflmtlve 
in TMS XVI, which proves that the category is not empty. But this wa~ an 
exceptional case, and other instances may be impossible. to d~s?lose. EspecJa~ly 
the very compact and very ungrammatical Sumerographlc wntmg of the senes 

jj!, Seen in a lona·run perspective this is of courSt' also true of 1ll0,lern Illathematical 
~enninoloay. New theoretical de,"ploplllents give rise to new applications of old terms. 
Just thinl~ of a creature like the "infinite·dil;lensional vedor space", in whieh at most 
"infinitv" ('an still eluin1 a clas:5icul \'aIuf'. 8iul'e the tillH~ \yhen llllitheJllatieal tel'rns 
were gi~'en preeise definitions, how!'ver, e,"ery pxte-nsion by l1nalogy and metaphor 
"onstitutes a clear and definite break. This was apparently dIfferent 1I1 Bl1iJyloman 
mathematics, whieh saw no absolute cOll( eptual bordn·line- llPt\\een standftrd,sltuatlOn 

and analogous pxtension. 
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texts (ungrammatical both from an Akkadian and from a Sumerian point of 
view) may be suspected to belong here_ 

The remainder of the present chapter shall deal with two questions of more 
general character: The relations of our Old Babylonian discipline to the categories 
of later mathematical thought, and its relation to the intellectual style of its 
own age. 

Throughout this chapter I have spoken of Old Babylonian "algebra", not 
algebra. But was Babylonian "algebra" an algebra? Put in this form the question 
will of course have to be answered by a definition, which is not in itself a very 
fruitful way. ,re shall learn more by asking, in which respects Babvlonian 
"algebra" was similar to Medieval or post-Renaissance algebra? " 

\,ye should start from the outside, observ-ing the uses to which the Babvlonian 
discipline was put-and not put. In later times, algebraic techniques ha;'e been 
used to find the solution to problems which could not be solved by direct compu
tation. 'Ye have no Babylonian texts which suggest such u"es of the naive
geometric "algebra". On the contrary, the specious problems which had to be 
constructed in order to give occasion for the display of "algebraic" second-degree 
techniques suggest that no real uses were known. The abundance of realistic 
manpower- and brick-problems demonstrate that the Babvlonian school
masters did nothing to hide a possible real-life importance of' their teaching. 
"Algebra" never served to find a numerical value unknown in advance. In that 
respect its function was very different from that of algebra. 

Recognition of this difference should not force us into the opposite extreme, 
and should not make us believe that naive-geometric "algebra" was nothing but 
an investigation of certain numerical properties of squares and rectangles, a 
peculiar sort of geometry. In chapter I I introduced the concept of a "basic 
conceptualization". The us and sag are indeed basic in the sense that they are 
used to represent other quantities, the arithmetical relations between which can 
be mapped by the relations between the lengths and widths of rectangles. In 
YBC 6967 we have seen how a pair of numbers with known product and difference 
was represented by the dimensions of a rectangle, made visible in the text by the 
explicit reference to a "surface". Other texts would show a wide varietv of 
quantities being represented as linear quantities, more or less explicitly mentio~ed. 
Especially interesting are certain cases where the text appears to distinguish 
between the linear extensions of a real figure, supposed, we may guess, to be 
situated in the terrain. and the corresponding extensions of a representing figure 
(drawn perhaps in the dusty schoolyard), even though the two coincide numeri
cally.15:; Naive-geometric analysis of quadrangles is hence used as a means to 

155 This is the most probable implication of the distim·tion between "length" and "true 
length" in TMS XVI (section VII.3). In BM 13901 N° 14, the "confrontation" spoken 
of in the statement and that inherent in the procedur8 can also be seen to be kept apart 
through the multiplication by 1 in rev. 19 (section VIII.1). Finally, T}IS XIX appears 
to designate a "representing length" 1 as the "counterpart" of the "real length" 1 
(, f. below, note 176). 
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Abstract distinction between a mentally conceived "real entity" and an equally 
- mental "representing entity" may be too abstract to be expected in a Babylonian 

context. A reasonable guess would be that the traces of an explicitly distinguished 
representation are also traces of a concrete, material representation. 
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solve problems from other domains, be they artificial and the solutions known 
beforehand to exist as regular numbers. Though "algebra" was in all probability 
not used instrumentally in nonartificial situations, it was obviously taught as a 
virtual instrument. 13U 

In virtual use and scope, "algebra" was hence related to real algebra. Can a 
similar claim be made for its "essence", its internal structure and characteristics? 
In a criticism of the unreflected use of the modern term to characterize a Baby
Ionian discipline M. Mahoney has listed three characteristic features of developed 
algebra 1:;,: Firstly, the employment of "a symbolism for the purpose of abstract
ing the structure of a mathematical problem from its non-essential content"; 
secondly, the search for "the relationships (usually combinatory operations) that 
characterize or define that structure or link it to other structures"; thirdly, ab
stractness and absence of all "ontological commitments". 

Taken at the letter, and allowing ~nly for divergence "by degree rather than 
kind", these features are only valid and only meant to be valid for post-Vietan 
algebra understood as a scientific discipline. Already Medieval or more recent 
practitioners' algebraic calculation will only deserve the label "algebraic approach". 
In the same strict language, Old Babylonian "algebra" is algebraic "in ap
proach": It cannot be claimed to possess a real symbolism. Still, even if the us 
and sag are no more symbols than the Diophantine &(n3-[J.6c; or the Medieval 
thing, their use as ingredients of a "basic representation" serves precisely if only 
implicitly "the purpose of abstracting the structure of a mathematical problem 
from its non-essential content". Secondly, a number of systematic texts (espe
cially among the series texts, but even BM 13901 can be mentioned) are in fact 
systematic investigations of the relationship characterizing the us-sag-structure. 
Onlv the third criterion is not fulfilled even tendentiallv-unless we will claim 
that the use of a common basic representation is already ~irtual abstraction. 

The "essence" of algebra can also be approached in another way, which links 
the beginnings of scientific algebra more clearly to the Medieval Art of Algebra 
and to the practitioners' algebra of the Modern era. In his "Introduction to the 
Analytic Art", in which Vieta aimed at bringing to light the hidden gold of al
gebra and almuchabala, he found the true essence of that art in the Ancient 
Method of Analysis, "assuming that which is sought for as if it were admitted 
[and working] through the consequences [of that assumption] to what is admit
tedly true" .158 This is exactly what we teach school children to do when solving 
an equation: "You treat x precisely as if it were an ordinary number". Apart 
from the known values used for identification purposes during explanations, but 

156 There is no reason to be overlv astonislwd or scandalized on behalf of the poor scribe 
school students on this account: Apart from a modest (not to say infinitesimal) minority 
of the school children who have been taught second-degree algebra during the latest 
31/2 millennia, their situation has been exactly the same, when not worse. Unless you 
make interpolation in trigonometrical or similar tables, physics at least at the level 
of Galilean ballistics, or something similar, second-degree algebra can only be used to 
train second-degree algebra. 

157 Mahoney 1971: 372. 
158 Chapter 1, ed. Hofmann 1970: 7; I follow \Vitmer's translation (1983: 11). Vieta cites 

Theon's definition of analysis. The gold metaphor is found in the dedicatory letter (ed. 
Hoffman 1970: xi). 

23 Altorient. Forsch.I7 (1990) 2 
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not as steps in the mathematical argument (cf. T~IS IX, part C), it is also a 
precise description of the Old Babylonian procedures. In this respect. too, Old 
Babylonian "algebra" is therefore algebraic, or at least characterizable as "naive
geometric analysis". J:iU 

Was "algebra" then an algebra? If we apply ~I. ~Iahoney's criteria, it was not. 
Babylonian mathematics differed more than in degree from the discipline founded 
by Vieta and continuing through Descartes and Noether. But it was "algebraic 
in approach", belonging in full right to any family which is able to encompass 
both al-Khwarizmi, Cardano and Noether. Anybody using confidently the ex
pression "}'[edieval algebra" can with equal confidence speak of "Babylonian 
algebra", 

Instead of relating our subject to categories of later times we may compare 
it to the general cognitive style of its own time, thereby regarding it as one aspect 
of the thought of its times, on an equal footing with others, 

In their introduction to a famous "essay on speculative thought in the Ancient 
Near East" 160, H_ and H. A. Frankfort characterize it as "mythopoeic". There 
are several facets to the concept, but its main implication is that the phenomenal 
world is no object, no "it": it is a "thou", an animated individual. In as far as 
this is an adequate description it excludes a scientific cosmology in the modern 
sense, a cosmology extrapolated under theoretical guidance from rational ex
perimentation and hence in the final instance from technological practice. (I 
agree with any critical mind who finds this description short-circuited.) In this 
sense, it is true, we find no scientific cosmology in Ancient Mesopotamia. In the 
same sense it is indeed difficult to connect a scientific cosmology to any poetical 
or religious world-view, and so far it is therefore not obvious that the domination 
of cosmology by myth should imply that Ancient Mesopotamian thought in 
general be mythopoeic.1G1 

Now, not everything in Babylonian thought was speculative; much of it was 
founded on social practice 162 or on technological practice. In both of these, and 
especially in the latter, the object-aspect of the external world, which under this 
view is not just "phenomenal", must be expected to impose itself. It is therefore 
not astonishing that it seems "difficult to accept [mythopoeiecYJ as an adequate 
characterization" of "the intellectual adventure of ancient man" as "documented 
in the corpus of administrative, commerciaL technical and other genres". 163 

I"" We observe that even the argulllPnt by a single false position is '" primitive sort of 
analysis alLpit arithmetical. Take e.g. the problem that a "heap" and its fourth is 15. 
For la<:k of an x permitting us to rewrite thl' 15 as l 1i,x one takes the number to be 
known, viz. as 4, etc. 

160 H. Frankfort et al. 1946: ;~-27. 
161 Precisely this question is raised n·garding Babylonian lllathematical thought by 

:\Iahoney (1971: 370). 
IG" That even large parts of mythology wen~ founded on so<:ial practi<:e has Leen argued 

by Jalobsen (1976; awl alreadv in H. Frankfort et al. 1946: 125-219). A proverb like 
"vVorkmen without a forema!; are watprs without a eanal inspeetor" demonstrates 
dearly that Babylonian overseer-scriLes were as able to see their fellow beings under 
the aspect of objects as their myths w<'re to see nature as a fellow being (H. Frankfort 
et al. 1946: 203). 

H;:l Larsen 1987: 205. 
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Our algebraic texts constitute another exception to the presumed mytho
poeic rule. Truly, AO 8862 carries an invocation of the scribal goddess Nisa.ba 
on its edge; but this and other similar inscriptions are totally isolated from the 
rest of the text, which treats its subject not as a "thou" having the "unprece
dented, unparalleled, and unpredicatable character of an individual, a presence 
known only in so far as it reveals itself'M, but as a fully predictable, manip
ulable and comprehensible object. No wonder, since Babylonian algebra was 
definitely not "speculative", i.e "regarding", but active, technical construction. 
"~ccording to the Frankforts' dichotomy it is "modern", dealing with lenghts. 
widths and surfaces and with its problem-situations as "objects and events [ .. -J 
ruled by universal laws which make their behavior under given circumstances 
predictable", and which "can always be scientifically related to other objects 
and appear as part of a group or a serie8" .1Ii:' 

This does not mean that Babvlonian mathematics and technical thought in 
general was modern, only that it's difference from modernity cannot be grasped 
bv the Frankfort dichotomy. Nor should the secular rationality of Hammurapi's 
"Code" make us mistake this collection of concrete decisions for an abstract, 
general law-book in the style of Roman law.ll;o A recent investigation of the 
cognitive character of Babylonian divination science lti, tries to get beyond such 
mistakes through reference to C. Levi-Strauss's distinction between "hot" and 
"cold" societies, between the "savage" and the "domesticated" mind, between 
"the science of the concrete" and that of "abstract thought", illustrated by the 
distinction between the "bricoleur" (a cross-breed between the "tinkerer" and 
the "Jack of all trades") and the engineer. IuS 

In the Levi-Strauss illustration, engineering technology is thought of as devel
oping specialized tools for the job to be done. The bricoleur, on the contrary, 
takes what happens to be at hand and fits it together as best can be done. "Do
mesticated" science and thought is seen analogously as building on abstract con
cepts; the "savage mind", on the other hand, classifies the categories and oppo
sitions of e.g. their social world using pre-existent entities as classifiers and ana
logies.wu While concepts are "wholly transparent with respect to realit~", 
meaning nothing but their conceptual content, a pre-existent concrete ent~ty 
used as a svmbolizer is a sign, preserving to some extent the cultural meamng 
it possesses' in itself and imparting it to those other entities for which it is used 
as a classifier. 170 (Being a member of the "Arrow Clan" may imply swiftness!) 

In his investigation of the Babylonian lexical lists and omen literature, .M .. T_ 
Larsen comes to the conclusion that many features (the search for classlfymg 

16t, H. Frankfmt-H .. .\. Frankfort, in: H. Frankfort et al. 1946: 5. 
16:; Ibid. 
166 See Renger 1976: 229 and passim. The validity of the deseription iti not affected by the 

discussions whether the ,lel·isions wprp ("ol1sidpred parHc\igmatie or not. 
16, Larsen 1987. 
1G8 Levi-Strauss 1972: 16f£. " " .. 
16~ The opposition bet,,·een day and night can thus Le utie,\ as an analogy or model fOl 

the two moieties of a tribe; clans lab"it',l after animals are part of eOl1unon lore, n?t 
signifying, however, that the clan lilt' lllbers . >lSSUllle d('~cent from the real ammal LI1 

question, but affinity in some higher sem'" (d. Ilnd. 1421. and 149). 
1,0 Ibid. 20 
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order and the postulate of direct causation, partly built on recorded experience 
and partly on analogic thought) can be described as "savage". Other features 
of the omen literature are, from its Old Babylonian beginnings, better described 
as "semidomesticated": The intent to engineer the future, the attempt to make 
exhaustive listings of all possible omina (which presupposes writing, a main 
domesticator) and the way in which lacunae in the empirical record are filled out 
by means of abstract, logical rules-rules which are in fact formulated explicitly 
in a Neo Assyrian compendium. All in all, however, the global logic of the divi
nation prevented the apparent steps toward "domesticated science" from leading 
to any ultimate breakthrough. 

How are we then to regard Old Babylonian mathematics? Is it a,.lso "luke
warm", blocked midway between a neolithic "cold" societv and our modern 
"hot"' world?' . 

Several features, at least. look "savage". It was claimed time and again in the 
preceding chapters that a pattern of thought was "concrete", which sounds very 
much like the classification by means of pre-existent. concrete entities used as 
signs. But let us look at the "concrete" argument in VAT 8389 No 1. In this 
case "concreteness" means that the mathematical structure is thought in terms 
of the real entities involved. There is no distinct, concrete signifier, no sign im
parting to the "meadows" any characteristics beyond those of possessing an area 
and to yield a specified rent per area unit. "Concreteness" simply means "ab
sence of any explicit abstract signifier or abstract calculating scheme" (no x or 
&p~&[L6~, no standardized "double false position"). 

In second-degree problems like those of BM 13901 or AO 8862 (the "basic 
representation" itself) we see the same sort of concreteness. "Naive geometry" 
consists precisely in taking geometrical entities at their phenomenal face value, 
without submitting them to theoretical reflection through which their properties 
and mutual relationships might be formulated as abstract principles. m 

In cases where something else is dealt with by means of a mapping on the basic 
representation, be it the number pairs of a table of redprocals, prices. or real 
linear extensions, we seem to come closer to the use of concrete entities as signs. 
Even here, however, we should take care. There is no hint that a price represented 
through a length has anything in common with that line, except. precisely, the 
relevant characteristic, the measuring number. No text whatever suggests any
thing similar to the swiftness of the Arrow Clan. On the contrary. the represen
tation is normally only visible through the designations of the operations per
formed ("breaking .. , "making span". etc.). Only ocasionally do we find a "surface" 
or a "true length", etc. In its function, the basic representation can be regarded 
as an abstract instrument. 

1,1 The definitions, axioms and postulates of th" Elements are pre<:isely SlIl"h a set of ab· 
stracted principles, and the dedll<:tive build·up of tIlE' whole work eonstitutps a conscious 
attelllpt to build the complete argulllent on these. Truly, the abstractell system is not 
complete, as it is well known, anll at times "naive" knowledge is made use of implicitly; 
and con\'ersely it is olnoious that Old Babylolliall "naive" geometry is fuli of implieit 
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_ abstraction: assumption~ on the calculability of areas as products, knowledge of 
arithmetical rules, etc. Neither observation affeds the fact that we have to do with 
fundamentally different projects. 
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Places where the description of "savage thought" is really relevant for Old 
Babylonian algebra are its terminology, and hence its operations. Like Levi
Strauss's "concepts", technical terms are "wholly transparent", meaning nothing 
but their direct technical implication. They have no connotations. Like his 
"signs", descriptive metaphors, even when used in a standardized way as long as 
the situation itself is standard, carry a load of everyday connotations, causing 
e.g. its users to "tear out" rather than "break off" a square from another square. 
The terminology being only partly technicalized, we might characterize it as 
"semi-savage" . 

A second "semi-savage" aspect of Old Babylonian algebraic mathematics is 
constituted by the series texts. As I have not dealt with them above, I shall only 
state briefly that the listings of large numbers of variations on the same type of 
equation is a parallel to the way all possible liver shapes are listed in the omen 
lists, and to the lexical lists. But it is no perfect parallel. While thtjlists are first of 
all additive and aggregative listings, introducing hierarchical ordering only in so 
far as this reflects "the surrouncling highly stratified society" ]7~, the series texts 
are constructed in main sections, first order subdivisions, and cartesian products 
of second-order subdivisions.]';) 

In the case of the omen text, the Neo-Assyrian compendium formulating 
explicit, abstract rules was an unprecedented innovation, at least as far as the 
written record has been excavated. In mathematics, the corresponding step can 
be demonstrated to have been taken already by the late old Babylonian period, 
viz. on the Susa text T.YIS XVI, which furthermore looks very much as a written 
documentation of a sort of didactical explanation which would normally be 
given orally. Didactical explanation does not in itself constitute theoretical re
flection on abstract principles, and it was thus no step leading automatically to 
abstract, deductive mathematics. But it was a starting point from which a 
critically inquisitive intellectual environment might have been able to proceed 
indefinitely long. Sticking to the cold-hot metaphor we may say that Old Baby
Ionian algebra was after all not only "lukewarm" but also inflammable. Further 
development of the discipline was not blocked by any immanent intellectual 
structure reflecting the over-all social and intellectual climate, as was the case 
of divination science. The blocking factors resided directly in global social and 
intellectual conditions: The scribal school was only moderately inquisitive and 
definitely not critical; the prime reason for interest in mathematical knowledge 
beyond the requirements of direct utility was professional pride and social 
prestige rather than curiosity and openness to the infinite possibilities of an un
known world. Furthermore: By the end of the Old Babylonian era, the scribal 
environment changed socially and intellectually, cutting off even the supplies 
for that sort of mathematical research which had been undertaken until then. ]," 

l," Larsen 1987: 21l. 
l,:' The syst< III is drarly visible in the s~·Jllb()lil' transcriptions of three sections of V,\.T 

7537 in MKT 1 474f. 
171, For the motivuticns of Old Buj,ylolliun non·utilitarian lllathematind adivities, d. 

a l)ov(', note 144. The ch'lllgrs aft:'r the elld of the Old Babylonian era are disl"ussed 
in my 1980: 2St'. 
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So, after the end of the Old Babylonian era, second-degree algebra vanishes from 
the documentary horizon for many centuries-as do in fact all specific traces of 
mathematics te~ching. That doe~ not mean, however, that Old Babylonian 
mathematics was a complete mathematical dead-end without consequences for 
later mathematical cultures. On the contrary: though rarefied for a millennium 
below the level of archaeological visibility. the Old Babylonian tradition was to 
excert its influence on several of the sources of Modern mathematics. 

Before looking directly at the evidence for such influence we shall, however, 
investigate yet another Old Babylonian text, one in which the conceptlml dynam
ics of Old Babylonian algehra can be glimpsed. 

X.1. A possible shift in the ('onceptualization: DI 52301 N° 2 (Baqir 
1 D50 a, improved transliteration in Gundlach-von Soden 1963: 252 f.) 

The text in question is problem N° 2 from BI 52301, perhaps the youngest of 
the (northern) Tell Barmal mathematical tablets. It deals with a real geometric 
trapezium l7\ and reduces the problem to one of "surface and confrontations 
equal to number". Besides being a beautiful specimen of "representation", the 
text is interesting because of its deviations from normal usage, which suggest a 
tendency toward changing or looser conceptualizations. It runs as follows (the 
marginal drawing is not in the tablet): 

x (=20) 

2/:). (u-v)+10=x(=20) H. 

u-v=5 18. 

u+v 19. 
~. x=2' 30° 

Putting u+v=Z: 
x=2j1· Z + 10 
(Zj2) . (2/3 . Z + 10) 20. 

=2' 30° 
or, with an adequate 
choice for 0:: 

Obverse 

16. If to two-third of the accumulation of the 
upper width 
sum-ma a-na si-ni-ip ht-nw-ri sag e-li-tim 

and the lou'er, 10, to my handa I have appended: 
20 the length I have built. The width 
it .sa-ap-li-tim 10 a-na qa-ti-ia dab-ma 20 us ab-ni 
sag 
{ .•• } b the upper, over the tOlver 5 goes beyond. 
{e-li} e-li-/um e-li sa-ap-li-tim 5 i-fe-er 
The surface is 2' 30°. What my lengths? You, 
by your sayingb , 5 which it goes beyond 

a-sa 2. 30 mi-nll-Uln us-ia za-e TUK-zll-de 5 
sa e-te-ru 
10 which you have appended; 40' of the two-third, 
my factors of both(? )"; inscribe: 
10 sa tu-i{3-bu 40 ti-ni-pe-tim a-ra-ma-ni-a-ti-a 
ht-Pll-ut-ma 

l7:' Fl'om tht' mathematit'al "tl'lldlll'(, alolle, Bl'lIins' interpretation (19ljlj: 207 fL), ,·iz. " 
triangle ('Ilt by a transvPrsal, ('all!lot bp pxclud('(l. Blit the expression "upper lrngth" 
in I'e\". 17 :-;peaks definitely again~t it. H:--; d()t'~ the a'-)~f'lH'f' of partial area:::; ft'Ol1l tht-, 
sta tf"ll1f"nt. 
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(Zj2)· (Z+20:) 
= (2/3)-1. 2' 30° = 3' 45" 

Z . (Z + 20:) = 7' 30° 

0: = {(2/3)-1 . 1/2} . 10 
=45'.10=7° 30' 

(Z+7° 30')2 
= 7' 30° + 56° 15' 
=8' 26° 15' 

Z + 7° 30' = 1"8' 26° 15' 
=22° 30' 

Z=22° 30' _7° 30' = 15 

u+v , 
--=Zj2=7° 30 

2 

u-v 
--=5/2=2° 30' 

2 
u+v u-v 

u=-2---2-

0= 7° 30' +2° 30' = 10 
u+v 1t-v 

V=--+--
2 2 

= 7° 30' - 2° 30' = 5 

21. The igi of 40' of the tU'o-third detach: P 30' you 
see. 1° 30' { ... 
i-gi 40 .si-ni-pe-tim pu-t11-ur-ma 1,30 ta-mar 1, 30 
{lti-pi(? )-ma 

22 .... }b to 2' 30c , the surface, raise: 3' 45° y01t see. 
4r5 tla-mar 45} a-na 2, 30 a-sa i-si-ma 3,45 ta-mar 

23. 3' 45° repeat: 7' 30° you see. 7' 30° your head 
3, 45 e-~i-ma 7, 30 ta-mar 7, 30 ri-is-ka 

24. may retain. Turn back. The igi of 40' of the tu'O
third detach 
li-ki-il t1Htr-ma i-gi 40 si-ni-pe-tim pU-!11-ur 

Reverse 

1. 1° 30' you see. 1° 30' break: 45' y01~ see; to 10 which 
you have appended 
1, 30 ta-mar 1, 30 o,i-pi-ma 45 ta-mar a-na 10 
sa t1t- i$ -blt 

2-4. raise: 7° 30' you see { ... }b 
i-si-ma 7,30 ta-mar {7, 30 ri-is-ka li-ki-il tu-ur-ma 
i-gi 40 pu-(u-ur-ma 1, 30 ta-mar 1, 40 o,i-pi-ma 
45 ta-mar a-na 10 sa tu-i$-bu i-si-ma 7, 30 ta-mar} 

5. 7° 30' the counter { ... }b part lay down: Make span: 
7, 30 1Ile-eo,-{sa }-ra-ami-di-ma 8u-ta-ku-il-ma 

6. 56° 15' y01t see. 56° 15' to 7' 30° which your head 
56, 15 ta-mar 56, 15 a-na 7, 30 sa-ri-is-ka 

7. retains append: 8' 26° 15' you see. The equilateral d 

u-ka-lu $'i-ib-rna 8,26, 15 ta-mar ba-se-e 

8. of 8' 26° 15' make come up: 22° 30' its eqltilaterald ; 

frorn 22c 30' 
8, 26, 15 su-li-ma 22, 30 ba-su-su i-na 22, 30 

9. the equilaterald 7° 30', yom takiltum, cut off, 
ba-se-e 7, 30 ta-ki-il-ta-ka o,u-ru-UlJ4 

10. 15 the left-over. 15 break: 7° 30' yOlt see, 7° 30' the 
cmmterpart lay down: 
15 si-ta-tum 15 lyi-pi-ma 7, 30 ta-mar 7, 30 me-ely
ra-am i-di-ma 

11. 5 which width over width goes beyond break: 
5 sa sag e-li sag i-le-ru lyi-pi-l1Ia 

12. 2° 30' yml see. 2° 30' to the first 7° 30' append: 
2,30 ta-mar 2, 30 a-na 7,30 is-ti-in $i-im-ma 

13. 10 you see; from the second 7° 30' cut off· 
10 ta-mari-lw 7, 30 sa-ni-im o,u-ru-u$t, 
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Proof: 
u+v=10+5=15 
213· (u+v)=10 

X= 10 + 10=20 
u+v 
--=7° 30' 

2 
u+v 
--' x=2' 30° 

2 
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14. 10 the upper width; 5 the lower width. 
10 sag e-li-tum 5 sag sa-ap-li-tum 

15. Turn back: 10 and 5 accul1wlate, 15 you see. 
tu-ur-ma 10 it 5 ku-mu-ur 15 ta-mar 

16. The tU'o-third of 15 take: 10 you see, and 10 append: 
si-ni-ip-pe-at 15 le-qe-ma 10 ta-mar it 10 ~i-ib-ma 

17. 20 your upper length. 15 break: 7° 30' you see. 
20 us -ka e-lu-um 15 7;i-pi-ma 7, 30 ta-mar 

18. P 30' to 20 raise: 2' 30°, the surface, you see. 
7, 30 a-na 20 i-si-ma 2, 30 a-sa ta-mar ' 

19. So the having-been-made. 
ki-a-am ne-pe-.§um 

a I.e. a number 10 which is "at my disposition" without being defined in relation 
to the figure. 

b The text contains a number of repetitions, other erroneous insertions etc. due 
to faulty copying. Those of obv. 18 and rev. 5 were already pointed out by T. 
Baqir. Those of obv. 21f. and rev. 2-4 (the first of which has been induced by 
the phrase, 1,30 ta-mar 1,30 common to obv. 21 and rev. 1, while the second is 
provoked by the 7,30 ta-mar common to obv. 23 and rev. 2) follow from analvsis 
of the procedure. • 

The reading of zu as a homophonic mistake for zu in obv. 19 was given in van 
Sod en (1952a: 49). That of TUK as dug4 was suggested by Baqir (1950a: 146). 

C "factors of both" is a tentative translation of aramanialum, a plural form 
known from nowhere else. The term is an epithet to 40', which multiplies the sum 
of the widths. The term thus appears to suggest two (identical) factors multi
plying the members of a sum. In agreement with this, von Soden (1952 a: 50) 
suggests conjecturally the word to be a loanword from Sumerian a r a -m an, 
"times" -"two", i.e. "factors of both". 

d The "equilateral" of rev. 7-9 is written in syllabic writing. In rev. 7 and 9, the 
form is BA.SE.E, indicating that the form normally written ba-si" (which alter
nates with ib-si,) was pronounced in Sumerian. (In a similar fashion, the text 
writes a syllabic i-gi instead of the normal igi.) In rev. 8, the form is a nomina
tive with suffix, ba-su-su, suggesting an Akkadianized form basum. The accu
sative form in rev. 7 could in principle be a construct state of the same form, 
but the genitive in rev. 9 cannot, since the rest of the text is written with full 
mimation. It must render a genuine Sumerian pronunciation of the term. 

Both forms confirm, as does the homophonic shift from sis to si in certain 
texts, that the term was not read as a logogram for an Akkadian word (m'it7;artum 
being the normal assumption), at least not when used for the extr8"ction of a 
square-root. 

In AO 17264 (late Old Babylonian or early Kassite) the forms ba-si-e-su and 
ba-si-su are found (MKT 1,127). Even here, the equilateral is "asked for" (sdhlm). 
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Before drawing any conclusions from the way the text formulates its subject
matter we should of course make sure that this subject-matter is understood 
correctly. Is the interpretation in the marginal commentary adequate, apart 
from the anachronism inherent in the use of modern algebraic symbolism? Should 
we not instead expect that the problem was seen as one in two unknowns (a 
"length-width"-problem) the product and difference of which are known (Z and 
Z + 2(7., in the symbolism of the margin)? Or, if it is to be understood in terms of 

one unknown ("surface and confrontations"), is the average width (U; v =Zj2) 
not the entity which would normally be chosen by a Babylonian? 

Both answers should probably be answered by "yes"; we should perhaps 
expect the problem to be comprehended in two unknowns, and if not, the average 
rather than the aggregated width would be a normal Babylonian unknown. 
But in the first case we would also expect that the difference between the two 
be really calculated; instead, the scaling factor 1 ° 30' is bisected. before the multi
plication is performed, without any other reason calling for that sequence of 
operations. In the second case, the operation in obv. 23 would have been a 
"raising", the normal scaling multiplication (cf. section V.5, BM 13901 No 3), 
and that of rev. 10 would have been a reverse scaling. Instead, the first is a 
"repetition" and the second a "breaking", concrete operations which indicate 
that operations belonging with the standard procedure are only found from obv. 
24 to rev. 9, and thus that the sum of the widths, i.e. the 15 found in rev. 9, is 
the quantity looked for in that procedure. All normal Babylonian habits notwith
standing, the marginal commentary appears to map the original procedure. 

If we look at the formulation of the text, it is obviously close to the style known 
from Old Babylonian algebra in general, so much so, in fact, that only lack of feeling 
for the stylistic implications of the naive-geometric procedures (most notably the 
identification of the 7,30 of rev. 9 as a takiltum, i.e. as the same as that of rev. 5) 
has prevented earlier investigators of the text from identifying correctly the 
dittographies of obv. 21£. and rev. 2-4. 

Apart from the erroneous repetitions (which are obviously due to copying errors 
and which therefore presuppose the existence of a more correct original) and the 
syllabic writings of Sumerian terms there are, however, certain deviations from 
normal usage which can hardly be explained unless we assume some slackening 
of normal conceptual habits. 

Firstly, the term "building" is employed in obv. 17 when the length is ex
plained to be equal to the sum of the widths and an extra amount of 10. It is 
not excluded that a constructive procedure is still intended, but in that case a 
mental construction is more plausible than an actual drawing. In any case, the 
formulation deviates from a normal usage which appears to be strongly bound 
up with specific procedures. 

Secondly, a "counterpart" turns up in rev. 10 in a most unusual function. 
Normally, it is seen in length-width-problems (cf. YBC 6967, section V.l), when 
two sides containing a completed square are "laid down", for subtraction and 
ensuing addition of the takilt1lm. 17;; In the present case, addition and subtraction 

];6 "Normallv" out not E'xdu~iH'lY. it i" truE'. In TiVIS Xl X, It numher 1 i8 [losed (in a 
"single f:lH; p08ition") for the '(real) "lpnght" of the problem, and next also for its 
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of a semi-di!fe.ren~e is still meant, but if a geometrical configuration is at all 
tl~ought of, It IS dlfferent~ the "original" and the "counterpart" being opposing 
wIdths o.f a rectangle, which the addition and subtraction are to transform into 
a trapezIUm. 

T~ese pe.cul!~~ities do not prevent a naive-geometric interpretation. Moreover, 
~he doublmg m obv. 23 suggests the use of a procedure related to a trick used 
III the two tablets VAT 7532 and V ~T 7535 (both in MKT) The t d d ., h . ,,< • sugges e pro-
ce ure IS, s 0:vn III Fig: 16: The step of obv. 21 f. corresponds to a scaling in hori-
zontal dlrectl?n (~he hrst transformation, A-B), The repetition in obv. 23 is a 
g~nuI~~ duplIcatIOn, transfor~ing the trapezium into a real rectangle (B -C), 
VIZ, a surface (of a square) With 15 confrontationli·'. The sequence of-operations 

u 
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Figure 16. The geometrical inter. 
pretation of HI 52301 !\o 2 sug. 
gested by the parallels in VAT 
7532 ami VAT 7533. 

"("~unterpart" .(T~!S, 101, AS l'orrectecl in "on Sodpn 1964: 49), whi<:h in the follow in 
tmns up t;, he Its baslc ;·epresentative". In T~IS IX 40 (above, section VIII.3) as we~ 
A~.(::MS x~r 10 ~:rl\IS ,9;, as eorre;,ted in von Soden 1964: 49), ancl rev. 5 of the 
p.,ent text, the ongmal and tl1<' 'counterpart" form the usual geometric· configu-
ratIOll, !Jut alreaclv at the point h· t] . . " ,! " , . • . w ele le} HIP mal e span It supplempntarv squarE' 
not when the SIlk of the eompleted square i" found. . ' 

A] n Ol"l"Ul"l"enCe m I::JI 5535i, 10 (Baqir 19(0) is still more deviant hut need not o("("ul''' 
us lere. a" It has to do with a triangll" . 
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is, however, remarkable, If the geometrical procedure had been performed physi
cally, it would have been natural to make the very palpable doubling first, and 
the scaling afterwards. The actual sequence appears to indicate that a more 
purely arithmetical understanding of the underlying structure, where the sum of 
the widths is aimed at as an unknown (in the first transformation) before it is 
actually produced (in the second transformation). 

The deviant use of the term "building" was already mentioned as an indication 
pointing in the same direction. The implications of the peculiar use of "counter
part" in rev. 10 are more indefinite, and the most that can be said is that an 
otherwise strict conceptual structure appears to be loosening, especially if we 
notice that the term is also used in a somewhat more orthodox way in rev, 5. 
The way the text regards the "equilateral" is, however, yet another indication 
that an arithmetical conceptualization is present: It is definitely no entity pro
ducing a square-it is something which "comes up", i,e. a numerical result.!77 

The awareness of a homomorphism between geometrical' and arithmetical 
procedures need not have been greater with the author of the present text than 
with the authors of more orthodox, somewhat older texts. The latter, however, 
formulate themselves strictly within the geometrical conceptualization. This 
strictness of language has either been regarded as superfluous or has not been 
understood by the present author. In both cases it is justified to speak of a 
loosening of the conceptualizations and of an opening toward explicit arithmetical 
understandings. 

X.2. Seleucid arithmetization: BM 34568 N° 9 (MKT In, 15) 

Further developments of this opening toward arithmetic are seen in the algebra 
problems of the Seleucid era. A simple instance is found in B)tI 34568 N° 9, the 
very problem which was used in Chapter I to demonstrate the ambiguities of 
current translations. In transliteration and conformal translation, the text runs 
like this: 

x+y=l-± 
x . y=48 

(x+ y)~=3' Hje 

4 . X . Y = 3' 12° 

(x-y)~= (2:+yF-4xy 
=3' 16° -3' 12 c 

=4 

Obverse n 

1. Length and width accumulateda
; 14, and 48 the 

surface. 
us It sag gar-[mJa 14 It 48 a-sa 

2. The NAMEb I knOll' not. 14 steps of l-±, 3' 1(F. 
48 STEPSc of 4,3' 12C, 
:YID nu-zu,i 14 a-d 1-! 3, 1648 GA:yr 4 3, 12 

3. Fromd 3' 12° (to) 3' 1(j° go upe: 4 remains'. What 
STEPS ot u:hatg 

3,12 -ta 3,[1J6 nim-ma ri-lJi 4 mi-nu-'u GA:YI mi-ni-i 

177 The SUIllt' pxpr('s:;ion is found in thE' eontPlllporary and equally northern tablet H"d,jad 
104 (a]·Ha\\i - Hoaf 1985) und in the late Old Bubylolliull or pprhaps e,'en early Kassite 
AO 17264 (MKT 1126). Dh~·14(j (Baqir 1962), whi("h is also ("ontE'mporary "ith the 
pl't'st'nt tpxt, l'pgard~ the "equilatt'ral" a:-; sonlpthing \\'hich is to he "tl-1kf'n", presll n18 bly 
also as a I1tllllE'l'i( al l'undt. 
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x-y=V4 =2 
(x+y)-(x-y)=14-2 

= 12 = 2y 
y=1/2 ·12=6 
x=(x-y)+y=2+6=8 

Jens Hoyrup 

4. 8hall] GOh 80 that; 4? 2 STEPS of 2, 4. From 2 (to) 
14 go up: 12 remain8. 
hl-ra-ma lu 4 2 GAM 2 -1 2-ta 14 nim-ma ri-hi 12 

5. 12 TIMES 30', 6 the width. Toi 2 addk 6: 8: 8 the 
length. 
12 GAM 3066 sag 2-se 6 ta-tip-pi-ma 8 8 us 

a "accumulated" translates GAR, which is certainly an abbreviation for 
gar-gar, not as in Old Babylonian texts a logogram for sakrinum, "to pose". 

~ NAYIE t.ranslates yre, used logographically for sumum. F. Thurea~-Dangin's 
Il1ter~retatlOn as a logogram for as.sum, "since" (TMB, 59) is possihle, but it does 
not fIt the context. O. Neugebauer's interpretation "name" is, on the other 
hand, confirmed hy the Susa text T~fS IX. 

C STEPS translates GA}f, which in the contemporary mathematical table text 
MM ~6.11.410 is used as a separation sign (see MCT, 15). In the present tablet, 
~he SIgn appears to be used as a complete equivalent for a - ra, "steps of" (so also 
In the contemporary AO 6484 - iYIKT I, 96-99). 

d "from" translates the Sumerian ablative-/instrumental suffix -ta. 

e "go up" translates the Sumerogram nim, which in certain Old Babylonian 
texts was used as a substitute for il ~ naSum, "to raise", i.e. "to calculate by 
multipli~ation'·. Here the term appears in the original Sumerian meaning, used 
to deSCrIbe a subtraction conceptualized as a counting process. 

f "remain" translates ririlJ,um, "tibrig bleiben". 

g ~he. f~rst "how much" (miri~lm) is a nominative, while the second is a genitive 
(lIn-nt-~). So, the two factors in a product by GAy I (and, as revealed bv obv. I, 
16 f. of the same tablet, by a -ni. ) play different roles. It is this constructi~n which 
has suggested my standard translation for a - ra (cf. section IV.3). 

h "GO" translates r a. "to go" (TC}[ in }IKT). This supports the conclusions of 
notes c and g. 

i "so that" translates the optative and precative partivle lfi (also used to denote 
the precative form of the ideogram ra in the same line, "8hall] GO"). 

i "to" translates the Sumerian terminative suffix -se. 

k "add" translates tepum, "hin brei ten , auftragen; addieren", which in Late 
Babylonian had taken the place of u~·a<$ribum, "to append" (cf. von Soden 1964: 
48a). In contradistinction to u·a<$iibwn. however, tepum can be used as a svmmetric 
term, (epum a together with b. So, the modernizinO" connotations of the t;anslation 
"to add" seem quite to the point. b 

First of all we observe that certain parts of the vocabularv are continuous 
~ith that of our Old Babylonian texts: "length", "width", "s~rface", "name", 
"steps of". All except "steps of" belong on the level of algebraic problems, not 
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on that of mere computation. 'Ye can therefore be sure that we are really con
fronted with a descendant of the Old Babylonian algebraic tradition, i~ spite 
of the silence of all sources between c. 1600 B.C. and c. 300 B.C. 

The next observation will be that of thorough change on all le\-els, in spite of 
the continuity. It goes down to the choice of Sumerograms: nim, which in Old 
Babylonian texts designates a multiplication of the "raising" class, standing 
presumably for forms of ullum (cf. note 39), is used now for the stepwise counting 
of a difference, presumably as a logogram for dum. In part, at least, the Sumeria
nization of mathematical language appears not to have been continuous over 
the silent millenium. 178 

The discontinuous Sumerianization carries implications for the nature of the 
transmission, which appears to have taken place in a practitioners' environment 
rather than a scholarly institution. As far as the conceptual structure of Seleucid 
algebra concerns it has less to tell. rnder the latter aspect, indeed, the absence 
of all traces of constructive thought and not least the purely 'arithmetical for
mulations are the most conspicuous features. Subtraction has become a straight 
counting process. instead of a concrete process described metaphorically in 
physical terms ("tearing out", "cutting off", etc.). Only one multiplicative 
operation is left, described by the term of mUltiplication tables, i.e., as a repeated 
counting, when not by the ideogram GA}I, the separation sign used apparently 
as a purely visual symbol. Bisection is no special operation, but only a multi
plication by 30', and the square-root is explicitly asked for as the solution to 
the problem x· x=n. Two additive processes appear to be present, but the one 
corresponding to "appending" can no longer be identity-conserving, since it is 
often, though not here, symmetrical with respect to the addends. No doubt, 
therefore, that the conceptualization of the problem is completely arithmetical. 

As discussed at some length in chapter I, an arithmetical conceptualization 
does not exclude a geometrical method and justification. This combination is 
precisely what is found in al-KhwarizmI's justifications. A figure which would 
serve to solve the problem was shown in Fig. 2, and the same figure and a gen
eralized version will in fact explain all problems of the tablet, except one dealing 
with alloying of metals and one concerned with a rectangle of known proportions 
(see Fig. 17). l\loreover, even the more specious procedures are easily argued 
from the two all-purpose figures. and in one case, that of N° 13, O. Neugebauer 
feels obliged to have recourse to Fig. 17 B17!) in order to explain why the proce
dure is at all meaningful. On the other hand, several of the solutions are very 
difficult to follow unless one uses either geometric support or written, symbolic 
algebra - purely rhetorical methods will not do. It is therefore reasonable to 
assume that the method of Seleucid second-degree mathematics remained geo-

1,8 Another case of re-Sumerianization is that of t a h. In Old Babylonian mathematics, 
it was used as a logogram for e~epum. "to r"peat"; in the present tablet (e.g. obv. I 2) 
it is used for tepum. "to add". Both ases are in agreemEnt with the general meaning 
of the SUlllerian term; in their tedlllil"ul ase, however, the two functions of the ideo
gram cannot be connected in any ,,'ay, whil"h excludes any continuous existence of 
ta b as a mathematical term. 

l,a Of course in symbolic transcription (:.\IKT III 21). The important thing is that the 
entity (/ +w +d)" cannot be avoided in the interpretation of the procedure, 
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F" 1~ T Igure /. wo all~purpose figures which may support all the seeond·degree problem 
solutlOllS of BN! 34068. The upper figure will be recognized as a familiar justification of 
the Pythagorean theorem. For use of the lowpr figure, where d is the diagonal of a rectangle 
WIth length I and width w, one ~hall remember that the central square equals the sum 
of the upper left and the lowpr nght square (d 2 =12 =W2). In problem 12, the equal it v of 
the lower nght squ~re and the eentral gnomon will have to be used explieitlv. • 

The upper fIgure IS seen to contain Figure 14A, the one constructed for AO 8862 N° 3. 
It WIll be remembered (see abo . t 138) th h f" . " " ve, no e ., at t e same eon IguratlOn appears to be 
used 1Il two other Old Babylonian problems. 
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metric, in spite of the arithmetization of its conceptualization, though proba bly 
"synthetic" rather than analytically constructive. 

It is tempting to see the arithmetical conceptualization as the final outcome 
of a natural process already begun during the late Old Babylonian period; Secular 
use of the same procedures would grind off everything superfluous and leave 
back only the essential structure, which is indeed arithmetical. Before accepting 
this as sole and sufficient explanation we should, however, be aware that another 
factor was also at work, and perhaps even a third circumstance should be taken 
into account. 

The indubitable extra factor is the specific scholarly environment of Seleucid 
mathematics; The great astronomical centre of Uruk. loo The enormous numerical 
calculations performed in this centre may well have made the local scribes more 
inclined toward arithmetical thought than less specialized practitioners of the 
algebraic art whoever they may have been. But as we shall see below, such 
practitioners must have existed. ' 

The possible extra factor is cultural cross-fertilization. Seleucid Uruk was part 
of the Hellenistic melting-pot, and links back to Old Babylonian traditions 
should therefore not be taken to exclude combination with other links. In 
another branch of Seleucid mathematics, viz. mensurational geometry, a definite 
break with Old Babylonian methods and a striking parallel to Alexandrinian 
geometry is clearly visible. isi 

In the procedure of our problem there may also be a suggestion of cultural 
import. All corresponding Old Babylonian problems find the semi-sum and the 
semi-difference between length and width, even those which appear to make 
use of the same geometrical configuration. In the present case, the total sum and 
difference are found. There is no inherent reason for that change. In a group 
of more orthodox second-degree problems in the Seleucid tablet AO 6484, dealing 
with igum-igibum-pairs with known sum 182_as far as mathematical structure 
concerns no different from the present problem-, we find indeed the traditional 
semi-sums and semi-differences, together with a terminology which is about as 
arithmetical as that of the present problem. ISJ 

1,0 AO 6484, the other Selt'U(·id tablpt containing ~,,("on(l·degree problt'lllS, was indeed 
writtpn by Anu·aba·llter, an early 2nd·century scribe from "Crllk, known as possessor 
and writer of astrOIlOllli("al and other tablets. Spp tIlt' colophone in MKT J 99, and 
Hunger 1911S: 40 (N0 !J2) and passim. ]f the algpbraie tradition was really transmitted 
since the Old Babylonian period in "n Pll,"ironment of "higher artisans", as suggested 
abov(>, the c:irde of the "Cruk astronOlner'pl'iests Illay be thp setting where its re· 
Sumerianization took pla,"p. 

181 In Old Babylonian lllensuration, the area of an irregular quadrangle had been found 
by the "surveyors' formula", as the product of "average length" with "average width" 
(see e.g. YBC 4675, in :MeT 44f.). In the 8eleueid tablpt VAT i848 (:.YICT 141) the 
height of a trapezium is cakulated by means of the Pythagorean theorem, and every
thing gaps exal,tly as in Hero's Geollletric" 16, 1 i. ~ ew evidenee suggesto, it should be 
observed, that the development toward "reatpr pt'P( ision in mensuration may have 
taken place before the possible intpradion with Grepk geometry; indeed, unpublished 
Late Babylonian tablets contain the explieit <:alculation and use of the height of a 
triangle ["Friberg (forthcoming) §§ ,~.4(' and 0.5]. 

182 Hev. 10-27 (4 problems in total). In :MKT I 9Sf. 
183 The subtraction of "surfaces" ",ll'ries a libbi, "inside"; iJut the su btraetive tprll1 itself 
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A purely autochthonous development would probably haye affected the method 
of all isomorphous problems similarly. It is therefore plausible that the specific 
methods of B~i 34568 were introduced together with a specific cluster of length
width-diagonal-problems during the dialogue of scientific cultures. 

It is not possible to identify the eventual interlocutor. Similar interest are 
found in China. in the Nine Chapters on Arithmetic. ls4 But they are also found 
in the Graeco-Roman world IS5, and in neither case are the similarities complete 
nor fully convincing. Furthermore, the Hellenistic era was one 0f wide-range 
cultural connections, from China to YIagna Graecia. The suggestive similarities 
can at most be taken as indications that mutual inspiration took place, and that 
Babylonia was probably not the only focal point for "algebraic" investigations 
of geometric figures. 

X.3. Babylonian influence in Greek mathematics? 

The hypothetical foreign inspiration of Seleucid algebra is difficult to trace 
precisely. So are also the possible inspirations flowing the other way during 
Antiquity and the early Middle Ages. Certain suggestions can be found. however, 
in Greek sources pointing to inspiration though hardly to direct descendency. 

The idea of inspiration from Babylonian algebra to Greek "geometric algebra". 
i.e. the geometry of "Elements !I" etc., is as old as the discovery of Babylonian 
second-degree algebra. Since the late 1960es it has been submitted to severe 
criticism 186. mainly because the Greek geometry of areas is a coherent structure 
of its own which is not adequately explained as a "translation" of an arithmetico
rhetorical algebra, of which it is neither an isomorphic nor a homomorphic 
mapping. 

A naive-geometric reinterpretation of Babylonian algebra changes much of the 
foundation of the debate. lS7 If we recognize further that the structure of Greek 
geometry is the result of a process and not identical with the structure of its 
possible inspirations, the question of Babylonian inspiration of Greek mathemat
ics is completely open again. 

This is not the place for a thorough investigation of the problem, which I 
approach elsewhere. 188 I shall just point to the observation which put me on the 
track. The much-discussed term 3uVG(fL':; has given rise to precisely the same 
ambiguities as the Babylonian mitlJartum. In some contexts it seems to mean 
"square-root" or "side of square", in others it is the square itself. As in the Bab-

is lal, "diminish", and the addition is expressed simply by u, "and", and tab, "add". 
Multiplication is comprehended as "going steps". 

18t, Translated by Vogel (1968-the relevant problems are found pp. 90-103). 
185 One source is a Greek papyrus from the 2nd century A.D. (Rudhardt 1978, cf. Sesiano 

1986). Another is a Latin Liber podismi (latest edition in Bubnov 1899: 510-516), 
dating perhaps to the 4th century A.D. and based apparently on Alexandrian sources. 
One of its problems (ibid. 511£.) deals with a right triangle, for which the hypotenuse 
and the area are known. The solution is of "Seleucid" type, making use of total sum 
and total difference. 

186 I shall only refer to Szab6 1969; Mahoney 1971; and Gnguru-Rowe 1981. 
187 See my 1983 (review of ~Unguru-Rowe 1981). 
188 See my 1988. 
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ylonian case, the apparent ambiguities are eliminated if we read the term as 
"a square identified by (and hence with) its side". The normal Gre~k habit is 
to identify a figure with its area; as with us, a square designated -:E7PX'(W'IOC; has 
a side and is its area. The OU'lG(fL'C; is thus a foreign flower in the Greek conceptual 
garden. 

Investigation of a variety of mostly early sources suggests that t.he te~m was 
not only used in theoretical geometry but also by calc~lators, seem111g1y 111 .c?n
nection with some sort of algebraic activity, an earlIer stage of the tradItIon 
behind Diophantos. Links to the theory of figurate numbers are also suggested, 
and hence to a pebble-abacus-representation of naive-geometric procedures (cf. 
above, the end of chapter VI).I~sa' 

Another possible line of transmission of Babylonia~ influence goe~ t? the pre
Diophantine algebraic tradition. I have already .po111ted at the. SImIlar ways 
in which the Babylonians and Diophantos deal WIth non-norII?-alIzed problems, 
and other similarities could be found in that tiny part of Diophantos' "Arith
metica" which possesses cuneiform parallels. Such s~milarities are, howe:er, 
fairly inconclusive, since the subject-matter itself restrIcts the range .of pos~Ible 
procedures strongly. Supplementary evidence may, however, be. hidden 111. a 
much-discussed term of the "Arithmetica", the Ti:AG(O"fLxnxo:;, whICh occurs 111 
Lxxvii, Lxxviii and Lxxx of the surviving Greek part, and in the Arabic IV.17, 
V.19 and V.7. In the Greek text, it seems to be the diorism, i.e. the condition for 
solvability which is called 7tAaO"fLxnxov, while the Arabic passages speak of the 
whole problem as belonging to the class of al-muhayya'ah.189 . . 

The Greek term derives from .. Ar1.O"O"W, "to form", "to mold", etc., and It IS re
lated to .. MO"fLx, "anything formed or molded, image, figure'~ etc. (GEL 1412a). 
Because of this etymology and the Greek passages alone, P. ver Eecke suggested 
it to mean that the diorism can be demonstrated geometrically.190 Since a ref
erence to Euclidean geometry fits badly to the distribution of the ter~ in the 
Arabic books both editors of the Arabic text have looked for alternatIve ways 
to get a meazrlng of the term in its actual c~ntexts.191 He~e again, however, the 
naive-geometric view-point changes the baSIS of the questIOn. We already know 
a TCAr1.O"fLG(, a fixed figure or "mold" on which the diori~ms .of the three Greek 
passages can be seen immediately; viz. the upper sq~ar~ 111 FIg. 17 (quartered as 
in Fig. 14, since Diophantos uses semi-sums and semI-dIfferences). Moreover. the 

188' In this connection it may be of some interest, but is of course inconclusive, th.a~ the 
method of BM 34568 JS"o 9 is better suited for treatment by pebbles tha.n the tradltlOnal 
semi-sum/semi·difference procedure, which fails if the sum or, eqUivalently for m
tegers, the difference is odd. .., . . 7 

189 The first Arabic passage is grammatically Impossible as It stands. Rashed (1984. III 2 ) 
prefers a minimal correction which makes the term an epithet to a nUl~ber. Seslano 
(1982: 99 note 48) makes a'more radical emendation, in order to obtam agreement 
with a backward reference in the next passage and with his own InterpretatlOn of the 
term The first but not the second of these considerations seems compelllng to me, 
which makes me accept that part of Sesiano's correction which makes IV 17 a parallel 
to IV 19 (whence also to V.7). . h' 

190 Ver Eecke 1926: 36 note 6. There is no reason to go further into the details of IS 
explanation. 

191 Rashed 1984: 133-138; Sesiano 1982: 192f. 
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diorism of the Arabic V.7 can be seen on the three-dimensional analogue of the 
same figure. 

The. dio:isms of the ~rabic IV 17 and IV 19 are of a different character, involving 
factOrIZatIOns of the sIdes of cubes. There are no direct links to specific Babylo
nian material. On the other hand, certain techniques used for the computation of 
large reciprocal tables and the techniques of scaling are akin to the Diophantine 
procedure. Since at least ~he Arabic text does not claim that these and none but 
these problems possess a distinctive mathematical quality but only states that 
they belong to a certain pre-established bunch of problems possessing the quality, 
we should perhaps interprete the term as designating problems the feasibilitv of 
which is seen by certain naive-geometric procedures, not necessarily by Dio
phantos but at least by the people who established the bunch. The interpretation 
is not compelling, nor is however any rival explanation. A hint of a Babvlonian 
connection may-but need not-hide behind the term and the concept. . 

X.4. A direct descendant: Liber mensurationum 

If inspirations from Babylonian algebra to Greek mathematics can only be traced 
indirectly, through the combination of many sorts of roundabout evidence, in
fluences in Medieval Islamic mathematics are direct and easily verified. 

Once more, I shall only sketch the basis of the argument, since I deal with the 
matter in detail elsewhere.19~ The central source is a Latin translation made by 
Gherardo di Cremona in the 12th century from an Arabic original due to one 
otherwise unidentified Abii Bakr, the Liber mensurationum. 196 The first parts of 
the work deal with squares and rectangles (the later parts, related to Alexandrian 
practical geometry, do not concern us here). It was already noticed by H. L. L. 
Busard in his edition that the work shares many problem-types and even the 
coefficients of certain problems with Babylonian algebra (making no distinction 
between Old Babylonian and Seleucid material). This, however, is not conclusive. 
Starting from the simplest cases you will necessarily hit upon many of the same 
problem-types when progressing toward more complex algebraic problems, and 
if you prefer, e.g., the second-simplest to the simplest Pythagorean triangle, your 
numbers will be 6, 8 and 10. 

The first decisive observation is that many problems are solved twice, first 
by a method given no specific name and hence to be regarded as the normal, 
fundamental method, and next byaliabra, obviously a term meant to render the 
Arabic al-jabr. In a general sense of the word, both methods are equally algebraic. 
Aliabra, however, refers directly to the fundamental cases known from al-Khwa
rizmi. It is hence the rhetorical discipline known from al-Khwarizmi and ibn 
Turk 191, and also referred to by Thabit ibn Qurra in his "Rectification of the cases 
of al-jabr".ID5 In several cases, the numerical steps of the fundamental method 
and the alternative by aliabra are identical. The difference between the two must 
therefore be one of representation and conceptualization. ' 

1'1" See my 1986. 
1'1:) Critical edition by B1JsaJ'(! (1968). 
l!J'o See SayIlI 1962. 
Ju:, Spp Lllckey 1941. 
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The next observation is that the cliscursive organization of the descriptions 
of the "fundamental" procedures coincides down to the choice of grammatical 
tense and person and to the use of certain standard phrases ("since he has said"; 
"may your memory retain") with the familiar structure of Old Babylonian texts. 
The procedures are also often those known from the Old Babylonian texts, e.g. 
the "change of variable" of AO 8862 N° 1. The standard length-width-problem 
is solved by means of semi-sum and semi-difference, showing that the connection 
of the text is really directly to the Old Babylonian tradition, bypassing the Se
leucid astronomical school. 

A closer look at the vocabulary shows that the conceptual distinctions known 
from the classical Old Babylonian tradition are not respected completely. So 
much remains, however, that we have good reasons to believe that a naive
geometric method is still behind the numerical algorithms described in the text. 
A final "See" after many procedure-descriptions indicates that the original has 
indeed contained (naive- )geometric justifications of the methods. WG 

These observations are the main but not the sole reasons to see the fundamental 
approach of the text as a direct continuation of an Old Babylonian naive-geometric 
tradition, which must then have been alive until the Arabic original was written, 
probably not much later than A.D. 800. Even in ~bii Kamil's A l¥ebra , d~ting 
from c. A.D. 900, an alternative to the normal al-Jabr procedure IS sometImes 
offered 197 which contains the typical Old Babylonian steps, though in arith
metico-rhetorical disguise. More striking is, however, a passage in Abii'l Wafa"s 
Book on What is Necessary from Geometric Construction for the Artisan, written 
shortly after A.D. 990. In chapter 10, prop. 13, the author tells that he has taken 
part in certain discussions between "artisans" and "geometers", apparently 
regarded as coherent groups. Confronted with the problem of adding three equal 
geometric squares, the sum also being a square, the artisans proposed a number 
of solutions, "to some of which were given proofs", proofs which turn out to be 
of cut-and-paste character. The geometers too had provided a solution in Greek 
style, but that was not acceptable to the artisans, who claimed a concrete re
arrangement of parts into which the original squares could be cut. 198 

I~o One mav wonder that so ll1anv linguistic observations ('an be made on a Medieval 
Latin tr~nslation. The reason i's that Gheran)o's translation appears to be extremely 
literuJ, reflecting even some pet:lIli"rities in the original usage which ('ould easily have 
been straightene,] without loss of ll1atl1l'll1utical SlI bstancp. 

l!); See Levey 1966: 94, 96. . . 
1,,8 See Krasnova 1966: 115ff. This RlIssian translation is the only pl'lnted verSiOn of the 

work, although selections and paraphrases from incomplete manuscripts have been 
published by Woepcke (1855) and Suter (1922: 94-109). Though not algebraIC t~e 
whole treatise is highly interesting as all eclectiC merger between a Near-~asteIn 
naive.geometric tradition and Greek apodidic geollletry. Abil'l-Wafii,'s treatIse .IS a 
main source for the establishment of a connel'tion between the cut-and-paste techIllq~e 
and the later theory of partition of figures. Another work of possible interest I? thIS 
eonnection is a short treatise on the Pythagorean theorelll written by Thiiblt Ibn 
Qurra (description in SayIh 1960, Ambie t.ext and Turkish translation in SayIh 1958~. 
The first part of the treatise des!:ri bes two proofs of the theorelll by means of al.ta/$~l 
u'a'l-wa~l, "pal·tition and combination" (SaytlI 1958: 535 1. i). The figures are, howeveI.' 
,Efferent from those eonne(·ted to the Babylonian tradition; they look rather as geneI
alizations of that used by Socrates in Plato's l>ieno, and the lllethod is indeed descnbed 

24' 
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A striking feature of the Liber men8urationum is the recurrence of problems 
adding or subtracing the four sides of a rectangle or square from the area (or 
reversely); other multiples of the sides do not occur. In a problem collection derived 
from surveying and surveyors' interest this comes as no great surprise. As in 
Old Babylonian mathematics, inhomogeneous second-degree-problems could only 
arise as artificial constructions, and most easily as recreational problems. But 
a funny problem in surveying is one which adds the area and all four sides of a 
square field rather than one which (like B;\I 13901 N° 2) adds 2/:: of the area and 
J/:: of the side. Recreational problems in general are not characterized by mere 
complexity and artificiality but first of all by striking coincidences. This ob
servation is part of the evidence for the above claim that the aberrant problem 
23 from B.~I 13901 (section VA) was taken over from a surveyors' tradition and 
adopted into the school tradition, perhaps even as the source for the interest 
in inhomogeneous second-degree "algebra".l!ID 

As regards the methods of the Liber men81lrationum, it is noteworthy that the 
trick used in AO 8862. problems 1 and 2. is used time and again. These early 
problems, we remember, were formulated as "surveying anecdotes". Their meth
odological affinity with the late surveying tradition can thus be regarded as 
supplementary evidence that Old Babylonian school "algebra" and the Liber 
men8urationum both derive from a common, older mensuration tradition. 

In chapter I I used al-Khwarizmi's naive-geometric justifications of his algo
rithms as a pedagogical device, in order to demonstrate what naive geometry 
would look like. At the present stage of the investigation it turns out that the 
old naive-geometric tradition was still alive when al-Khwarizmi wrote his seminal 
compendium on algebra. 'Ve can hardly assume that he invented anew a technique 
which was widely practiced around him, and we can therefore be confident that 
his justifications were direct descendants of those of the Old Babylonian cal
culators. \Ve may guess that even his arithmetico-rhetorical al-jabr derives 
ultimately though highly transformed from the same source, but there we have 
no direct evidence. Through his justifications, however, we know that the ancient 
techniques were passed on to }Iedieval Islam and to the early European Renais
sance, and hence to the modern world. 

as .,Socratic" by Thiibit; not being able to follow the text, I am thus not sure about 
its implications. 

wu If this hypothesis is correet, the tradition will have been carried by Akkadian speakers, 
according to the explicitly Akkadian eqlam introducing BM 13901 N0 2:3. This fits 
"the Akkadian" method as a name for the quadratic completion (TMS IX, see sedion 
XIII.3). It also agrees with the Akkadian language of the whole Old Rthylonian 
mathematical tradition which, as observed repeatedly above, is visible even in its use 
of quasi-Sllmerian logograms. Old Babylonian school mathematics was-like omen 
literature which is likewise written in Akkaclian-new as a school tradition, but it may 
well have older oral roots. A Sargonic tablet bisecting a trapezium [Friberg (forth
coming), section 5.4.K] suggests that it goes back at lea"t to the 23d century B.C. The 
present hypothesis on the relation between Old Babylonian 8(;hool mathematic" and 
the surveyors' tradition is argued in somewhat more detail in Hoyrup 1989 a: 28 f. 
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